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FOREWORD

Volume 2 consists of Part B (Acquisition
of Research and Development) and Part C
(Acquisition of Major Systems). Much of the
subject matter in both parts is technology
oriented and, in some cases, closely related
and mutually supportive.

Reports of Commission Study Groups 1
(utilization of Resources), 11 (Research and
Development), and 12 (Major Systems Acqui
sition) were the sources of much of the back
ground material considered in preparing this
volume. Approximately half the members of
each of these study groups were from the
Government and the remainder were from the
private sector. Each study group spent more
than a year performing a comprehensive study
of its assigned area.

Part B stresses the importance of a viable
technology base, not only as a source for special
applications, such as major systems, but as a
mechanism to further national development
and to foster the competitive position of the
United States in areas of high technology.
Part C stresses the importance of those key
decisions that control the application of new
technology to meet public needs through sys
tem acquisition programs. It stresses, as well,
the kinds of information used in making such
decisions and the roles and responsibilities of
the organizations that make them.

Data in Part B indicate trends in research
and development (R&D) funding generally;
Part C treats specifically the R&D activity of
the Department of Defense as it relates to

major systems. Parts Band C analyze the roles
of Government in-house laboratories and
other R&D activities in the public and private
sectors.

Both parts stress the need for freedom of
innovation and maximum utilization of the
science and technology capability of the pri
vate sector. Part B contains an in-depth
analysis of independent research and develop
ment (IR&D), with major emphasis on the
technology base; Part C considers IR&D as a
mechanism for innovative system development,
with particular emphasis on conceptual and
early design studies.

Part B discusses the special nature of com
petition in R&D procurement; a major theme
of Part C is that alternative system approaches
should be pursued in competition at least from
the early conceptual phase through the selec
tion for final development.

In summary, Part B contains both procure
ment and national policy issues and recommen
dations. Its major theme is that the procure
ment process should maximize innovation in
both the public and private sectors. Part C
proposes a framework for the acquisition of
major systems based on a model of the key
decision points and the information needed
at each point.

While each Commissioner does not necessarily
agree with every aspect of this report, the
Commission as a whole is in agreement with
the general thrust of the discussion and rec
ommendations, except where noted.

vii
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and Summary of Recommendations

Research and development (R&D) is an in
novative process of scientific and technological
preparation for change. Representing about
six percent of the Federal budget for fiscal
1972, Government-funded R&D has helped to
attain important national goals, particularly in
the fields of defense, space exploration, nuclear
energy, and health and to provide a broad base
of scientific knowledge and trained manpower.

The R&D spectrum is being broadened in
new efforts to enhance the quality of life, to
support economic growth, and to improve the
U.S. position in foreign trade. These new vis
tas challenge the R&D procurement process.
There is still much room for improvement in
defining the role and nature of R&D and in
the understanding of R&D procurement with
in the Federal Government and other public
sectors. In the procurement of R&D, the Gov
ernment has the dual objective of (1) support
ing the Nation's technological base and (2)
acquiring the capability for producing new
products and rendering new services. Major
problems in the R&D procurement process
often have resulted from losing sight of this
dual objective.

There is also a continuing need to maximize
the effectiveness and efficiency of all Federal
R&D activity. A step in this direction would
be the clear definition of specific roles and mis
sions for the three major performers of R&D:
universities, in-house laboratories, and private
industry.

Objectives and Organization

We conclude that the increasing complexity
and cost of R&D has made it difficult for some

newer agencies to find the resources needed to
fulfill their R&D objectives. Such problems can
sometimes be solved by seeking help from the
older agencies which often possess resources
that can be used to fulfill an R&D need of the
new agency. It is important that this type of
interagency cooperation be encouraged, es
pecially in solving important national prob
lems that are not within the purview of a
single agency.

In order for one Federal agency to evaluate
the R&D potential of another agency's in
house laboratory, specific information is
needed as to the laboratory's capability. We
therefore recommend that Federal in-house
laboratory directors be given some discretion
ary funds for demonstrating the laboratory's
capability for contributing to the solution of
problems outside the mission of its parent
agency.

The increase in the scope and magnitude of
Federal R&D over the past 25 years has been
accompanied by a similar increase in basic re
search programs. Unfortunately, such programs
have been concentrated in a few agencies,
principally those with large R&D programs in
areas of high technology. We conclude that a
basic research program conducted side-by-side
with an ongoing R&D program will invariably
benefit one another if there is an effective ex
change of information between the programs.
We recommend that every Federal agency that
has an R&D program in direct support of its
missions should support an associated program
in long-range basic research.

Performers

As a result of our study of R&D roles and
missions, we have concluded that the universi-
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ties should continue to be the primary perform
ers of basic research and that industry should
be the primary source of applied research and
product development. In-house laboratories
must maintain strong technical competence in
order to properly sponsor and manage R&D
programs and perform required tests and eval
uations.

As a result of our study of Federally funded
research and development centers (FFRDCs),
including Federal contract research centers
(FCRCs) as they are called in the Department
of Defense, we conclude that such centers have
provided unique technical and management as
sistance to the Government. We recommend
that the option to use such resources should
be continued and offer specific guidelines for
their initiation and termination.

To achieve progress in certain areas, partic
ularly in the social sector, it has been necessary
to develop R&D programs and projects that
transcend traditional disciplinary or depart
mental boundaries. Most recently, there has
arisen a compelling need to improve interac
tion between institutions and organizations in
order to accomplish special goals and the pri
mary response has been to form consortia of
interacting institutions. We believe increased
multi-institutional effort is necessary to im
prove industrial technology and generally to
provide special resources for use by the entire
national R&D community. New multi-institu
tional organizations might be formed from a
mix of several types of performers (for ex
ample, academic, industrial, and nonprofit),
depending on the requirements of the activity
to be supported. Multi-institutional organiza
tions might, however, introduce new problems,
such as how to deal with questions of restraint
of trade and protection of proprietary rights
if industrial organizations are involved and
how best to administer the programs so as to
stimulate R&D. The existing National Science
Foundation/National Bureau of Standards ex
perimental incentives programs with consortia
of organizations should be closely followed, and
the positive results of the programs should be
promptly applied.

Procurement Policy
We conclude that Government-wide and uni

form regulations for R&D procurement are

Part B

needed and that competitive negotiation should
be an acceptable alternative to formal adver
tising and the requirement for Secretarial level
determination and findings for R&D should be
eliminated. These subjects, with specific rec
ommendations, are also discussed in Part A,
Chapters 3 and 4.

In other policy considerations, we conclude
that unsolicited proposals are a primary meth
od of obtaining creative ideas from the private
sector. Some agencies make very effective use
of unsolicited proposals in their R&D procure
ment, but many other agencies do not avail
themselves of this very useful technique. Our
studies found a trend toward reduced use of
this valuable technique, primarily because of
recent administrative and legislative actions.
This trend should be reversed and restraints
that discourage the use of unsolicited propos
als should be eliminated.

From our study of cost sharing policy, we
conclude that cost sharing in R&D procure
ment normally serves no useful purpose and it
creates unnecessary administrative require
ments and costs for both the Government and
the performers. We recommend the elimina
tion of cost sharing on R&D projects unless
the performer would clearly benefit through
commercial sales.

In our study of cost recovery policy, we
found two kinds of situations wherein the Gov
ernment seeks to recover part of its costs for
R&D from the performer who directly benefits
from the Government-sponsored work. The first
involves cost recovery from commercial sales of
new products and the second involves cost re
covery from foreign military sales. Our studies
have led us to the conclusion that it would be in
the national interest to remove cost recovery
requirements because they interfere with the
early application of R&D results. We believe
that a more realistic approach would be to
establish a cooperative Government-industry
effort to maximize the competitive position of
U.s. suppliers, and we therefore recommend
the elimination of recovery of R&D costs from
Government contractors and grantees except
under circumstances approved by the agency
head.

Our major
independent
(!R&D). In

---~-----------~--------------~
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Acquisition of Research and Development

price procurement the type and amount of
costs included in the quoted price are not usu
ally questioned since the competitive situation
supplies an automatic control on the amount
of reimbursement for direct and indirect costs.
However, there are many Government procure
ment situations where commercial, price-com
petitive, firm-fixed-price procurements are not
suitable, and the matter of cost reimbursement
then becomes a problem. The necessity of cost
constraints in such situations has led to the
development of "substitute" controls to replace
those inherent in the price-competitive envir
onment. The application of one of these "sub
stitute" controls-cost principles to govern
reimbursement of direct and indirect costs in
the cost-type environment-is the key factor
involved in the recovery of independent re
search and development (IR&D) and bid and
proposal (B&P) costs. We recommend that
IR&D and B&P expenditures be recognized as
necessary costs of doing business. We also
recommend that such costs receive uniform,
Government-wide treatment and that all con
tractor cost centers with 50 percent or more
fixed-price Government contracts and commer
cial sales should have such costs accepted
without question and with no relevancy restric
tion; all other contractors should be subject to
the existing Department of Defense procedures.
Two dissenting positions to the above are pre
sented in Chapter 4 of this part of the report.

Procurement Procedures

. We conclude that improvements in the pro
curement process could be realized by reducing
the excessive number of proposals often re
ceived in answer to a solicitation and by rec
ognizing that the type of contract used should
be selected primarily on the basis of the level
of uncertainty in program specifications. Rec
ommendations addressing these issues are pre
sented in Part A, Chapters 3 and 4, and Part C.

One procedure which we have considered for
reducing the time required to initiate R&D
work and simultaneously produce substantial
cost savings is the negotiation of master agree-

3

ments with performer organizations. Once a
master agreement is negotiated, all agencies
would be able to authorize work by simply
negotiating a work order containing the new
statement of work without the necessity of ne
gotiating other standard terms and conditions.

It is apparent that the agencies could agree
on a master agreement only if there were a
high degree of uniformity in the R&D pro
curement regulations; we believe such agree
ments are one of the benefits which could be
gained from uniform R&D procurement regu
lations. We recommend the use of such agree
ments, one type for grants and another for
contracts, insofar as possible, for all types of
performers.

Not infrequently the Government needs con
tractor expertise in formulating its plans and,
in some cases, writing specifications for goods
or services to be purchased. Contractors so em
ployed inevitably gain a unique insight into
the proposed program and, in the extreme
cases, could theoretically write specifications
that only they could satisfy. In the bidding for
the resulting contracts, these contractors
would have an unfair advantage.

The Department of Defense (DOD) and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion (NASA) have attempted to correct such
situations by excluding contractors who gain
privileged information. The difficulty in using
the "hardware exclusion" clause lies in deter
mining when it is warranted. The best con
tractors will not' normally waive their rights
to sales simply for the privilege of helping
the Government. We conclude that the con
cept is sound; however, overzealous use of
the clause unnecessarily denies the Govern
ment access to invaluable assistance. We rec
ommend that when a potential organizational
conflict of interest exists and use of a hard
ware exclusion clause is proposed, a senior
official of the procurement agency should be re
quired to examine the circumstances for bene
fits and detriments to both the Government
and the potential contractors and reach and
justify his decision to contract with no re
straint, partial restraint, or strict hardware
exclusion provisions.
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CHAPTER 2

Federal Objectives and Organizations

Objectives of Federal R&D Procurement

R&D procurement is an investment that the
Government makes to meet its constitutional
obligations to "provide for the common De
fense and general Welfare of the United
States." This has required the establishment
of close relationships between the Government
and the private sector, because the private sec
tor does 86 percent of all R&D performed in
the United States and funds approximately 46
percent of the total national R&D effort.'

STRATEGIC GOALS

Federal R&D programs serve certain long
range national objectives. Innovations from
R&D help to improve the productivity of the
Nation (see Appendix C) and provide the ba
sis for improved products and services at
lower costs, thus benefiting large portions of
the population.

The innovative and beneficial results of
Government-procured R&D have a profound
impact on the U.S. economic position in the
international marketplace (see Appendix D).
The total funding of science and technology
in the United States far exceeds the levels in
other industrial nations of the free world. This
dominance is diminished when data on the U.S.
ratios for R&D funding as a percentage of the
gross national product (GNP), professional
R&D manpower per capita, and graduate en
rollment in physical sciences and engineering
are examined. Federal R&D spending, estimated
at $15.2 billion for fiscal 1972, represents only
6.4 percent of total budget outlays and is in

1 National Science Foundation, National Patterne of R&D
Rf;Jsources. Funds and Manpower in the United States, 1953-1972.
NSF 72-300, P. vi.

the eighth year of decline since the peak of
12.6 percent in 1965.' The United States has
always faced strong competition from other
countries in markets for most labor-intensive
consumer goods. The recent U.S. dominance in
high technology is now threatened by rapid
developments abroad, and a strong R&D posture
is needed to maintain and extend the potential
for our position in foreign markets.

The Government has supported R&D be
cause of the need to build and maintain a
strong scientific and technological base. The
use of scientific research in World War II and
the needs of certain critical technologies per
tinent to the national security effort in the
years following World War II have demon
strated the need for this "base." (See Part C
for details on the importance of the techno
logical base for major systems development.)
Important parts of this base consist of the
generation of new scientific and technological
knowledge through the support of university
research and the training of new scientific
manpower to extend knowledge-generating and
knowledge-using capabilities. Extending these
capabilities from older, established programs
to newer R&D programs in the socially-oriented
civilian sector is an increasing challenge.

AGENCY AND INTERAGENCY GOALS

A most immediate and apparent purpose of
Federal R&D procurement is to help the vari-

2 Ibid., p. 4.
Percentage calculated by Commission, using the $15,2 billio-n

compared with estimated 1972 total budget outlays from Special
.4.nalyses of the United States Goverwment. Fiscal Year 1978. n. 18.

National Science Foundation, Federal Funds For Research,
Development and Other Scientific Activities, Fiscal Year8 1969, 1970,

and 1971, NSF 70-38, Vol. XIX, Sept. 1970, n. 2.
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ous Government agencies attain their specific
mission objectives. These missions are best
served by continual advances in the state-of
the-art for each agency. Only through these
advances can the agencies be assured that they
can procure the best goods, services, facilities,
and systems for their own use and provide
maximal benefit to the Nation by making sure
that improved goods and services are avail
able to the public at the lowest possible costs.

Recommendation 1. Conduct R&D procure
ment primarily to meet agency missions,
but whenever possible be responsive to the
needs of other Federal agencies and activities.

Recommendation 2. Allocate a limited
amount of funds to each Federal labora
tory to be used at the discretion of the
laboratory director to initiate R&D projects
in support of any national objective. Some of
these projects might lie outside the normal
mission of the laboratory.

The increasing complexity and cost of R&D
have caused serious problems for some agen
cies in. trying to find the resources to fulfill
their objectives. It is expensive to create new
facilities and train new manpower to perform
R&D functions. Established programs of older
agencies often provide potentially suitable
resources to accomplish new functions. For
example, the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) has provided the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) with the facilities and talents
needed to help develop nuclear-powered car
diac-assist devices. The Department of Hous
ing and Urban Development (HUD) relies on
the Department of Commerce's National Bu
reau of Standards to perform research aimed
at developing materials needed in housing
technology.

The most striking example of agency impact
on and cooperation with other agency R&D
programs is NASA's early interaction (as
NACA) with DOD in aircraft development.
These collaborative efforts still continue in
areas of aircraft development and missile
R&D. Equally significant are NASA's contri
butions to the civilian sector, including the
weather satellites that were developed with
the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration in Commerce and the commun
ications satellites that were developed with

Part B

the Federal Communications Commission.
Also of great importance to other agency R&D
programs are such efforts as satellite detection
of diseased crops (Agriculture), natural re
sources (Interior), and pollutants (Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA». NASA also
has contributed to important advances in
instrumentation for distant monitoring of
physiological functions that are applied by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW) programs aimed at the treatment of
human disease. This interagency cooperation
could be further improved if Federal in-house
laboratory directors had some discretionary
funds that can be used to demonstrate the
laboratories' capability to contribute to mission
objectives outside those of their parent agencies.

PRIVATE SECTOR CAPABILITY

With rare exceptions, the private sector en
gages in R&D only if it expects commercial
sales, patent royalties, or other benefits from
the undertaking. In most defense and space
fields, no commercial benefits can be expected
since the Government is the only buyer and
therefore must support practically all R&D ef
fort.

Government support of R&D may also be re
quired in fields where many uncertainties face
the private sector. An example is basic re
search, which lays the foundation for applied
and development efforts toward creation of us
able products or services that sometimes re
quire years of effort before the findings and
follow-on development can be practically ap
plied. As a result, most basic research efforts
are concentrated in the academic community
and in in-house Government laboratories.
There is a need for special considerations on
how best to support these efforts.

Even if there is potential for future com
mercial application of basic research, private
enterprise may not be able or willing to risk
the large development investments required,
and some Government support may be needed.'
Stimulation of nuclear power development by
the AEC demonstrates how the large invest
ments required and many inherent uncertain
ties involved can necessitate Government

:l Government FJxecttt[ve, Sept. 1972, Ill'. 39-45,

.~----



Acquisition of Research and Development

support. Increased industrial capability estab
lished through years of Government-private
sector interaction should eventually permit the
private sector to profitably and reasonably take
over the major portion of later R&D effort, as
demonstrated by the AEC programs for nu
clear power development. The Government
must find the best means to accomplish these
ends and to improve the Nation's creative and
productive capability. A Federal income tax
credit for R&D might be one such vehicle.

The following suggestions have long-range
potential for procurement. Because they fall
within the missions of the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and the Department of
Commerce, these agencies should consider their
feasibility and advisability.

• Establish a program of matching-fund
contracts or grants to enable individual
companies to explore innovative technical
directions which the companies believe
would lead to the creation of entirely new
industries.

• Encourage technological advancement by
supporting the development of markets re
quiring high-technology products, particu
larly when the Government is the prime
customer. Establish Federal/State/local
matching-fund programs for those nation
ally critical, high-technology areas (such as
mass transit, health care, housing, techno
logical training) with markets that are too
diffuse or underfinanced to provide good
market potentials or when the cost of the
solution is too high for local or State gov
ernments to assume.

• Stimulate technological growth by estab
lishing a graduate-level, training and re
training program to develop specialized,
high-technology skills currently in short sup
ply 01' anticipated to be in demand in the
near future.

• Procure R&D directed toward product
development in any field relevant to the
national well-being that is not adequately
supported by the private sector. Such R&D
should be conducted in a manner that:

Produces a competitive, private-sector ca
pability to pursue the product develop
ment.

7

Encourages ~he private sector to take over
the ongoing financial support of the new
field, including further R&D, after the
activity has become viable.

BASIC RESEARCH AND ADVANCED STUDIES

The largest fraction of all basic research
support is located in a few Government agen
cies. It is contended that this concentration
has biased the development of basic research
fields toward the specific missions of such
agencies as DOD, AEC, NASA, and NIH. The
application of science and technology to
broader national problems will require signifi
cant input from the social sciences and from
the sense of mission embodied in many other
Government agencies.

Recommendation 3. Encourage, through the
Office of Science and Technology, every Fed
eral agency that has an R&D program in
direct support of its missions and objectives
to generate an associated program in long
range basic research and advanced studies
and to support it at a level appropriate to
the agency's needs.

The terms basic research and R&D are
closely identified with the physical and bio
logical sciences and their associated engineer
ing technologies. Analogous activities in the
social, economic, and political sciences fre
quently are included in the same terminology,
but this is often inappropriate and misleading.
A simple, comprehensive term that covers ba
sic activities in all of these fields is basic re
search and advanced studies.

The major basic research and advanced
studies programs have been concentrated in
agencies that have large R&D programs in
high-technology areas. There are convincing
reasons to support basic research and ad
vanced studies programs in every Federal
agency that has an R&D program, especially
in newly developing fields that require social
and technological input. Basic research and ad
vanced studies programs contribute to:

• Development and organization of the
knowledge base that will support applied re
search and development programs of the
future
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• Development of an informed manpower
base needed for all future applied and op
erational programs

• Maintenance of an innovative climate and
a healthy, challenging skepticism in the en
tire R&D community

• Development of important mechanisms
for linking the applied R&D programs of the
agency to the entire research and advanced
studies community

• General understanding that it is vitally
important that the Nation be committed to
the long-range study of all of the complex
issues that arise in a rapidly changing,
technological society.

A basic research and advanced studies pro
gram developed in parallel with an ongoing
R&D program will invariably profit from that
association if there is an effective exchange of
information between the programs. This ar
rangement is valuable in newly emerging pro
grams and also in established disciplines.

A more general concern over the rational
development and coordination of all Federal
R&D activities is well documented in the leg
islative history of the National Science Foun
dation (NSF)' and of the Office of Science and
Technology (OST).' In basic research, the NSF
has helped to lend breadth and stability to a
wide range of national programs, but no effec
tive mechanisms have been developed for con
tinuously coupling these programs to the needs
of agencies other than NSF. This classic di
lemma is clearly illustrated in the recent estab
lishment, within NSF, of a large program
iii Research Applied to National Needs
(RANN).' The RANN program uses the

4 U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
The National ScifJnce Foundation-.4 General Review of Its First 15
Years. H. Rept, 1219, 89th Cong., 2d aess., 1966.

U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
The National Science Foundation-Ita Present and Future, H. Rept.
1236, 89th Cong., 2d seea., 1966.

~ U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Government Operations.
The Office of Science and TechnokJgy, report of the Science Poliey
Research Division of the Legislative Reference Service, Library of
Congress, for the Military Operations Subcommittee, Mar. 1967.

U.S. Cong-ress, House, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
Creation -oi the Office of Science and Technolog1J, study by the I:ltaff
of the Committee, 87th Ccnc., 2d eess., 1962.

o McElroy, "New Directions in the Nation's Science Policies,"
Congressional Record, May 6, 1971, p. S6341.l.

National Science Foundation, Research Applied to National Needs,
NSF 71-21, Sept. 1971.

U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
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strengths of NSF to help provide some measure
of the basic and applied research needed by
many of the new agencies. In conjunction
with related expansions in the total NSF
budget, it shifts the distribution of priorities
for basic research and advanced studies away
from the agencies that have dominated it. The
program also tries to communicate the urgent
need for immediate and short-term relevance
to the community that performs basic research
and advanced studies.

Among mission-oriented Government agen
cies, the distribution of priorities for the sup
port of basic research and advanced studies
has become closely identified with the concept
of short-term relevance.' This was highlighted
in Public Law 91-121 which authorized DOD
appropriations for fiscal 1970. Section 203 of
the law provided that: "None of the funds
authorized to be appropriated by this Act may
be used to carry out any research project or
study unless such a project or study has a
direct or apparent relationship to a specific
military function or operation." In authoriz
ing funds for fiscal 1971, Public Law 91-441
did not contain this specific constraint. In
stead, section 204 reads: "None of the funds
authorized to be appropriated to the Depart
ment of Defense by this or any other Act
may be used to finance any research project
or study unless such project or study has, in
the opinion of the Secretary of Defense, a
potential relationship to a military function or
operation."

The wording of the latter statement is en
tirely consistent with the principle of provid
ing support for long-range basic research and
advanced studies in mission-oriented agencies.
It simply demands an appraisal of the "rea
sonable expectation" of its ultimate value to
the agency. Nevertheless, the combined force
of the two statements has been interpreted
by many observers as a demand for more short
term relevance in basic research.

There is a long history of support for the

Interdisciplinary Research Relevant to pronteme of Our Society,
Heartncs before the Subcommittee on Science Research and
Development on the 1970 National Science Foundation Authorization,
vol. II, Mal'.-Apl'. 1969.

1 Nichols, "Mission-Oriented R&D," Science, Apr. 2, 1971,
U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Science and Astronautics,

Mission .-lgellcy SUPJlort of Basic Research, report of the
Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development, 91st Conc., 2d
sess., Feb. 25, 1~70, n. 3.
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broad distribution of basic research.' Multi
agency support long has been recognized as
an important element in the successful devel
opment of national capabilities in the physical,
biological, and engineering sciences. If every
Federal agency engaged in R&D developed an
associated basic research and advanced studies
program, it would guarantee that a pluralistic
support base in newly emerging fields would
be developed.

If this conclusion is accepted, the simplest
policy guidelines for coupling basic research
and advanced studies to the long-term needs
of Federal programs is to support it at a
reasonable fraction of the total R&D budget
in each agency. Congress and the executive
branch continuously analyze priorities for the
overall programs of Federal agencies, and the
annual budgets reflect these deliberations.
Moreover, within these budgets are detailed
accountings of the total R&D efforts for each
agency. This is the most accurate reflection of
current national priorities that can be devel
oped.

The Office of Science and Technology has
recently devoted increased attention to coor
dinating the activities of the agencies en
gaged in basic research and advanced study.'
Significant examples of this are the OST Inter
agency Advisory Committee for NSF's RANN
program and the current joint efforts of OST
and NSF to gather information from all agen
cies that support research in the field of
chemistry.

Because basic research and advanced studies
projects are frequently a part of ongoing dem
onstration or applied R&D programs in many
agencies, it is difficult to coordinate the proj
ects. If an agency is to participate effectively
in any interagency system for the coordination
of basic research and advanced studies, there
must be a central focus for the studies within
the agency.

All sponsoring agencies and all types of per
formers favor a multi-agency support system
close to the one now in existence rather than
a new system based on a single super-procure-

a Donnelly, Highlights of Congressional Action on Limiting Defense
F'unded Research to That WMch HGB a Dl'rect or Apparent
Relationship to a Specific Military Function or Operation, Lerdslattve
Reference Service, Mar. 25, 1970.

Congressional Record, Nov. 25, 1969, p. 814969.
Congressional Record, Mar. 20, 1970, n. 84080.
9 Note 5, supra.
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ment agency. NSF is being delegated the re
sponsibility for administering a growing share
of Federal support for basic research and
advanced study. This is a healthy, important
,trend, but mission-oriented agencies should
continue to support programs of appropriate
size.

Although it has major strengths, the present
multi-agency system for the procurement of
basic research and advanced studies needs
significant improvement. The individual pro
curement system is good in agencies that have
depended strongly on basic research during
the last two decades, notably HEW, AEC,
NASA, DOD, and NSF. However, the diversity
of procedures used by these agencies often
causes performers extra cost and difficulties.
In the other agencies, including most of the
ones that have rapidly growing R&D needs,
the procurement systems are mediocre to poor.
Many of the agencies with newly emerging
R&D programs have not yet developed a cen
tral focus for their long-term needs and have
not developed an effective procurement sys
tem for basic research and advanced studies.
Thus it is not surprising that many deficiencies
in the procurement systems derive from not
giving adequate attention to the differences
between procurement for development and
that for basic research and advanced studies.

Government Organization
for R&D Procurement

Federal procurement of R&D is examined
by several levels of the legislative and execu
tive branches. In both the Senate and House,
various legislative and appropriation commit
tees review and assess the R&D programs of
the agencies within their purview. Special
committees and subcommittees were estab
lished in the post-World War II years and
especially during the late 1950's to devote
special attention to R&D problems, particu
larly in the field of space. The most represent
ative of the continuing congressional interests
in this direction are the Senate Committee
on Aeronautical and Space Sciences, the House
Committee on Science and Astronautics, the
Armed Services Committees of both houses,
and the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.
Collaborating closely with these committees
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and other members of Congress is the staff of
the Science Policy Research Division of the
Legislative Reference Service of the Library
of Congress. A recent statute 10 establishing a
Congressional Office of Technology Assess
ment is a step toward strengthening these
review capabilities in the legislative branch.

The highest levels of executive branch over
view of Federal R&D start in the Executive
Office of the President, where science and tech
nology programs receive the attention of the
Science Advisor to the President, the Office
of Science and Technology, the President's
Science Advisory Committee, and the Federal
Council for Science and Technology. Specific

-" Publte Law 92-484, Technology Assessment.
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areas of science and technology are under the
purview of the National Aeronautics and Space
Council, tbe National Council on Marine Re
sources and Engineering Development, and the
Council on Environmental Quality. Further
broad reviews are provided by the Office of
Management and Budget.

Six executive departments and the three
armed services have offices of an Assistant
Secretary or Deputy Under Secretary for Re
search, Science, Technology, or similar desig
nation; tbree other departments, including
DOD, assign other equivalent titles. Two depart
ments have no such office. Eight independent
agencies also have high administrative officials
responsible for the R&D function (see table 1).

TABLE 1. U.S. GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS WITH DEPARTMENT AND
AGENCY R&D PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITIES

Department

Agriculture
Commerce

Defense

Army
Navy
Air Force

HEW
HUD
Interior

Justice
Labor

State

Transportation
Treasury

Assistant Secretary

Science and Technology

Research and Development
Research and Development
Research and Development

Health and Scientific Affairs
Research and Technology
Science and Engineering (Dep- Under

Secy.)

Policy, Evaluation, and Research

Systems Development a,nd Technology

Other Designation

Science and Education, Director

Director, Defense Research and
Engineering

Director, Bureau of International
Scientific and Technological Affairs

ADeney
Atomic Energy Commission

Environmental Protection Agency

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

National Science Foundation
Smithsonian Institution
Postal Service
Veterans Administration

Office of Economic Opportunity

Source r Commission Studies Pr-om-am.

Assistant General Manager, Research
and Development

Assistant Administrator, Research and
Monitoring

Associate Administrator(s),
(a) Space Science; and
(-b) Aeronautics and Space Technology

Deputy Assistant Director, Research
Assistant Secretary, Science
Assistant Postmaster Gen., Research
Assist. Chief Medical Dir., Research and

Education in Medicine
Assistant Director, Planning, Research,

and Evaluation
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GOVERNMENT AGENCY OPERATION FOR
R&D PROCUREMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

livi.lons
Divisions
Divisions

-,
I
I,-,

secrtary

•
OST-
OMB_ AssistantSecretary

tor
Research & Development IAgencyOperating

_ Agency Regulatory",',," I DiiLJ
Agency Laboratory

Profess;onal .
Industrial Assoclalions
Trade Organizalions R&D Operations
Commercial Managers

r----------, As,;st.n! Secretary

~
, ",I AdminlstrallonL _________ .

Program t
Decision
Function

------------ --------- ----
I

'" I II
Program Program Procurement

Evaluation Definition Administration

I Project Procurement )
Officers Officers

Fieldof Operations IResearch and Development Performers

Federal R&D Funding
Prior to World War II, Federal funding of

R&D represented less than one percent of the
Federal budget." Stimulated by wartime ne
cessities the national R&D expenditures climbed
to $198 million in fiscal 1941 and reached
about $1.6 billion in fiscal 1945. During the
early 1950's, growth in total Federal R&D was

While all these officials deal primarily with
R&D program content and direction, R&D
procurement functions are generally the re
sponsibility of an Assistant Secretary for Ad
ministration or a similar official. Efficient and
effective R&D procurement requires close col
laboration between officials and the staffs re
sponsible for both these functions. In figure 1,
R&D program management is shown in blocks
I and III and R&D procurement responsibili
ties in block II. Typical interactions are indi
cated, for example, with other executive offices,
other agency divisions, and organizations and
individuals outside Government.

11 National Science Foundation, Federal Fu.nda for Research.
Development, and Other Scientific Activities, Fiscal Years 1969,
1970, and 1971, NSF 70-38, Sept. 1970, p. 2.

Source: Commission Studies Program.

Figure 1

TABLE 2. FISCAL 1971 OBLIGATIONS·
(Millions of dollars)

Basic Applied
Agency research research Development Total

DOD 261.5 1,351.4 5,896.1 7,509.0
NASA 680.3 816.7 1,761.0 3,258.0
AEC 277.0 152.1 873.9 1,303.0
HEW 397.3 905.0 173.7 1,476;0
NSF 272.6 45.7 18.6 336.9
Agriculture 118.4 173.7 12.7 304.8
Commerce 41.8 71.9 30.0 143.7
HUD 0.0 10.5 37.2 47.7
Interior 52.7 86.4 54.7 193.8
Justice 0.0 6.5 3.8 10.3
Labor 2.5 11.1 9.2 22.8
Postal Service 0.0 1.0 38.7 39.7
State 0.0 29.0 1.1 30.1
DOT 0.3 172.8 309.3 482.4
Treasury 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.8
EPA 6.1 47.7 82.9 136.7
OEO 3.2 59.9 90.0 153.1
Smithsonian 15.1 0.0 0.0 15.1
VA 3.1 59.0 0.8 62.9
Other 0.4 17.1 5.2 22.7

Total 2,132.3 4,017.9 9,399.3 15,549.5

*Data rounded by the Commission.

Source: National Science Foundation. Federal Funds /01' Research. Development. and Other Scientific Actitrities. vel, XXI, tables 0-29,
C-48. and 0-67.
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TRENDS IN FEDERAL R&D OBLIGATIONS" FEDERAL R&D FUNDING-FISCAL 1971*

FUNDS CAME
FROM:

_NASA $3.3

_DOD $7.5

I 1- ALL OTHER
~ AGENCIES

$1.9

$15.5 BIlliON

~,'-----'" ,,;'~

FUNDS WENT
TO:

FOREIGN/OTHER

NONP:~FlTS {F :, 5j l- AEC $1.3

~:~ FFRDC'S rl·./)x~
UNIVERSITIES.-/' .,'" ","', ,."', -- HEW $1.5

$1.7
$.7 FFRDC'S

IN·HOUSE -
$4.2

INDUSTRY --
$7.6

~~ __ v' w 69 70 71 72"'*

., -- .••.

Fiscal year

4

3

2

6

51 I I I I I

7

B

• In current del lars.
•• Estimated.

1

o I !!!!!! ~ ! ! ! I ! ! ! !

1956 57 58 59 60 61 62 63A ;:1: &..<: &;, .<:0

(Billions of dollars) ...
17 1 I I:T'L: I
16

1°1 I / I I I
9

Sources: National Science Foundation. Report 70-38. Federal Funds
for Research, Development, and Other Scientific Activities.
Fiscal Years 1969-1971, vol. XIX, Sept. 1970, p. 2. (1956
1969)

Source: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research.
Development. and Other Scientific Activities, vet. XXI,
table C-7.

National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research,
Development. and Other Scientific Activities, Fiscal Years
1970,1971,1972, vol. XX, pp. 92-93. (1970) Figure 3
National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research.
Development, and other Scientific Activities, vet. XXI,
Table C-7. (1971)

National Science Foundation, Report NSF 72-300, National
Patterns of R&D Resources. Funds and Manpower in the
United States, 1953-1972, p. 4. (1972)

Figure 2

slow but steady. By 1957 the growth rate ac
celerated, reaching a peak of over 12 percent
of Federal budget outlays in 1964-1965, and
an expenditure peak of $17.0 billion in fiscal
1968 (see fig. 2)." The total R&D obligations
declined after 1967 to $15.5 billion in fiscal
1971. This represents about seven percent of
the Federal budget." R&D obligations are ex-

pected to total $15.2 billion in fiscal 1972 Hand
$17.8 billion in fiscal 1973.15

Complete data for fiscal 1971 are summa
rized in table 2 and figure 3. Nearly half of the
total R&D was funded by DOD, 24 percent by
NASA, 9 percent by AEC, and 8 percent by
HEW. Smaller expenditures were made by the
National Science Foundation and the depart
ments of Transportation, Agriculture, and In
terior, and other departments and agencies.
These data include funds for some major system
developments that are beyond the scope of this
part of the report. A detailed treatment of
R&D funding by DOD relating to major sys
tems may be found in Part C, Chapter 4.

U Ibid.
13 Calculated by the Commission from data rn Special A'I1alyse8 of

the United States G011ernment, Fiscal YeQ.1' 1978. p. 18, compared

with the $16.5 billion.

u Note 2, supra. n. 4.
15 Special AnalYses of the United States Government, Fiscal Year

1978, p, 281.

.__.._~._-_.---
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CHAPTER 3

Performers of Research and Development

TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTIDN OF FEDERAL R&D
BY PERFORMER CLASS, FISCAL 1971·

(Millions of dollars)

The Government relies to varying degrees
on different types of performer institutions
and organizations to fulfill the wide scope of
its R&D needs. The distribution of performer
funding within the total R&D budget of $15.5
billion for fiscal 1971 is presented in table 1.

Performer cla8S

In-house laboratories
FFRDCs
Universities
Nonprofit research institutions
Industry
Other

Total

Total

4,166
1,419
1,644

486
7,630

204

15,549

Some aspects of civilian agency R&D growth,
arising from new priorities and requirements
in agencies previously performing or procur
ing little R&D, are a principal source of the
needs and opportunities for improvement in
Federal R&D procurement policies and proce
dures. R&D is decreasing in the hardware
oriented agencies, whose missions mostly serve
the Government as a consumer, but it is in
creasing in civilian-service agencies whose
R&D goals ultimately develop community ser
vices and economic resources used by the public.
The need for these agencies to improve their
R&D procurement techniques highlights the
need for Government-wide improvements in
policies and procedures for R&D procurement.

"'Data rounded by the Commission.

Source: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research,
Development, and Other Scientific .4ctivities, vol. XXI, table C-7.

Certain patterns characterize the distribu
tion of funds by different agencies to different
R&D performers. For example, in-house labo
ratories and industry receive the major share
of DOD, NASA, DOT, and EPA funding. All
of these agencies are involved considerably
with development of hardware or processes
that are important in the industrial sector.
AEC relies heavily on its Government-owned,
contractor-operated (GOCO) laboratories,
and HEW and NSF use academic performers
predominantly. Nonprofit institutions are prom
inent in Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO)
programs, while in-house laboratories dominate
the R&D efforts of such old-line agencies as
Agriculture, Commerce, and Interior.

Federal Research and Development
Laboratories

Federal in-house R&D has increased steadily
year after year; between 1960 and 1968 the
dollar obligations doubled. Between 1969 and
1972 obligations are expected to rise by about
18 percent. In fiscal years 1970-1972, Federal
in-house work represented about 25 percent of
all Federal R&D, a higher level than prevailed
during the 1960's.' Table 2 shows the total
R&D obligations for each agency for fiscal
1970 and the amount and percentage allocated
to in-house laboratories. As noted in table 2,
DOD obligates nearly 50 percent of the total
Federal R&D funds and expends 27 percent
of its obligation on in-house activity. Most of
DOD's R&D funds are spent on R&D related

1 National Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Re8earch,
Development, and Other Scientific Activities, Fiscal Years 1970-1972.
NSF 71-35, vel. XX, II, 24.
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TABLE 2. FEDERAL AGENCY R&D AND
IN-HOUSE FUNDING, FISCAL 1970'

(Millions of dollars)
Agency Total In--House

Agriculture 281 208 (74%)
Commerce 122 88 (72%)
Defense 7,360 1,996 (27%)
HEW 1,221 247 (20%)
HUD 30 4 (13%)
Interior 158 100 (63%)
Justice 9 1 (11%)
Labor 21 10 (48%)
Postal 39 8 (21%)
State 28 6 (21%)
Transportation 317 64 (20%)
AEC 1,346 17 ( 1%)
EPA 89 26 (29%)
NASA 3,800 988 (26%)
NSF 289 14 ( 5%)
OEO 123 7 ( 6%)
Smithsonian 18 17 (94%)
VA 59 57 (97%)
Others 20 18 (90%)

Total 15,330 3,876 (25.3%)

*Data rounded and percentages calculated by the Commission.

Source: National Science Foundation, Federal Ji'un.da for Reaearck,
Development. and Other Scientific Activitie8. F'ucal Years 1970,
1911, and 197£, NSF 71-35, vel. XX.

to maj or weapon systems as discussed in detail
in Part C, Chapter 4.

In relation to the total work of all per
formers in each R&D category, the Federal
in-house laboratories perform a larger percent
age of basic and applied research than develop
ment work. The latter is performed largely
by industry. However, in actual dollars the
laboratories' major effort is development.
Table 3 shows the in-house R&D effort by
category for fiscal 1970.

Recommendation 4. Strengthen in-house ca
pabilities to support technology advance
ment in the private sector, and specifically
the procurement-related technical and man
agement capabilities in laboratories by:

(a) Clarifying the assigned roles of the lab
oratories;

(b) Providing training and temporary
assignment of technical manpower to intra
agency and interagency program manage
ment officesand regulatory bodies;

(c) Undertaking test and evaluation (T&E)
of conceptual design, hardware, and sys-

Part B

terns that are proposed, designed, and built
by private sources; and

(d) Maintaining technical competence by
continuing to conduct basic and applied re
search and development projects.

In addition to the above recommended in
house roles, we believe that Government lab
oratories should specifically conduct R&D
related to instrumentation standards; large,
unique Government facilities; and appropriate
systems analyses. It is often difficult to draw
a clear line between the type of R&D per
formed by in-house laboratories and the type
performed by other organizational resources.
Similar projects might be conducted by an
in-house laboratory, an FFRDC, a university,
a nonprofit research institute, and a commer
cial firm.

There is some evidence that past practice
and tradition have been factors in Government
agency choices between available resources.
The older agencies (such as Agriculture, In
terior, and Commerce) perform more than 50
percent of their R&D and an even higher per
centage of their basic and applied research
in-house. Newer agencies (such as AEC,
NASA, and HEW) have relied more extensive
lyon the private sector, possibly because they
do not have adequate in-house laboratory facil
ities. DOD originally performed a substantial
amount of R&D in its own laboratories, but as
requirements have increased (both in volume
and complexity), support from outside re
sources was needed.

The efficiency and effectiveness of the Fed
eral laboratories are very difficult to measure.
The Harry Diamond Laboratory has done out
standing work in special research areas; the

TABLE 3. R&D FUNDING BY CATEGORY
FISCAL 1970'

(Millions of dollars)

Category Ln-houee Total

Basic research 658 (31.9%) 2,062
Applied research 1,375 (38.8% ) 3,540
Development 1,843 (18.9';' ) 9,728

Total 3,876 (25.3% ) 15,330

"Daba rounded and percentages calculated by Commission,

Source: National Science Foundation, Federal Funds fOT Re8earch,
Development, and Other Scientific Activities, NSF 71-35, vol. XX,
PD. 9, 16, and 21.
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Naval Weapons Center at China Lake was the
primary developer of the Sidewinder Missile;
the NIH and NASA laboratories have a world
wide reputation for excellence in basic and
applied research.

Countering these examples is a body of opin
ion in the technical community, in and out of
Government,' that contends that, notwithstand
ing the few excellent installations, the overall
record of Federal laboratories is poor. The
Government, particularly DOD, has consist
ently turned to industry and the research in
stitutes for the critical concept formulation
leading to the in-house decision on concept
selection and for systems engineering, design,
and development (see Part C). When in-house
capability has been used for these critical
functions, the results have not been particu
larlyeffective.

The role of the Federal laboratories has been
the subject of considerable study and contro
versy during the past two decades." These
analyses concluded that: Federal laboratories
have contributed significantly in basic and
early applied research in the fields of health,
medicine, munitions, and aerodynamics, and
have not contributed significantly in other
fields. The contribution of the Federal lab
oratories to systems engineering and technical
management/direction has been spotty. Tech
nical support to the systems project offices has
been minimal although recently the Army has
tried to improve the laboratory contribution
by establishing a liaison position in each

2 Brooks, "Needed: More Freedom for Our National Labs,"
Scientific Research, Feb. 1967, no. 52-53.

Glass, DOD Laboratories in the Future. MAM 67-3, U.S.
Department of Defense, Office of the Director of Defense Research
and Engineering, Oct. 1967, P. 9.

Hornig, "Federal Research Laboratories," Science, vol. 160, May
10, 1968, nn- 627-628.

Splnrad, "Converting AEC to a TEO: Technological Excellence
Commission," Nucleonics, June 1967, pp, 52-53.

Spivak, "Survival Problem for the Federal Labs," Wall Street
Journal. Dec. 21, 1967, p. 120.

Welnbel·g, "The Federal Laboratories and Science Education,"
Science, vol. 36, Apr. 6, 1962, pp. 27-30.

a U.S. Department of Defense, Report of the Tas'~ Group on
Defense In--HO'Use Laboratories, July I, 1971, ». 98.

U.S. Department .of Defense, Office of the Director of Defense
Research and Engineerin~, Methods of Evaluation, R&D Organiza.
tiona, Management Analyses Memorandum 70-1, by E. M. Glass,
June 15, 1970, n- 22.

Carey, The Federal Research Laboratories, remarks at the
National Conference on the Administration of Research, Wilmington,
N.C., Sept. 30, 1971, p, 8.

U.s. COnKreSS, House, Committee on Science and Astronautics,
Utilization of Federal Laboratories, Heartnga before the Sub
committee on Science, Research, and Development, 90th Comr., 2d
sess., Mar. 26-28, ApI'. 2-4, 1968, p. 457.
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system project office. Contract administra
tion and technical management at the subsys
tem, weapon, component, and applied research
levels appear to be the chief function of most
Federal laboratories, particularly DOD lab
oratories (see Part C).

The most comprehensive study of Federal
laboratories resulted in the Bell Report to the
President on April 30, 1962.' The report was
authored by the heads of DOD, AEC, NASA,
NSF, and the Civil Service Commission; the
Special Assistant to the President for Science
and Technology; and David E. Bell, the Direc
tor of the Bureau of the Budget. The most
significant conclusions from this report were
that:

• The Government should continue to rely
heavily on contracts with the private sector
for scientific and technical work, but the
management and control of these programs
must be the responsibility of Government
officials.

• Choices between available resources for
R&D work should be based on efficiency and
effectiveness, with due regard for mainte
nance of public and private scientific re
sources.

• The contracting system should be im
proved, and the working environment in
Government R&D establishments should be
improved to attract and hold first-class per
sonnel.

The report stressed that:

We consider that in recent years there has
been a serious trend toward eroding the
competence of the Government's research
and development establishments-in part
owing to the keen competition for scarce
talent which has come from Government con
tractors. We believe it to be highly impor
tant to improve this situation-not by
setting artificial or arbitrary limits on Gov
ernment contractors but by sharply improv
ing the working environment within the
Government, in order to attract and hold
first-class scientists and technicians. In our

~ u.s. Bureau of the Budeet, Government Contracting for Research
and Deoeiopment ; Report to the President, commonly called the
"Bell Report." Submitted by the Pueaident of the United States to
the U.S. Senate and reproduced as Senate Document No. 94, 87th
Ccnc., 2d sess., 1962,
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judgment, the most important improvements
that are needed within Government are: to
ensure that governmental research and de
velopment establishments are assigned sig
nificant and challenging work ...

There must be sufficient technical compe
tence within the Government so that outside
technical advice does not become de
facto technical decision-making.

The Bell Report obviously was well received
by the President and Congress, and many of
its recommendations have been implemented.
Civil Service salaries have been made much
more competitive with universities, industry,
and other institutions, and more supergrade
positions have been provided for the various
Government laboratories.

Federally Funded Research and
Development Centers

The Federally funded research and develop
ment centers (FFRDC), including the Federal
contract research centers (FCRC) as they
are designated in DOD, operate under long
term commitments to Federal agencies to
perform or administer R&D, systems manage
ment, or study and analysis. The sponsoring
agency has the responsibility for continuity
of the center through funding its efforts and
provides some degree of supervision of its ac
tivities. Organizations currently classed as

Part B

FFRDCs are operated by nonprofit organiza
tions such as universities and independent re
search institutes or by nonprofit corporations
formed solely to operate specific centers. Ex
ceptions to this generality are the GOCO fa
cilities of the Atomic Energy Commission
that perform R&D and can be classified as
FFRDCs. Some GOCO facilities are operated
by industrial firms. (See Part A, Chapter 6).

Recommendation 5. Continue the option to
organize and use FFRDCs to satisfy needs
that cannot be satisfied effectively by other
organizational resources. Any proposal for
a new FFRDC should be reviewed and ap
proved by the agency head and special at
tention should be given to the method of
termination, including ownership of assets,
when the need for the FFRDC no longer
exists. Existing FFRDCs should be evalu
ated by the agency head periodically (per
haps every three years) for continued need.

In 1967, the Federal Council for Science and
Technology prescribed criteria for identifying
an FFRDC and now maintains a master list
of the activities officially included in this cate
gory. In an October 1971 publication,' NSF
listed 70 FFRDCs; 15 FFRDCs sponsored by
DOD, 27 educational laboratories funded by
the Office of Education (HEW), 21 of the
AEC GOCO research facilities, and 7 others.

The FCRCs of DOD have received most of

~ Note I, supra, pp. 75-76.

TABLE 4. FCRCs OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

FeRC

Aerospace Corp. (USAF)
Analytic Services Inc. (USAF)
Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins Univ. (USN)
Applied Physics Laboratory, Univ. of Wash. (USN)
Center for Naval Analyses (USN)
Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO) (USA)
Inst. for Def. Analyses (OSD)
Lincoln Lab (USAF)
Mitre Corp. (USAF)
Ordnance Research Laboratory, Penn State (USN)
Rand Corp. (USAF)
Research Analysis Corp. (USA)

Total

"Rounded by the Commission.

Total
per80nnel

3,346
93

2,388
123
452
233
624

1,753
2,176

448
1,213

561

13,410

Fiscal 1969
prouram ($000)··

74,272
1,572

46,277'
2,171
9,200
4,200

11,780
67,573
34,131

8,558
21,171

8,350

289,255

Source: National Science Foundation, Directory of Federal R&D Installations far the Year Ending Jnne 30,1969, NSF 70-23,1970. pp. 203,
209,219.243.249.253.321,357,38(1,391.401, and 437.
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the recent attention and criticism directed at
FFRDCs. These organizations are listed in
table 4, which also provides data on employ
ment and program volume for 1969.

The first of the current FCRCs was the
Applied Physics Laboratory at Johns Hopkins
University, which was organized in 1942 at
the request of the wartime Office of Scientific
Research and Development (OSRD). It gave
central direction and technological support to
an association of universities and industrial
contractors being organized by OSRD to de
velop new concepts for weapon systems.

In the post-World War II years, compara
tively low Government pay scales for profes
sional personnel, a lack of desire by the
defense agencies to develop a permanent staff
for highly specialized analytical work (it was
believed that the need would be sporadic),
the increasing sophistication and complexity
of weapon systems, and the high degree of
special competence and skills required led Gov
ernment agencies to seek temporary assistance
from outside groups of recognized experts for
long-range strategic analysis, systems analy
sis, system engineering, and research in spe
cific disciplines."

This led to the establishment of additional
FCRCs in three general areas: (1) strategic
analysis and systems analysis offered by FCRCs
such as Rand, Center for Naval Analyses, and
the Institute for Defense Analyses; (2) sys
tems engineering by such FCRCs as Aerospace
and Mitre; and (3) research in specific areas
offered by such FCRCs as the Ordnance Re
search Laboratory at Penn State.

Although it was originally anticipated that
the need for these institutions would be tem
porary, a continuing flow of new and extended
requirements for their special services kept
them in business and caused their numbers to
increase. They depend almost entirely on Fed
eral contracts for their business, but other
wise operate as independent enterprises.

These private institutions continue to be in
a position to provide unique and valuable serv
ices to their sponsoring agencies. Because they
have been successful in attracting many tal
ented professionals possessing special skills
and expertise in a diversity of fields, they can

6 Trainor, "Government Use of Nonprofit Companies," Harvard
Business Review, vol. 44, May-June 1966, p. 39.
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offer the services of multidisciplinary analyt
ical teams. Although largely dependent on
the Government agencies for their existence,
they operate outside of the Government struc
ture and have an independent perspective on
their analytical work. In principle, they are
not tied to the particular sets of objectives
and commitments that characterize the agen
cies, and their objectivity is not constrained
by any profit or product bias that might arise
in the profit-motivated sector. The independ
ence and flexibility they enjoy give them the
freedom to explore many issues of potential
importance to national defense or other public
interests before these issues demand immediate
action. Over the past two decades, the FCRCs
have become an intrinsic part of the analytical
research and development activities of the
Federal Government.

Initially, the activities of the Federal Con
tract Research Centers were specifically di
rected to tasks for the defense agencies. Their
capabilities were tailored to meet these agen
cies' immediate needs. The increasing demands
on these research groups have resulted in their
becoming sizeable private organizations over
the years. Their growth has been accompanied
by an expansion and diversification of their
capabilities, and as a result they have at
tracted other clients. Some of these groups
are now able to serve in additional capacities.
Federal civilian agencies, and other organiza
tions within and outside of the Government,
now employ the services of FCRCs and other
FFRDCs.

A growing public awareness of the operation
of these research organizations has accompa
nied the recent expansion of their interests. and
capabilities. The increasing importance these
organizations have in the Federal research
network has begun to create some public con
cern.' This concern is an indication that
change is imminent in the environment in
which these institutions operate.

On November 11, 1971, the House Commit
tee on Appropriations indicated the possibility
that the time has come for a substantial
change in philosophy regarding Federal use of
the private strategic and system analysis in
stitutions. This was expressed by the committee

t Coddington and Millikin, "Future of Federal Contract Research
Centers," Harvard Busines8 Review. Mar.-Apr. 1970, p. 103.
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in its report on the DOD Appropriation Bill
for fiscal 1972. In essence, the committee di
rected DOD to reduce its use of the Rand
Corporation, Research Analysis Corporation,
Center for Naval Analyses, and Institute for
Defense Analyses. The committee recom
mended a cutback of approximately 25 percent
in the budget requests for each of the four
research operations for fiscal 1972 and indi
cated that it expects further cutbacks in future
years."

One fundamental reason underlying the rec
ommendation for reduced FCRC funding levels
is the committee's expressed desire that DOD's
in-house analytical capabilities be developed
and used. The committee believes that the
development of these internal capabilities is
a viable and desirable alternative to the now
extensive dependence of DOD on the resources
of outside organizations. It anticipates that
numerous benefits would result from use of
in-house operations. It would allow the military
and civilian personnel responsible for the ef
forts of the U.S. armed forces to more directly
participate in the studies and analyses that
are fundamental to program planning, and
it may result in greater economy, since Gov
ernment personnel are under regulations
concerning salaries and benefits that are not
applicable to nongovernment employees.

The committee also believes that the level of
proficiency and pay in Government service,
combined with the educational and training
benefits available to military and civilian per
sonnel, should make possible the establishment
of in-house analysis capabilities at this time.

It should be observed that the FCRCs have
brought an objectivity to strategic and systems
analysis that, if properly used, could minimize
the biases inherent in the roles and mission
assignments that involve interservice rivalries
(see Part C). The FCRCs involved in systems
engineering have long filled a need for a tech
nically competent interface between the sys
tem project office and industry. Using in-house
resources to meet this need is difficult and
decreases the Government's reliance on the
private sector. However, filling this need via
industry creates certain problems of conflict of

R u.s. Congress, House, Committee on A!llJfopriations, Department
of Defense Appropriation BiU 1972, H. Rpt. 92-666, 92d Ocng.. 1st
seea., Nov. 11, 1971, pp. 106. 110, 116, and 121. (Percentag-e cal
culated by the Commission.)
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interest that neither Government nor indus
try wishes to raise.

The House committee recommendations
probably will substantially affect the future
development and performance of the FCRCs,
particularly those in strategic and systems
analysis. If DOD's funding of these groups is
further reduced in future years, the capabil
ities of these research institutions probably
will be accelerated toward new interests and
new clientele. More of the future work of
these organizations probably will be directed
toward the solution of widespread domestic
problems, and decreasing attention probably
will be given to analytical work for DOD.

As a result of our study we have concluded
that, wherever practical, FFRDCs should not
be completely funded by single agencies of the
Federal Government in order to avoid a "cap
tive" relationship. This danger can be lessened
through multi-agency funding or funding from
both Government and nongovernment sources.
Agency head evaluations should focus particu
larly on ways to obtain a significant portion
of the business of FFRDCs under normal com
petitive arrangements with both governmental
and nongovernmental organizations.

Nonprofit Research Institutes

In a 1969 survey, the National Science
Foundation identified 159 nonprofit institutes
that primarily performed research and devel
opment in the natural and social sciences. The
three major research institutes (see table 5)
account for 37 percent of the $361 million in
expenditures for R&D by these organizations.'
Of this $361 million, 62 percent was financed
by the Government, 20 percent by industry,
seven percent by the institutes' own funds,
one percent by State and local governments,
and the balance by other sources."

In 1969, nonprofit organizations collectively
constituted a very small (slightly over five
percent of the Federal R&D budget) resource
in comparison to other sources." However,

9 National Science Foundation, Scientific .'ldiviticB of Independent
Nonprofit Institutions, 1970, Repot-t 71-9, pp. 7 and 38.

10 Ibid., p, 38 (percentages calculated by Commission).
11Tbid.; and Special Anal1J8UJ. Budget of the U.S. FY 1971. p. 266

{percentage calculated by the Commission).
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Source: National Science Foundation, Scientific Activities of
Independent NonPTofit Institutions, NSF 71-9, 1970, p. 7 and 38.
(Volume calculated by the Commission.)

TABLE 5. MAJOR INDEPENDENT RESEARCH
INSTITUTIONS, TOTAL SALES, 1969

(Millions of dollars)

*Battelle's Pacific Northwest Laboratories, not listed here, rune
tions both as an independent research institute and as the operator
of an FFRDC.

**Recently converted to the profit sector as Calspan Corp.

Institute

Stanford Research Inst.
Menlo Park, Calif.
Battelle Memorial Inst.
Columbus Laborator-ies,"
Columbus, Ohio
Cornell Aeronautical Lab.**
Buffalo, N.Y.

Total

Sales

54.2

46.9

32.5

133.6

versities the difficulties caused by cost sharing
on R&D projects. In addition, Government
agencies tend to pay lower fees to them than
to other contractors. Some Internal Revenue
Service interpretations of the' tax laws lean
toward taxation of income earned by inde
pendent research institutes, including income
from Government-sponsored research. Certain
provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969
suggest further constraints on the funding
capacities of these research organizations that
will deter them from bidding on large Govern
ment projects. The nonprofit community feels
that Government procurement rules and pro
cedures do not recognize them as a separate
class of organization with unique character
istics and problems. The special problems of
nonprofit R&D institutions deserve attention.

their importance is far greater if their work
in basic and applied research is considered.
Although efficiency due to the profit motive,
tax base considerations, or competition do not
normally apply to this category of resources,
the nonprofit organization offers flexibility of
operations (particularly in personnel policies),
objectivity due to absence of profit or product
bias, and ability to attract and hold a high
level of scientific and technical talent.

Nonprofit institutions have shared with uni-

Academic Institutions

The academic institutions include colleges,
universities, schools, institutes of technology,
and other professional organizations that cou
ple academic responsibilities with R&D pro
grams. Table 6 shows the past and present
extent of Government reliance on universities
for R&D effort and agency expenditures from
fiscal 1960 to fiscal 1973.

TABLE 6. FEDERAL R&D OBLIGATIONS TO UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
(Millions of dollars)

Fisoal YeaTS
Agency ", 61 ee 68 6' 65 66 61 68 69 ro 71 72 73

HEW 158 221 310 350 419 473 534 620 671 695 647 698 821 895
DOD 155 191 200 238 292 291 295 280 244 263 215 196 194 205
NSF 60 68 89 115 127 142 187 208 221 213 228 254 354 415
NASA 10 18 54 78 106 124 133 124 131 125 131 97 112 117
AEC 39 49 55 67 69 74 82 90 93 101 100 90 85 85
Agriculture 32 33 39 41 49 58 62 64 61 62 65 72 84 90
OEO 7 21 16 14 25 20 9 10 7
Interior 2 2 3 4 6 10 20 23 26 24 19 20 24 28
DOT 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.4 1.4 11 12 13 11 8 11 19
AID 0.1 0.3 3 1 4 6 4 3 4 5 8 13 16 22
Labor 0.1 0.5 1 2 3 3 3 3 4 2 2 3
HUD 0.4 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
Commerce 1 1 2 3 3 4 4 6 7 2 5 15 19 39
Other 2 1 1 1 2 2 4 4 3 5 20 18 25 23

Total 459.4 585 756.8 899.3 1078.6 1193.4 1350.8 1455 1491 1537 1474 1493 1758 1949

Source: York, "Steps Toward a National Policy for Academic Science," Science, vol. 172, May 14, 1971, P. 644. (Fiscal 60-68). National
Science Foundation, Federal Funds for Research, Development, and Other Scientific .4ctivities, Fiscal Years 1969, 1970, 1971, NSF
70-38, vol. XIX, PP. 118-119 ;-F'iscal Years 1970-1972, NSF 71-35, vel, XX, pp. 92-93 ;-NSF appendixes C & D, statistical
tables, vol. XXI, tables G-10, C-11, C-12 (not yet published). NOTE: Data rounded by Commission.
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Government agencies predominantly use
universities for basic research (in contrast to
applied research or development), since this
effort most readily correlates with instruction
and individual projects by faculty and grad
uate students. Approximately half of the total
(47-48 percent in fiscal years 1969-1972) Fed
eral obligations for basic research were ex
pended by universities and colleges and by
FFRDCs administered by universities."

The benefit to the Nation of supporting
graduate education and enhancing the tech
nological base warrants consideration. Many
recent studies >e," indicate that "the quality
of one rnajor part of an institution is shared
by the entire institution. Both Federal re
search funding and total non-Federal funding
are thus correlates of graduate educational
quality."

In recent years the extent of agency re
liance on academic institutions for develop
ment of scientific manpower and basic
research has caused problems for these institu
tions. Along with their other financial prob
lems, universities have faced restrictions in
funds available for basic research, long-range
advanced studies, and scientific training. The
increasing numbers of agencies involved in
Federal R&D has meant growing confusion
in the selection of appropriate mechanisms to
fund basic research and training in univer
sities. This occurs particularly if the agency
procurement offices are more familiar with
commodity procurement techniques (for exam
ple, sealed bid) not well suited to the procure
ment of R&D or training.

The spread of agency R&D program respon
sibilities also has increased the diversity of
practices and caused confusion in the academic
community regarding the administration of
R&D contracts and grants. Although BOB
Circular A-88 established cognizant agency re
sponsibility for indirect cost rates and audit
ing for grants and contracts with educational

1:l Calculated by the Commission from data in NSF Report 71-35,
vel. XX, n. 9.

13 U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Report on
Higher Education, Task Force Report, Mar. 1971.

National Science Foundation, Graduate Education, Parameters for
Pl~blic Policy, report prepared for the National Science Board, NSF,

1969.
14 National Science Foundation, Toward a Public Policy for Gradu

ate Education in the Soience8. report of the National Science Board,
NSF, 1969.
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institutions,'" greater consistency could be
achieved if cognizant agency responsibility
were established for other aspects of contract
and grant administration at universities (for
example, negotiation of master agreements).

Agency attitudes regarding cost sharing
cause problems for the academic community.
The various legislative and administrative re
strictions that impose cost sharing on univer
sity performers add to their financial distress
and decrease their ability to initiate R&D
efforts (see Chapter 4).

INDUSTRY

Industrial performers dominate Federal
R&D. In 1968, about 70 percent of the Nation's
scientists and engineers working in R&D were
employed in industrial laboratories!' Funding
of these laboratories in 1970 accounted for
more than 70 percent of the Nation's total
R&D expenditures from Federal and other
sources." During fiscal 1968, 49 percent of
all R&D funding for industrial performers
came from the Government, ia of which 63 per
cent was from DOD, 27 percent from NASA,
and 10 percent from all other agencies."

During fiscal 1971, industrial firms ac
counted for about 59 percent of total Federal
R&D funding." During the same period, indus
try accounted for 87 percent of the Govern
ment's total participation in development
efforts." Industrial contracts increased rapidly
during 1955-1967 in response to DOD's need
for weapons buildup and NASA's technological
developments. After a peak of $8.6 billion in
fiscal 1968," Federal funding of industrial
R&D declined to $7.7 billion in fiscal 1971,"
although increased levels are expected for fiscal
1972."

15 U.S. Bureau of the Budget, Circular A-SB, Policies for Coordi
nating the Determination of Indirect Cost Rates and Auditing in
Connection 1IJith Grants and Contracts with Educational Institutions,
May 15, 1968.

16 National Science Foundation, National Patterns of R&D Re-.
sources, Funds and Manpower in the United States, Fiscal Years
1953-197'0, NSF 69-30, Sept. 1969, n. 12.

17 Ibid., p, 4.
18 National Science Foundation. Research and Development in

Induetrll, 1968. NSF 70-29, Jan, 1969. p. 6.
10 Ibid., n. 8.
20 Calculated by Commission from data in National Patterns of

R&D Resources, eto., 1953 thru 197'1, NSF Rnt. 70-46, Dec. 1970,

n. 29.
21 Calculated by Commission from data in Ibid., p. 35.
22 Ibid .. p. 29.
23 Note 1, supra. p , 23.
2~ [,Ad.
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CONSORTIA

The trend toward increasing interdepen
dence of agencies is a consequence of the
increasing complexity and costs of R&D. Pro
grams and projects have been developed that
transcend the usual disciplinary or departmen
tal boundaries of sciences or institutions to
achieve progress in certain areas, particularly
in the social sector.

Recommendation 6. Monitor the progress of
the NSF/NBS experimental R&D incentives
program and actively translate the results
of this learning into practical agency appli
cation.

There has been an increasing need for im
proved interaction between institutions and
organizations to accomplish special goals. To
respond to these needs, consortia of interacting
institutions have been formulated. These or
ganized consortia are a significant mechanism
in the administration of some of AEC's na
tional laboratories (for example, Associated
Universities, Inc.). They also have provided
mechanisms for expediting research in clini
cal areas (for example, Cooperative Research
for Cancer Therapy at NIH).

In order to help develop industrial fields or

21

provide resources for the entire national
R&D community, multi-institutional efforts
are expected to increase in coming years.
Multi-institutional organizations may consist
of members from the same broad communities
(for example, industrial or academic) or a
mix of several types of performers (for exam
ple, academic, industrial, and nonprofit), de
pending on the requirements of the activity to
be supported. Multi-institutional organizations
might create new problems, such as how to
interpret antitrust laws and patent policies
when industrial organizations are involved,
and how best to administer these programs.

The experimental research programs of the
National Science Foundation and the National
Bureau of Standards support, on a matching
fund basis, specific industry or academic con
sortia to: (1) advance that industry's or dis
cipline's scientific knowledge or technological
competence; (2) develop and operate major
scientific, experimental, or testing facilities
or complexes available to all at a reasonable
user charge; or (3) develop and operate major,
unusual industrial facilities available to all at
a reasonable user charge. The results of this
program should be closely examined and
promptly used in developing future policy.





CHAPTER 4

Procurement Policy

Innovation, creativity, originality, and imag
ination are the essence of R&D. These special
factors are prime considerations in the devel
opment of policies and procedures for R&D pro
curement. Through R&D the Government seeks
new ways to attain stated national goals,
whether these be individual agency missions,
broad interagency goals, or long-range na
tional objectives.

Uniform Regulations for R&D Procurement

Greater uniformity is needed among agency
regulations governing the procurement and
administration of R&D. A more consistent ap
proach within a framework that accommodates
the special needs of affected agencies should
help sponsors and performers to operate more
simply and effectively. Part A, Chapter 4,
deals with the problem of removing inconsis
tencies among existing agency procurement
regulations. Action is particularly needed to
improve policies and procedures governing
such aspects of R&D procurement as cost shar
ing, use of unsolicited proposals, techniques
for stimulating R&D innovation and invest
ment of private venture capital, and treatment
of IR&D and B&P expenditures.

Federal R&D procurement policy is influ
enced by many rules, notably provisions in
applicable statutes, procurement regulations,
circulars, and other instructions from OMB,
and various agency policies and procedures.
Defense and certain other agencies are sub
jeet to the Armed Services Procurement Act
of 1947 (ASPA), but most civilian agencies
follow the Federal Property and Administra
tive Services Act of 1949 (FPASA). However,

;'
;f

there is no effective mechanism for coordinat
ing the procurement-related provisions of the
various statutes for specific programs.

Unlike the Armed Services Procurement
Regulation (ASPR), the R&D section of the
Federal Procurement Regulations (FPR) has
not been issued. In the absence of FPR guidance
on R&D procurement, the civilian agencies
(and even bureaus within agencies) have is
sued their own R&D regulations. Although
many agencies have patterned their regula
tions after ASPR, there has come into being
a diverse variety of agency procurement pro
cedures.

Some steps have been taken to provide
greater Government-wide uniformity in the
administration of R&D grants and contracts." e
OMB has identified areas of diversity and has
tried to standardize R&D procurement policies
through its Circular A-21 on cost principles 3

and Circular A-100 on cost sharing.' Greater
consistency for R&D procurement procedures
is fostered also through such issuances as
Circular A-88 on indirect costs and audit deter
minations,' and Circular A-101 on adminis
tration of research grants and contracts.'

1 U.s. Bureau of the Budget, The Adminiatration of Government
SuppOTted Research at Universities. Mar. 1966.

2 U.S. Bureau of the Budget, Report on the Project Concerning
the Policies. Procedures, Terms and Conditions Used for Research
Projects at Educational lnatitutions. June 20, 1969.

a U.S. Office of Management and Budget. Circular A-21 (revised),
Principles for Determining Costs Applicable to Research and Develop·
ment and Educational Services Under Grants and Cont'l'acts With.
Educational Institutions. Mar. 30. 1971.

4 U.S. Office of Management and Budget, Circular A-lOO, Cost
Sharing on Research, Supported by Federal Agencies. Dec. 18. 1970.

5 U.S. Bureau of the Budget, Circular A-88, Policies for Coordi
nating the Determination of Indirect Cost Rates and Auditing in
Connection With Grants and Contracts With Educational Institu
tions. May 15, 1968.

6 U.S. Office of Management and Budget, Circular A-I0l, Admin
istration of Grants. ContTucta or Other Agreements ~vith, Educational
Institutions. Jan. 9, 1971.
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OMB's Federal Assistance Review (FAR)
Program is continuing to develop procedures
for greater interagency uniformity and sim
plification of funding and administration, in
cluding those for R&D. Various other steps
have been taken by some agencies toward
greater uniformity of practices among their
separate R&D procurement offices.

Despite this progress, the diversity of
agency R&D practices causes much confusion
and misunderstanding over R&D procurement
on the part of Congress, the general public,
and performer organizations. The latter are
particularly concerned about the extra admin
istrative expenses they incur as a result of
inconsistencies in R&D procurement practices
among and even within the Federal agencies.

Sponsor agencies also admit to the need for
greater consistency in Federal R&D procure
ment policy. They note that special considera
tion is needed for R&D procurement policy in
view of its unique characteristics. Further,
and of equal importance, R&D procurement
includes participation by three classes of
performers, namely, universities, nonprofit
research institutions, and Federal Funded Re
search and Development Centers (FFRDCs),
that function to a much lesser extent as sup
pliers of other types of Federal procurement.

While greater consistency in R&D procure
ment is generally desired, some degree of in
teragency variation must be expected within
guidelines established as national R&D pro
curement policy. R&D agencies need to main
tain a degree of flexibility to accommodate
different program purposes and needs and the
special relationships they have with mixes of
performers. Sound procurement practices gen
erally require and permit flexibility in the
exercise of judgment. They should establish
the bounds of alternative courses of action
within the limits of acceptable practice. Such
flexibility is not inconsistent with the need
for more uniform R&D procurement policies
and regulations.

We conclude that the need and opportunity
exist for more uniform procedures which will
a!low the wide variety of sponsors and per
formers to work more simply and effectively.
The extent of the benefits to be gained makes
it important that prompt action be taken to
bring about the needed improvements.

Part B

We believe that an element of Government
disassociated with direct buying responsibil
ities should be given responsibility for pro
mulgating, administering, and monitoring
compliance with R&D procurement policies and
regulations. OMB and its predecessor the Bu
reau of the Budget, have issued several policy
circulars specifically directed to various ele
ments in the administration of R&D contracts
and grants, and various others on topics re
lating to R&D activities. OMB is well qualified
to become a strong leader in the development
of uniform R&D procurement policy, especially
since it works so closely with the Office of
Science and Technology (OST) and the Fed
eral Council for Science and Technology in the
development of overall R&D policies.

We realize that various agency mission re
sponsibilities have led the agencies to develop
effective procurement procedures and tech
niques which could provide valuable assistance
in the effort to establish and administer uni
form R&D procurement regulations and pol
icies. An effective arrangement would thus
provide for permanent working relationships
between the office responsible for uniform
R&D procurement policies and regulations,
and key agencies with particular procurement
expertise. This should take the form of desig
nating lead agencies to assist in the initiation
and development of appropriate policy and
regulations for procurement of various types
of programs, for example, basic research and
advanced studies, hardware systems, and so
cially oriented systems.

Negotiation for Procurement of R&D

In Part A, Chapter 3, we recommend that
the basic procurement statutes be amended
to make competitive negotiation an acceptable
alternative to formal advertising. In addition,
we recommend that high level approvals of such
negotiations no longer should be required.

These recommendations are particularly rel
evant to R&D procurement. Formal advertis
ing is rarely, if ever, appropriate for R&D
contracting and is almost never used. The
common baseline specifications essential for
formal advertising not only are lacking in
R&D procurement, they generally are not de-
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sirable. Innovation and creativity, which are
the key features of R&D, would be dissipated
if specifications for uniform products were
prescribed. (See Part C.)

Although both ASPA and FPASA authorize
the use of negotiation for R&D contracts, both
require a determination and finding (D&F)
that formal advertising is not appropriate.
Under the ASPA, the D&F must be approved
at the Secretarial level for contracts over
$100,000; under the FPASA, the D&F for
contracts over $25,000 must be approved by
the agency head. The FPASA further requires
that even negotiated R&D contracts under
$25,000 be approved at least by "a chief officer
responsible for procurement."

We did not find a single instance where
a D&F with respect to R&D was disapproved
because use of negotiation was not considered
appropriate. The present statutory require
ment to justify the use of negotiation results
in many unnecessary and perfunctory exer
cises. In many cases it means the issuance
of a request for proposals is held up while
the paperwork is processed through organiza
tional echelons up to the requisite approving
authority. In addition to the time delay, this
process results in a waste of manpower and
needless administrative expenses.

In recommending the elimination of D&Fs
for contracts awarded through competitive
negotiations, we noted in Part A, Chapter 3,
that it was desirable to require a written
record to be made of the reasons for not using
formal advertising in contracts over $10,000.
This requirement is superflous in R&D con
tracts and might well be omitted. In Chapter
3 we also recommended that an authorization
to conduct sole-source negotiations should re
quire an approval above the level of the con
tracting officer under criteria established by
the Office of Federal Procurement Policy. This
requirement should be retained for R&D pro
curement.

In some agencies the present statutory
D&Fs are used also as a program control and
monitoring mechanism. In recommending the
elimination of D&Fs we do not suggest that
appropriate management controls and reports
are not needed; however, we believe other
existing and more expeditious management
techniques should be used for this purpose.
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Unsolicited Proposals

In many instances proposals are submitted
not in response to an agency solicitation but
at the initiative of the performer who sug
gests an area or field of effort that he believes
will be of interest to the agency. The per
former is usually aware of fields of agency
interest, either through past communication
with the agency, or through general aware
ness from agency program announcements. If
the proposal is unique and promises important
benefits that are worth the money, the agency
will make a sole-source award to allow the
performer to pursue the proposed research.
Such proposals are known as "unsolicited pro
posals."

Recommendation 7. Eliminate restraints
which discourage the generation and ac
ceptance of innovative ideas through un
solicited proposals.

Only 13 percent of the' Nation's R&D sci
entists and engineers are employed by Govern
ment.' It is not surprising, therefore, that the
inspiration or key discovery necessary to the
solution of Government problems often comes
from the private sector. Unsolicited proposals
are a primary method by which the Govern
ment obtains creative ideas from the private
sector for satisfying the Nation's basic and ap
plied research programs.

We found that some agencies use unsolicited
proposals in their R&D procurement. How
ever, many do not. Agencies that value un
solicited proposals believe that they generate
new approaches to old problems and suggest
possibilities for attacking new or yet-to-be
defined problems. Unsolicited proposals provide
these agencies an important tool for accom
plishing functions not always well served by
solicited proposals.

Some agencies that think unsolicited pro
posals are too troublesome discourage or have
even stopped their use.' Moreover, some per
formers claim that agencies tend increasingly
to convert unsolicited proposals into RFPs,
which are then sent out for competition. Per
formers generally note fewer successes with
unsolicited proposals and correspondingly

7 National Science Foundation, National Patterns of R&D Re
seercea, Fu:nda and Manpower in the United States, 1958-1972, NSF
72-300, p. vi.
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more awards in competitive RFP procedures.
Finally, OMB Circular A-I00 and provisions
in certain appropriation acts impose cost shar
ing on programs resulting from unsolicited
proposals (see next section).

The negative treatment of unsolicited pro
posals has diminished the flow of innovative
ideas to the Government and, worse yet, has
stifled performer efforts toward submission of
creative proposals. Government attitudes at
all levels should be changed to stress the value
of having external sources of innovative ideas.
The common misunderstanding must be cor
rected that it is somehow better to be able
to state the solutions of problems in-house than
to accept those submitted from outside.

Cost Sharing

Cost sharing has been defined by the Office
of Management and Budget in Circular A
100 as "participation by the performing or
ganizations in the cost of research supported
by Federal agencies." 8 Cost matching also is
used sometimes to denote a performer's as
sumption of partial costs for Federally funded
activities. In common usage, however, cost
sharing connotes relatively minor portions of
costs assumed by nongovernmental institutions
under individually negotiated agreements,
while cost matching refers more often to larger
portions of costs (for example, 25-75 percent)
assumed by State and local governmental units,
following established blanket rules for match
ing fund determinations.

Recommendation 8. Eliminate cost sharing
on R&D projects, except in cases where the
performer of the project would clearly bene
fit, e.g., through economic benefits on com
mercial sales. Decisions with respect to the
placement of R&D contracts or grants
should not be influenced by potential involve
ment in cost sharing.

Cost sharing may be either voluntary or
mandatory. Voluntary cost sharing occurs
when the performer feels it is in his best in
terests to share part of the cost of a given
project and actively works to establish a joint

R u.s. Office of Management and Budget. Circular A-lO'), CQst
Skaring on Reacarch Supported by Federal Agencies, Dec. 18, 1970.
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funding arrangement. Mandatory cost sharing
exists when the sponsor requires acceptance
by the performer of part of the project cost
as a condition for entering into an arrange
ment.

One of the first statutory requirements for
cost sharing was the limitation placed on in
direct costs for research grants in the Labor
HEW Appropriations Act for fiscal 1958. This
enacted into law the 15-percent limitation pre
viously applied by agency policy.

The statutory indirect cost limit was raised
to 20 percent for fiscal 1963, and the Labor
HEW Appropriations Act for fiscal 1966 sub
stituted a clause which has been used each
succeeding year:

None of the funds provided herein shall be
used to pay any recipient of a grant for the
conduct of a research project an amount
equal to as much as the entire cost of the
project.

The 1970 Appropriation Act for the Indepen
dent Offices and HUD, Public Law 91-126,
contains a substitute cost sharing requirement:

None of the funds provided in this Act may
be used for payment, through grants or con
tracts, to recipients that do not share in
the cost of conducting research resulting
from proposals for projects not specifically
solicited by the Government: provided, that
the extent of cost sharing by the recipient
shall reflect the mutuality of interest of the
grantee or contractor and the Government
in the research.

While Senate Report No. 91-521, which
accompanied this bill, expressed the hope
that the new language "will permit the orderly
evolution of administrative regulations to in
corporate the new principles," subsequent de
velopments have not brought this hope to
realization. Among the major agencies in
volved, NASA and NSF are governed by the
new language, but HEW appropriation bills
contain the old language, which is observed
also by DOD even in the absence of statutory
requirements. AEC also has not been subject
to statutory requirements, but has required
cost sharing in most of its research support
agreements.

The Bureau of the Budget in December 1965
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issued Circular A-74 9 which provided cost
sharing guidelines for agencies that issued re
search grants. Under OMB Circular A-100,
issued in December 1970 to replace A-74, man
datory cost sharing is imposed on research con
tracts as well as grants. While its cost sharing
provisions apply to all types of performers, the
overwhelming burden of cost sharing is carried
by academic institutions since they are the pri
mary performers of basic research.

The rationale for cost sharing derives from
the attitude that the support of research is
philosophically different from procurement of
research. In the latter case, the Government
is guided by the principle that it is prepared
to pay the full cost at fair market value of
any item it procures to fulfill its mission. In
the case of research support, the relationship
between Government agencies and private re
search performers is presumed to include a
mutuality of interest which warrants a shar
ing of the costs of such research.

This line of reasoning leads to the imposi
tion of cost sharing on research grants which
are viewed as a support mechanism. It is
not imposed on research contracts, except
those which ,result from "unsolicited" Pl:Q~

posals, in whi~htheiirsT-fOrmal communica
tioii:soii:"theproposals'are-ITom-tI1eliOtential
performers to the Federal agency.

Before mandatory cost sharing was imposed,
many universities voluntarily contributed sig
nificant faculty salary costs to Federally funded
research pro]ects. When cost sharing became
mandatory, especially after issuance of Cir
cular A-74 in December 1965, costs to Govern
ment grants rose from two factors: (1) faculty
salary direct costs were included to compen
sate for those portions of salaries or other costs
to be applied toward cost sharing, and (2)
increased administrative costs were necessi
tated by the required reporting systems. As
the Comptroller General testified in April 1969,
both Government agencies and educational in
stitutions have found that mandatory cost shar
ing has added to the burden of administering
grants by requiring dollar determinations

9 U.S. Bureau of the Budget, Circular A-74, Participatiun in the
Costs of RC8earch SUPPorted by Pederal Grants, Dec. 13, 196iJ.
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and documentation of participation.": H The
Government R&D procurement process thus
suffers from increased performer costs, in
creased agency administrative costs, and a
consequent decrease in the Federal research
yield per dollar expenditure. Above all, these
restrictions in the system do nothing to in
crease the total yield of research performed;
they merely rearrange it in a bookkeeping
fashion, at considerable cost.

An additional consideration is that the un
equal enforcement of cost sharing by different
agencies, both in kind and in amount, causes
confusion in the performer community and
creates biases against those institutions which
serve the agencies which impose most intense
sharing requirements. For instance, a univer
sity responding to an Office of Naval Research
(ONR) program request for proposal will not
need to cost share for a certain basic re
search project, but if the same project were
proposed to the National Science Foundation
(NSF) or National Institutes of Health (NIH)
cost sharing would be required.

Certain circumstances justify the voluntary
acceptance of cost sharing or matching, es
pecially when actual or potential benefits to the
performers are clear. For instance, grants or
contracts may be awarded to profit or non
profit institutions, or consortia of institutions,
primarily to enhance their R&D or techno
logical capabilities. Cost sharing would be
justified in such instances. Likewise, certain
performers might stand to benefit, directly or
indirectly, through actual or potential com
mercial sales, thus justifying the consideration
of cost sharing. While academic institutions
benefit, in a sense, from payment of faculty
research salaries from Federal research grants
and contracts, we do not view this benefit as
one generally calling for cost sharing. In many
situations the academic institutions must em
ploy others to fulfill the teaching functions
from which the research staff is released.

Voluntary cost sharing, however justified,
generates nearly all of the same problems as
mandatory cost sharing. Therefore, while its

1(} u.s. Oomo-ees, Senate, Committee on Government Operations,
Federal Support of Project Grants: Indirect Costs wnd Cost Sharing,
Hearings before the Subcommittee on Government Research, 9Ist
Cong., 1st sees., Apr.-May, 1969.

11 U.S. Comptroller General, Report B-1l7219, reucrt to Congress
on a Study of Indirect Cost of Federally Sl1011sored Research: Pri
marily bu Educationalln8titutio'll8, 1969.
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use should not be eliminated, it should be con
trolled. Voluntary sharing should be allowed
only when the Government sponsor is aware
that the proposal presumes cost sharing, and
the sponsor agrees that it is in the Govern
ment's interest to accept the proposal. When
price competition is a selection factor, the
sponsoring agency should (a) ascertain that
the sharing proposals are truly voluntary and
not suggested from within the agency, and
(b) examine the motivation underlying the
proposal and arrange for evaluation at an
echelon higher than that of the procuring of
ficial.

Cost Recovery

We analyzed two kinds of situations in which
the Government seeks to recover part of its
costs for R&D from commercial firms that
benefit from the results of Government
sponsored work. The first of these involves cost
recovery from resulting commercial sales of
new products. The second concerns cost recov
ery from foreign military sales.

Recommendation 9. Eliminate recovery of
R&D costs from Government contractors and
grantees except under unusual circumstances
approved by the agency head.

R&D COST RECOVERY FROM
COMMERCIAL SALES

The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) in the Department of Transporta
tion (DOT) has been using a clause which
provides that if a commercial product results
from an R&D contract which furnishes a prod
uct as an end item, the Government will re
cover a portion of its R&D expenses in the
form of royalties on the contractor's sales,
when the product is sold profitably." The DOT
contract clause provides that the contracting
officer will determine a fair, reasonable, and
equitable amount which the contractor shall
pay, up to 5 percent of commercial sales or
lease income. The DOT policy also requires

12 u.s. Department of Transportation, Procurement Regulations;
see Federal Regi8ter, vol. 37. no. 44, pt. II, subpart 12-9.62, Mar. 4,
1972, p, 4875.
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that contractors pay the Government up to 33
percent of sums received as payments under
technical agreements permitting others to sell,
lease, or manufacture the product. Recovery
by th~ Government is limited to amounts paid
and credited to the contractor under the spe
cific contract. DOD has a flexible policy of re
covering nonrecurring costs in the form of an
assessment on commercial sales, when research,
development, test, and evaluation expenses ex
ceed $25 million, or when total production
expenditures are estimated to exceed $100
million. r:

Questions have been raised as to the ra
tionale for the DOT and DOD policies, and as
to whether the recouped costs yield a return
which justifies the administrative efforts and
expense involved and whether the return is
sufficient to compensate for potential loss of
tax revenue. Although our studies focused
primarily on the DOT situation, the findings
are generally equally applicable to the DOD
policy, and the conclusions reached should be
applicable to the R&D procurement policies
and practices of other agencies as well as to
DOD and DOT.

The DOT cost recovery program is based,
first, on the established Government policy
that, where a direct beneficiary of a Govern
ment action can be identified, that beneficiary
and not the general taxpayer should pay the
cost of providing the benefit conferred. This
program returns R&D costs to the general tax
payer from the beneficiaries of Government
R&D funding: the consumer and the company
making the commercial sales.

A second justification offered for the pro
gram is the need to prevent favoritism toward
incumbent contractors. When the Government
supports the development of a commercial
product, the company that gets the develop
ment contract is given an advantage over its
competitors who might have to develop a com
peting product with their own funds. H The
contractor funded by the Government could
be in a position to make an extraordinarily
high profit, to undersell his competitors, or
even to prevent them from entering the
market. (This justification assumes little
additional effort required by the developing

13 ASPR 4-110 and 7-104.64, Aug. 1969.
u Note 12. supra.
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contractor to adapt the concept to the commer
cial market, a situation which seldom exists.)

In examining DOT's experience with the
cost recovery clause, we found that FAA in
cluded the clause in more than 180 contracts
as of the time of our study. Total cost recovery
as of June 1970, the latest data available to
Commission studies, was approximately
$175,000.'0 Recovered funds are paid to the
U.S. Treasury as miscellaneous revenues. Data
were not readily available as to the total R&D
cost potentially recoverable where the clause
has been used because, according to FAA,
there are too many variables, chief of which
is the impossibility of predicting profitmak
ing sales.

Apparently the DOT clause is intended to
be equitable to all parties, both in concept
and in practice. Based on the small amount
recovered to date, one may surmise that no
major programs have been subject to recoup
ment. In contrast, if the supersonic transport
contract had not been canceled and if the re
sultant aircraft had been commercially success
ful, the venture would have returned major
revenues to the Treasury.

Our studies revealed concern about several
effects of the cost recovery program from
both short and long-range viewpoints of Fed
eral R&D procurement. One factor is that
commercial products are likely to result from
Federal R&D programs only infrequently and
that the program does not offer sufficient po
tential cost recovery to warrant its broad ap
plication.

Another matter of concern is the hesitance
of potential performers to undertake Federal
R&D because of insufficient opportunity for
commercial exploitation. The restrictive atti
tudes of some agencies regarding patent rights
cause some R&D performers to conclude they
cannot justify investment in startup, produc
tion, and marketing costs. Requirements for re
coupment of R&D costs would certainly be a
further disincentive to the participation of
some performers and an impairment to the
eventual availability of the results of
Government-sponsored technology in the mar
ketplace. Actually, such assessments against
the successful innovator appear to handi-

15 Letter from the Director of Installations and Logistics, Depart
ment of Transportation, to the Commission, May 5, 1971.
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cap the successful introduction of new tech
nology without necessarily providing any
redeeming fairness of treatment to his com
petitors. What appears necessary is to seek the
earliest practicable and widespread use of
technological improvements.

A recent DOT-NASA study of civil avia
tion R&D policy" points to additional and
growing areas of concern. Federal sponsorship
of aviation R&D began to increase significantly
before World War II when it was realized
that the United States was falling behind
European countries in aircraft technology.
Recent superiority of the U.S. aircraft posi
tion in the world market has been due in large
part to the considerable bank of R&D data
available at the end of World War II, which
the commercial aircraft and component manu
facturers were able to exploit quickly and
economically into commercial products. Supe
riority of U.S. commercial aircraft products
was stimulated also by the domestic competi
tion among the major. U.S. aircraft manufac
turers for the U.S. airline market and by the
"package" approach to overseas sales of U.S.
aircraft.

Foreign concerns and governments now
seek to become less dependent on the United
States for commercial and military aircraft
and also to gain a significant share of the
U.S. market. In efforts to capture world avia
tion markets, they are now concentrating
greater technical, financial, and political re
sources toward offering the same "package"
procurements as U.S. manufacturers. In some
instances they are outbidding U.S. concerns,
particularly with conditions for favorable
financing. As a result, the U.S. aircraft in
dustry faces the prospects of a significantly
smaller share of the world market.

These considerations demonstrate that the
United States can no longer be complacent
about presumed technical superiority in the
international competition for markets. While
the paragraphs above describe the situation in
the aircraft industry, the same difficulties are
faced by other high-technology industries in
the United States, such as electronics and
computers, which are faced with increased com-

16 U.S. Department of Transportation and National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Joint DOT~NASA Cicil Aviation Research
and Development Polioy Study. DOT TST-I0-5 and NASA SP-266.
supporting papers, Mar. 1971.
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petition from foreign companies, many of
which benefit from support and stimulation
by their own governments (see Appendix D).
There is a need for a determined, cooperative
effort involving Government and industry in
the United States to maximize the competi
tive position of U.S. suppliers and, above all,
the need for removing impediments to the
early application of R&D results for commer
cial purposes.

The motives underlying the cost recovery
program are fair and reasonable. Nonetheless,
we believe the Government should stimulate
commercial exploitation of technology result
ing from Government sponsored R&D rather
than impede it. Such stimulation would im
prove the competitive position of U.S. sup
pliers in both domestic and international
markets and, therefore, is in the public interest.
We conclude that cost recovery should be
sharply limited to unusual and very expensive
programs such as the supersonic transport
project.

R&D COST RECOVERY FROM
FOREIGN MILITARY SALES

We have examined the effects of the DOD
cost recovery policy which requires contrac
tors to return to the Government some portion
of nonrecurring costs when major defense
equipment is sold to foreign buyers. Nonrecur
ring costs include "research, development,
tests, evaluation, production engineering, prod
uct improvement, destructive testing, pilot
model production, testing and evaluation.""

The regulation is based on a decision by the
Secretary of Defense in 1964 that foreign or
commercial customers for defense items pro
duced or developed at Government expense
should pay the same cost as that paid by the
Government. The policy was first implemented
by the Air Force and became department
wide policy in 1968. The policy is based on the
Foreign Military Sales Act >8 which states in
part that DOD cannot sell for less than full
value to other countries or international or-

1i ASPR 4-110 and 7-104.64, Aug. 1969.
18 U.S. Congress. House, An Act to CQrnJolidate and Revise Foreign

Assistance Legislation Relating to Reimbursable Military EXPOrts,
Public Law 90-629, 90th Cong., 2d eese., H.R. 15681, Oct, 1968
(popularly cited 8S the Foreign Military Sales Act).
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ganizations. This act implies that nonrecur
ring costs and prior development costs are
part of the costs of the item and that such
costs must be included in the sales price to
foreign nations.

Congress has continued to ask whether
R&D costs are being recouped through the
sales prices, and DOD has assured Congress
that such costs are being recovered. DOD has
interpreted the act to require recovery. In ac
cordance with this interpretation, DOD re
views and normally includes in the sale price
development and related costs for the prior
ten-year period if the total system or item had
nonrecurring costs of more than $25 million.
Recovery of nonrecurring costs also is required
if the system cost exceeds $100 million.

The General Accounting Office is now re
viewing DOD implementation of the policies
for recoupment from foreign military sales
and is trying to determine circumstances and
conditions when recovery of nonrecurring costs
mayor may not be justified. GAO has not yet
reported the results, nor have total amounts of
recoveries been made public.

In September 1970 the Council of Defense
and Space Industry Associations (CODSIA)
asked the Deputy Secretary of Defense to re
consider and revise the policy on recoupment
of nonrecurring costs." CODSIA contends
that, based on industry experience with appli
cation of the policy, it does not serve the
interests of the United States in the current
international and domestic sales environment.
DOD has acknowledged that implementation of
the policy has been cumbersome, time consum
ing, and sometimes frustrating to those who
are responsible for foreign sales.

The entire question of the price to be at
tached to armaments and other defense equip
ment to be sold to a foreign nation is secondary
in importance to political and strategic con
siderations. When the policy was conceived, the
U.S. Government's sales office pointed out that
arms sales contributed to the collective secur
ity, permitted better logistical cooperation
among allied nations, and helped the balance
of payments problem as a partial offset to the
cost of UiS. personnel stationed overseas. Early
policy, which apparently has continued, was

19 CODSIA letter to the Deputy Secretary of Defense, Sept. I,
1970.
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that the United States would not sell military
equipment to any country that could not af
ford to pay for it nor to any nation nor block
of nations that did not have a legitimate need
for such weaponry. The question of meeting
the needs of newly emerging nations also came
into focus.

Concerning the R&D environment and R&D
procurement, the effect of the DOD policy
probably is negligible. Further, the effective
transfer of technology into consumer products
does not appear to be at issue. Actually, in the
case of military equipment sales, foreign cus
tomers are interested only in purchasing proven
and dependable hardware. Technology paid for
as "nonrecurring cost" has already been ap
plied, and the resulting product has been made
available in quantity to satisfy the customer's
needs.

In instances where broad national policies
permit foreign military sales, it is important
to note that industry considers that the DOD
procedure is too slow to permit effective com
petition in the international market. Foreign
sales of armaments and other defense equip
ment are carefully controlled and subject to
approval and license by several agencies in ad
dition to DOD. Under such conditions U.S.
industry, operating in a high-labor-cost, capi
tal-intensive situation, finds it increasingly dif
ficult to compete with foreign suppliers who
have flexible government support.ao The present
policy is insensitive to balance of payment
problems, to domestic employment, and to
other national economic considerations.

Independent Research and Development

The treatment of independent research and
development (IR&D), bid and proposal
(B&P), and other technical effort (aTE) costs
has become a very controversial and often
emotional subject, particularly in recent years.
The emotion and controversy arise from the
fact that many Government procurements
cannot be satisfied using a sealed-bid, fixed
price technique. When this technique can be
used, costs included in the quoted price usually
are not questioned and the competitive situa
tion automatically controls the amount of re-

2(1 Government Executive, Sept. 1972, PP. 39-45.
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imbursement for direct and indirect costs.
However, in many Government procurement
situations the typical characteristics of the
commercial, price-competitive market do not
completely apply, and the amount of cost re
imbursement is an open question. These situa
tions may arise when the Government is the
only buyer of specialized products and services
not available in a competitive marketplace.

The necessity of cost constraints in this
specialized product marketplace has led to the
development of "substitute" controls to re
place those inherent in the price-competitive
environment. The application of one of these
"substitute" controls-cost principles to govern
reimbursement of direct and indirect costs in
the cost-type environment-is essentially the
problem relative to the recovery of IR&D, B&P,
and aTE costs.

On the average, the indirect costs of IR&D,
B&P, and OTE represent less than four per
cent of total sales; 21 other indirect costs such
as occupancy costs or executive management
costs sometimes exceed the IR&D and B&P
figure, yet are rarely subjected to the same
scrutiny and control accorded IR&D, B&P, and
OTE. Largely as a result of poor communica
tion and misunderstanding, a specific element
of indirect costs has been expanded into a sub
ject of apparent major proportions.

Recommendation 10. Recognize in cost allow
ability principles that independent research
and development (!R&D) and bid and pro
posal (B&P) expenditures are in the Na
tion's best interests to promote competition
(both domestically and internationally),
to advance technology, and to foster economic
growth. Establish a policy recognizing IR&D
and B&P efforts as necessary costs of doing
business and provide that:

(a) !R&D and B&P should receive uniform
treatment, Government-wide, with excep
tions treated by the Office of Federal Pro
curement Policy.

(b) Contractor cost centers with 50 percent
or more fixed-price Government contracts and
sales of commercial products and services
should have IR&D and B&P accepted as an
overhead item without question as to amount.
Reasonableness of costs for other contractors

:u Table 2, infra.
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should be determined by the present DOD
formula with individual ceilings for IR&D
and B&P negotiated and trade-offs between
the two accounts permitted.

(c) Contractor cost centers with more than
50 percent cost-type contracts should be
subject to a relevancy requirement of a po
tential relationship to the agency function
or operation in the opinion of the head of
the agency. No relevancy restriction should
be applied to the other contractors.

The generally acceptable definition of IR&D
is that research and development effort which
is not sponsored by a contract, grant, or
other arrangement. A corollary definition
of B&P is that effort resulting in costs incurred
in preparing, submitting, and supporting bids
and proposals (solicited or unsolicited) for po
tential contracts. Both of these types of tech
nical effort are undertaken at the initiative of
the contractor, with the primary motivations
being the regeneration of his technological
base and the maintenance and improvement of
his competitive capacity.

The types of technical effort in IR&D and
B&P often are similar; they are distinguished
by the purpose for which the work is being
conducted. IR&D is conducted to maintain or
advance the technological capability of the
company, whereas B&P is conducted to con
vince the buyer that the company is the most
capable supplier for a particular need. Major
benefits to the Government are the availability
of competent, competitive sources and the ad
vancement of the technology base. An indirect
benefit to the Government is the possible in
creased revenues from the economic growth of
the Nation, both internally and in the foreign
market. OTE is simply a catchall term used by
DOD and NASA to cover a variety of types of
independent technical effort (for example, sys
tems and concept studies) undertaken by in
dustry under various names which, for one
reason or another, have not been classified as
either IR&D or B&P. Historically OTE has
been much smaller than either B&P or IR&D·
in total annual dollar amount.

IR&D and B&P are perplexing issues be
cause, while nearly everyone agrees that both
are legitimate cost elements of doing business,
great controversy arises over the break points
between legitimacy and illegitimacy with re-
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speet to Government recognition of these costs
for reimbursement. The main issues involved
are:

• Definition/Treatment of Elements. The
need for clearcut definitions of what should
constitute IR&D, B&P, and OTE and
whether they should be treated as separate
entities or in combination
• Relevancy. The need for, or desirability
of, a relevancy test being applied to the con
tractor's IR&D/B&P efforts
• Uniformity. The need for, or desirability
of, uniformity among agencies of IR&D/
B&P policies and/or procedures to assure
equity of treatment of all contractors
• Costs. The need for explicit guidance on
composition of costs and the allocation of
these costs to specific cost objectives
• Reasonableness. The need for an equitable
method of establishing the amount of such
costs, while recognizing the varying market
environments.

BACKGROUND

The allowance of these types of independent
technical effort in negotiated contracts was
first documented in August 1949. Treasury
Decision (TD) 5000 was published which
included cost principles to determine allowabil
ity of costs for cost-reimbursement-type con
tracts. Independent technical effort was
recognized as an allowable cost.

At that time, independent technical effort
was largely devoted to product development
rather than to research. The Armed Services
Procurement Regulation (ASPR), first pub
lished on March 1, 1949, replaced TD 5000.
Section XV of ASPR on cost principles dis
allowed "general research" unless specifically
provided for in the contract.

A wide range of interpretations resulted
from the ASPR cost principles. In par
ticular, an interpretation arose which allowed
independent development but did not allow in
dependent research. This restriction was often
circumvented by adding a clause to contracts
authorizing reimbursement of research costs.
In some cases, separate agreements for IR&D
were negotiated which applied across the board
to all Government contracts received by a

."",!t;"""
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given contractor; B&P expenses generally were
accepted.

As a result of the criticism and confusion
resulting from these initial cost principles, a
complete revision of ASPR Section XV was
issued in November 1959. The revised prin
ciples defined "research" and "development"
and treated them separately. Independent re
search costs were generally allowable if allo
cated to all the contractor's business, and
development costs were allowable if directly
related to those product lines for which the
Government had contracts. Guidelines for tech
nical evaluation of these costs were stated
in DOD Instruction (DOD!) 4105.52.

During the 1960's many problems arose re
garding the 1959 cost principles. There was
concern over the separation of "research" and
"development," differentiation between IR&D
and B&P, technical evaluation associated with
advance agreement negotiations, and the ap
plication of overhead to IR&D and B&P. A
DOD Task Group, under the leadership of the
Office of the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering (ODDRE), was organized in the
early 1960's to address the problems resulting
from the 1959 cost principles.

The major recommendation of this Task
Group was to identify IR&D, B&P, and OTE
collectively as contractor independent tech
nical effort (CITE) and to lump all costs into
one pool with a proposed procedure to achieve
a negotiated ceiling. The planned first step
was to modify the cost principles to combine
IR&D and B&P into CITE, improve definitions,
and establish a policy of applying overhead to
CITE. This effort was to be followed by a
determination of "reasonableness," with con
sideration of "Contractor Weighted Average
Share in Cost Risk" (CWAS) and the devel
opment of industry norms. This effort con
tinued until late 1966 when the Secretary of
Defense terminated it on the basis that IR&D
and B&P were generated for different purposes
and therefore should be treated separately.

The Office of Assistant Secretary of De
fense (I&L) then assumed responsibility and
initiated plans to revise the cost principles.
This effort, after considerable consultation
with industry associations, other agencies, and
the Industry Advisory Council (lAC), culmi
nated in revisions to ASPR in 1969 which
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placed tighter controls over the separation of
IR&D and B&P, utilized the CWAS concept,
and provided a formula technique for all
others.

Criticism in Congress reached crucial pro
portions in 1969. A Senate bill (S.3003) would
have forced DOD and NASA to adopt the
AEC criteria for allowability, that is, accept
ance only if relevant to a particular contract.
An amendment was also introduced to the 1970
Military Procurement Authorization Act to
establish a total dollar ceiling on all IR&D,
B&P, and OTE supported by DOD. The result
of these actions was section 403 of the 1970
Military Procurement Authorization Act
which limited the recovery of IR&D, B&P, and
OTE to 93 percent of that which would nor
mally be allowable.

GAO conducted a study of IR&D, the results
of which were released by the Comptroller
General on February 16, 1970 (B-164912).
The basic recommendations and alternative
suggestions were to (1) have a Government
wide policy, (2) have better administration to
avoid duplication, (3) undertake a study to
determine whether the Government should re
ceive royalty-free license rights to inventions,
(4) adopt CITE, (5) identify the amount of
IR&D in Government appropriation requests,
(6) consider replacing IR&D by contract or
grant where possible and authorize allowance
for a percentage of the remainder of the con
tractor's IR&D effort as a profit factor or
through acceptance as a recognized overhead
cost, thus providing an incentive to contractors
to continue technical efforts beyond those di
rectly contracted with the Government, and
(7) consider also providing financial support
to capable companies which do not hold Gov
ernment contracts.

Extensive hearings on IR&D were held in
February, March, May, and June 1970 by the
Senate Armed Services Committee in relation
to the 1971 DOD Military and Procurement
Authorization Bill. Section 203 of the 1971
Act repealed the 93-percent limitations of the
1970 Act but added further restrictions on
allowability of !R&D and B&P. These restric
tions consisted of "a relevancy test" for DOD
contracts of "a potential relationship to a mili
tary function or operation" and mandatory
advance agreements for contractors who re-
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ceived more than $2 million for IR&D and/or
B&P under noncompetitive contracts. Based on
this action and the continuing study by DOD,
further revisions to the ASPR cost principles
were prepared and issued as Defense Procure
ment Circular (DPC) 90, September 1, 1971.
These changes went into effect on January 1,
1972. Appendix B is a summary of DPC 90.

STATISTICAL DATA

The following data concerning the size and
the relationship of !R&D, B&P, and aTE are
presented in order to place these cost elements
in perspective.

Table 1 and figures 1 through 3 show the
yearly size of each cost element since 1963,
in three aspects (1) total cost incurred by
the contractors, (2) DOD decision of what the
contractors should spend and could recover in
overhead (amount accepted), and (3) the
amount of "should spend" which could be re
covered in DOD contracts (DOD share). Al
though there has been a steady increase over
the years for each cost element, the emphasis
given by the contractors to each element is
changing. Using DOD figures for total cost
incurred, B&P costs as a percent of IR&D costs
have been declining-from 60 percent in 1963
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to 51 percent in 1968." aTE has experienced
a similar decline. The reasons normally given
for the overall increases in each of these cost
elements are the gradual application of de
partment overhead. The relative increase in
IR&D over B&P and aTE has generally been
attributed to the increasing technological de
mands of the marketplace.

Table 2 and figure 4 relate these three cost
elements and their totals to sales, both total
sales and sales to DOD only. It is interesting
to note that the distributions in figure 4 are
very similar to those on figures 1 through 3
indicating an apparent relationship to sales
of independent technical effort incurred and
allowed. The last line of table 2 reinforces
this observation by showing a relative con
stant ratio of total costs incurred to total
sales. A final point, evident from the data in
table 2, is the comparison between the ratio
of DOD sales to total sales. Only the B&P
costs are reimbursed in an amount such that
the two ratios are nearly equal. The IR&D
ratio consistently runs 12 to 18 points below
the sales ratio while the aTE ratio runs more
than 30 points below.

22 Percentages calculated by the Commission from U.S. Comptroller
General, Allowances for Independent Research and Development
Costs in Negotiated Contracts-ls8'lteB and Alternatives, B-164912,
Feb. 16, 1970, UP. 86-87.

TABLE 1. DOD SUMMARY OF IR&D, B&P, AND OTE COSTS FOR MAJOR DEFENSE CONTRACTORS
(Millions of dollars)

(A=Costs incurred, B=Amount accepted by the Government,1I C=DOD share)

Year !R&D B&pb 07'E Total c

A B C A B C A B C ,l B C

1963 389 255 197 236 230 178 157 118 84 782 603 459
1964 419 272 199 252 245 182 182 119 71 853 636 452
1965 439 300 198 277 271 186 237 140 76 953 711 460
1966 502 357 224 315 302 202 238 171 91 1,055 830 517
1967 591 439 277 338 325 230 292 163 92 1,221 927 599
1968 " 752 572 333 387 372 275 252 126 77 1,391 1,070 685
1969 • 808 653 389 426 407 286 178 128 79 1,412 1,188 754
1970 t 714 576 347 411 391 275 169 120 73 1,294 1,087 695

n Represents amount accepted in overhead negotiations for distribution to all work of the contractors-Government or commercial.
b May include nontechnical costs where contractors' records do not segregate such costs.
e Represents costs as recorded by the contractors and includes related overhead costs only where the contractors' accounting systems BO

provide.
d Total sales to DOD, $22,275 million; total sales, Government and commercial. $36,954 million.
c Total sales to DOD, $22,692 million: total sales, Government and commercial. $36.~0 million.
1 Total sales to DOD, $21,260 million; total sales, Government and commercial, $34;314 million.

Source: (1963-1968) U.S. Comptroller General, Allowances for Independent Research and Development C08ts in Negotiated Contracts-I8sue8
and Alternative8. B-164912, Feb. 16. 1970, pp. 86-87.

(1969-1970) Congressional Record, Mar. 24, 1971. p. S3818 tmd Memorandum from U.S. Department of Defense, DDR&E, to Commission on

Government Procurement. Feb. 7. 1972.



TABLE 2. STATISTICS RELATING TO IR&D, B&P, AND OTE FOR MAJOR DEFENSE CONTRACTORS* ~ !Ill
(Millions of dollars)

.0 r~-<=
<n'

'"1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 O·
=>

Sales S-
Total Government and commercial 23,304 23,47Q 24,054 28,438 34,167 36,954 36,430 34,314 ::0

Total DOD only 17,916 16,442 15,644 17,889 21,371 22,275 22,692 21,260 "~
% DOD sales to total sales 77% 70% 65% 63% 63% 61% 62% 62% "co

n
[R&D

zr

'"Total industry cost incurred 389 419 439 502 591 752 808 714 707 =>c.
Total reimbursed on DOD contracts 197 199 198 224 277 333 389 347 356 0
Amount reimbursed on DOD contracts "<

As a % of total incurred 51% 47% 45% 45% 47% 44% 48% 49% 50%. "0"
As a % of DOD sales 1.10% 1.21% 1.26% 1.25% l.SO% 1.46% 1.73% 1.63% -e

3
"B&P a

Total industry cost incurred 236 252 277 315 338 387 426 411
Total reimbursed on DOD contracts 178 182 186 202 230 275 286 275
Amount reimbursed on DOD contracts

As a % of total incurred 75% 72% 67% 64% 68% 719'0 67% 67%
As a % of DOD sales 0.99% 1.11% 1.19% 1.13% 1.08% 1.23% 1.26% 1.29%

aTE
Total industry cost incurred 157 182 237 238 292 252 178 169
Total reimbursed on DOD contracts 84 71 76 91 92 77 79 73
Amount reimbursed on DOD contracts

As a % of total incurred 54% 39% 32% 38% 32% 31% 44% 43o/c-
Asa % of DOD sales 0.47% 0.43% 0.49% 0.51% 0.43% 0.35% 0.35% 0.34%

Grand Total
IR&D, B&P, OTE incurred 782 853 953 1,055 1,221 1,391 1,412 1,294
Total reimbursed by' DOD 459 452 460 517 599 685 754 695
Amount reimbursed by DOD

As a % of total incurred 59% 53% 48% 49% 49% 49% 53% 54%
As a % of DOD sales 2.56% 2.75% 2.94% 2.89% 2.80% 3.07% 3.32% 3.270/(

Total incurred as a % of total sales 3.36% 3.63% 3.96% 3.71% 3.57% 3.76% 3.88% 3.77%

Sources: Senate hearings. authorization for Military Procurement Research and Development, Fiscal Year 1971, and Reserve Strength, Committee on At'mOO Services, 91st Conrr., 2d eesa., on
S.3367 and H.R. 17123, Part 3, Mar. 2, 6, 9, 13, May 7, 12, 19, 27, June 11, 1970, P. 1944.

U.S. Comptroller General, Report B-164912, p. 87.
Memo from the Department of Defense, DDR&E, to the Commission, Feb. 7, 1972, PP. 1-2.
Congressional Record, Mar. 24, 1971, p. S3818 .

• Percentage for fiscal years 1968-1970 Calculated by the Commission.

W
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DOD SUMMARY OF IR&D COSTS FOR
MAJOR DEFENSE CONTRACTORS

DOD SUMMARY OF B&P COSTS FOR
MAJOR DEFENSE CONTRACTORS
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This point is shown in figure 5 which com
pares the sales ratio with the ratio of total
DOD reimbursement to total costs incurred.
In 1968, the spread between the ratios ranged
between 12 and 18 points. Only in 1969 and
1970 has DOD tended toward reimbursing
what appears to be its share based on sales
ratio.

Figure 6 shows the ratio of IR&D incurred
to total sales for the major defense contractors
plotted with the average of similar ratios for
comparable high-technology industries with
predominant commercial sales. It is evident
from the figure that the defense IR&D to
sales ratio is well below that of the lowest
commercial ratio. This appears to cast some
doubt on the argument that defense firms
are spending excessive amounts for IR&D in
relation to their sales.

~

60
YEAR

Sources: U.S. Comptroller General, Report to Congress, Allowances
for Independent Research and Development Costs in
Negotiated Contracts-Issues and Alternatives, 8-164912,
Feb. 16, 1970, pp. 86-87. Congressional Record, May 11,
1972, p. 57683. Congressional Record, Mar. 24, 1971, p.
53817.
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RATIOS OF DOD TO TOTAL SALES AND OF
DOD REIMBURSEMENTS TO COSTS
MAJOR DEFENSE CONTRACTORS
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Sources: Senate Hearings, Authorization for Military Procurement,
Research and Development, Fiscal Year 1971 and Reserve
Strength, Committee on Armed Services, 91st Cong., 2d
sess. on S. 3367 and H.R. 17123, Part 3, Mar. 2, 6, 9,
13, May 7,12,19,27, June 11, 1970, p. 1944. Memo from
Department of Defense, DDR&E, to the Commission, Feb.
7, 1972, pp. 1-2.
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COST CONSIDERATIONS

The issue of the composition of IR&D and
B&P costs involves the question of whether
these costs should just be direct costs or
whether they should also include an over
head burden. The departmental (engineering)
overhead approaches 100 percent in most high
technology firms, so burdening IR&D and B&P
with departmental overhead visibly doubles
the amount with no actual increase in man
hours expended. It is this situation which
contributes much of the controversy surround
ing the composition issue.

Traditionally, !R&D and B&P costs have
been allocated as an element of a company's
overhead. Recently the growing trend toward
tight relevancy restrictions and the magnitude
of these costs has lead to a questioning of
the traditional allocation and the method of
recovery. Proposals for alternate ways of allo
cating or recovering these costs have been of
fered from several quarters. The alternative
techniques include continuation of recovery
through overhead allocation, recovery through

YEAR

Sources: Senate Hearings, Authorization for Military Procurement,
Research, and Development, Fiscal Year 1971. and Re
serve Strength, Committee on Armed Services, 91st Cong.,
2d sess. on S. 3367 and H.R. 17123, Part 3, Mar. 2, 6, 9,
13, May 7, 12, 19,27, June 11, 1970, p. 1944.
U.S. Comptroller Generat.. Report 8-164912, p. 87.
Memo from the Department of Defense, DDR&E, to the
Commission, Feb. 2, 1972, PP. 1-2.
Congressional Record, Mar. 24, 1971, p. 53818.

Figure 5

profit, and recovery via a direct contract or
grant.

Overhead Recovery

It is axiomatic that a business must generate
income in excess of all of its costs if it is to
survive. A business firm expends funds for
payment of the various direct and indirect
costs of the business. It defrays these costs,
both direct and indirect, in the prices it
charges for its products and services. The ac
counting system of a business is such that
the price of each product recovers the direct
costs of that product plus an allocable share
of the indirect costs (overhead).
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AVERAGE R&D EXPENDITURES YS. SALES,
BY TYPE DF FIRM

(CALENDAR YEAR 1969)

o 2 3 4 5

PERCENT

6 8 9 10

is sound. Most everyone would agree that,
since profits are used at the contractor's dis
cretion, this approach should eliminate several
of the controversial issues, such as relevancy,
uniformity, etc.

In practice, many obstacles exist in the
implementation of this approach. Obviously, a
first consideration is "by how much should prof
its be increased?" The alternatives are either
an arbitrary fixed percentage or a determina
tion of a reasonable amount on a contractor
by contractor basis. The equity of the arbitrary
percentage is debatable as individual figures
vary greatly between industries as well as
between companies in similar industries. The
individual contractor determination is the cur
rent method used and it is extremely difficult
to administer.

A second point is the demonstrated vulner
ability of profits during individual contract
negotiations, and/or the difficulty of convinc
ing Congress and the general public that a
Government contractor's profits should be in
creased.

Source: Calculated by Commission from data in Forbes Magazine,
May 15, 1970. Table 2, supra.

Figure 6

When products or services are sold on the
commercial market, IR&D and B&P costs are
normally recovered as a portion of the sale
price. Similarly, sales to the Government on a
fixed-price, price-competitive basis will include
an appropriate share of the IR&D and B&P
costs in the same manner as the contractor's
commercial business. It would appear reason
able to recover IR&D and B&P costs on cost
type contracts or fixed-price, negotiated
contracts in a similar manner, that is, through
equitable overhead allocation.

Profit Recovery

In principle, !R&D and B&P costs could be
eliminated as an element of a contractor's over
head. To replace the eliminated cost elements,
one could increase the profit level sufficiently
to reimburse contractors for their IR&D and
B&P work. The philosophy of this approach

Direct Contract

It has been suggested that Congress could
appropriate and control an annual sum of
money commensurate with the national total
of IR&D costs for Government contractors and
that this money could then be allocated among
the contractors involved by individual direct
contracts.

The problems involved in this approach ap
pear to be awesome. First, it should be realized
that the national total of !R&D costs is com
posed of the costs of literally thousands of
individual IR&D projects. Congress would have
an impossible task in assessing the merits of
the total program. In addition, an equitable
basis for allocating such a total sum among
contractors is not obvious, and the administra
tive cost of such an undertaking could be
grossly uneconomic.

REASONABLENESS OF COST

Among the major issues involved in IR&D
and B&P, the one of reasonableness is the

,~''"'' --------
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key issue, far surpassing the others in impor
tance. It is believed that the other issues could
be easily resolved if an equitable technique for
determining the reasonableness in amount of
IR&D and B&P could be agreed upon.

Over the past 13 years, a number of tech
niques to determine reasonableness either
have been tried or extensively studied. Tech
nical evaluation has been used since 1959 even
though this technique seems to stress the rel
evancy and merit of the IR&D rather than
the reasonableness of amount. Industry norms
for IR&D and B&P by industry group have
been studied in depth. Finally, the historical
record of each contractor has been considered
as the possible basis for future negotiation.
This last technique is the one currently speci
fied in DPC 90.

The concept we have recommended is di
rected toward a reduction in the administra
tive activities related to IR&D and B&P. Our
basic premise is that those cost centers per
forming a majority of their work in the com
mercial marketplace or under fixed-price
Government contracts already have the motiva
tion for control of indirect costs. For example,
under a fixed-price contract, the manager has to
trade-off his indirect costs with profit which
is a strong control over indirect costs. Further,
since accepted accounting practices require the
same indirect cost allocation be made to fixed
price contracts as are made to cost-type con
tracts, any cost center which has a fraction
of its work in commercial products or fixed
price contracts will control costs. We believe
that the acceptance of this approach will great
ly reduce the nonproductive administrative
burden of cost control and the negotiation of
advance agreements.

DISSENTING POSITION 1

A number of Commissioners';' do not sup
port Recommendation 10. They would support
the following:

Dissenting Recommendation 10. Recognize
in cost allowability principles that !R&D
and Bid and Proposal expenditures are in
the Nation's best interests to promote com
petition (both domestically and internation-

"Commissioners Chiles, Holifield, Horton, Staats, and Webb.

j~
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ally), to advance technology, and to foster
economic growth. Establish a policy recog
nizing IR&D and B&P efforts as necessary
costs of doing business and provide that:

(a) !R&D and B&P should receive uni
form treatment, Government-wide, with
exceptions treated by the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy.

(b) Allowable projects should have a po
tential relationship to an agency function
or operation in the opinion of the agency
head. (These will be determined in the ne
gotiation of advance agreements with con
tractors who received more than $2 million
in IR&D and B&P payments during their
preceding fiscal year.)

(c) Agency procurement authorization and
appropriation requests should be accompa
nied by an explanation as to criteria estab
lished by the agency head for such allowances
as well as the amount of allowances for the
past year.

(d) A provision should be established where
by the Government would have sufficient
access to the contractor's records for its
commercial business to enable a determina
tion that IR&D and B&P costs are allow
able.

(e) In all other cases, the present DOD
procedure of a historical formula for reason
ableness should be continued.

(f) Nothing in these provisions shall pre
clude a direct contract arrangement for
specific R&D projects proposed by a con
tractor.

The treatment of IR&D, B&P, and OTE costs
has been a very controversial subject for many
years, as described on the preceding pages.
The present statutory provisions applicable to
payments for such costs by DOD were arrived
at after extensive hearings and deliberations.
While there are indications that further
changes in the treatment of such costs may
be warranted, there has not been sufficient
evidence of hardship or problems under the
current system to justify the drastic change
envisioned in Recommendation 10.

The opening paragraph and subparagraph
(a) of Recommendation 10 are acceptable.
However, the propriety and feasibility of sub-
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paragraphs (b) and (c) are questionable.
Subparagraph (b), if adopted, will result

in increased costs of between $50 million and
$100 million annually. Furthermore, it may
encourage contractors to realign their organi
zations in order to qualify under the 50-per
cent rule, thus leading to even greater annual
DOD costs for !R&D.

Under subparagraph (c), a number of small
companies (particularly those engaged in re
search and development work) may fail to
qualify under the 50-percent rule and, thus,
would become subject to the test of relevancy.
Such contractors are not subject to such test
under the present system. This subparagraph
would complicate administration of the pro
gram and would penalize these small business
firms.

Dissenting Position 1 is intended to retain
the current DOD procedure covering IR&D
and B&P costs, which was adopted pursuant
to Section 203 of the fiscal 1971 Military Pro
curement Authorization Act. Subparagraph
(d) was added in the dissenting position to
enable the Government to obtain assurance
that IR&D and B&P costs are allowable, as
explained below.

The Armed Services Procurement Regula
tion provides that "a contractor's independent
research and development effort (IR&D) is
that technical effort which is not sponsored
by, or required in performance of, a contract
or grant ..." DOD personnel examine Gov
ernment contracts and grants to assure that
efforts included in a contractor's IR&D pro
gram are not sponsored by, or required in
performance of, such contracts or grants. How
ever, no such examination is made of con
tractors' commercial contracts or grants on
the premise that such contracts or grants are
not subject to Government review.

In one particular instance, a contractor has
refused to permit access by GAO auditors to
his commercial contracts or grants, contending
that such contracts or grants are not required
to be made available to the Government.

The Government should be entitled to as
sure itself that all costs labelled as IR&D costs
meet the stipulated cricerion. In order to avoid
misunderstandings and lengthy legal issues,
it would be advisable to include in the !R&D
advance agreement a provision covering the
Government's right of access to commercial

/
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records to the extent necessary to enable a
proper determination.

Subparagraph (f) was added only to em
phasize that the IR&D procedures do not
preclude direct contracting in response to con
tractor-initiated proposals.

DISSENTING POSITION 2*

A member of the Commission"* believes that
in addition to the prime and dissenting rec
ommendations advanced above, additional
mechanisms exist which if adequately explored
may offer reasonably acceptable solutions to
the !R&D dilemma. As the basic text points
out, the dilemma involves the Government's
inability to satisfy the opposing goals of (a)
stimulating innovation in an unconstrained
fashion and (b) obtaining reasonable assur
ance that tax dollars thus spent result in effort
of broad national value as opposed to undue
enrichment. The basic text points out that the
argument to regard IR&D as "just another
allowable business expense" has certain ob
vious flaws which preclude the adoption of
such an approach. The text also points out
that a solution to the !R&D dilemma is dif
ficult to find in simply allowing higher profits.
Similarly, most knowledgeable observers agree
that R&D innovation is not optimally stimu
lated through direct contract action as con
trols associated therewith operate to constrain
or discourage the very innovation which is
sought as the end result.

The current IR&D process then is au attempt
to balance the need to stimulate innovation
against the need for reasonable control over
the funds channeled into such R&D endeavor.
The proponents of unconstrained R&D effort
point out the need for maximizing stimulation
of innovative effort-as the fountainhead of
maintaining our Nation's technological lead
and international competitive position. The
accompanying argument, that funds spent to
finance such effort cycle back into the economy
in many ways, is valid and deserving of much
broader understanding. A continual educa
tional process is essential to such understand
ing; however, in so doing the basic R&D effort

.While Commissioner Sampson supports the Commission's peal
tfon as a reasonable solution for the near future, he recommends
for potential long-range resolution that the alternative in Dissenting
Position 2 be explored.

"'.Commissioner Sanders.
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undertaken must be made more visible. Un
fortunately, evaluations as to the worth of such
effort are contentious and will likely continue
to be so until a larger segment of the populace
achieves a more enlightened understanding of
the process.

It is doubtful that there are any short-range
satisfactory solutions to the !R&D/B&P di
lemma. Adoption of either the prime or the
first dissenting position advanced herein as a
final solution to such dilemma would overlook
certain approaches which might offer potential
long-range accommodation of the problems in
herent in the IR&D /B&P process.

The following devices should be explored on
a test case basis by various agencies to de
termine their suitability as mechanisms to re
place the current IR&D and B&P procedure.
The following devices should be explored rel
ative to their potential to operate either singly
or in various combinations. (The point being
that given differences in contractors and
agencies-several different, yet concurrent ap
proaches toward IR&D and B&P may be ap
propriate. )

Various approaches (to be employed singly
or in appropriate combination) to stimulate
(finance) desirable R&D innovation and effort
and to fairly compensate contractors for effort
undertaken in the broad national interest on
behalf of the Government, in lieu of the cur
rent IR&D and B&P process:

• Establishment of a system of national
R&D awards whereby appropriated funds
are transmitted to various professional so
cieties in the form of grants, the funds to
then be subsequently used for annual awards
to specific individuals in recognition of work
undertaken of particular benefit to the ad
vancement of science and technology.
• Periodic (bi- or tri-annual) announce
ment by agencies regarding areas in which
independent contractor R&D effort is par
ticularly desired, and simultaneous an
nouncement as to the percentage of cost
which would be financed by the Government
in any particular area of endeavor. This
concept is envisioned to operate so that if
the Government desired increased effort, for
example, in the area of high strength metals,
a program could be announced which speci
fied, (a) the total amount of money to be
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made available over a 2 or 3-year period (or
longer) and (b) that a given percentage of
cost expended by contractors participating
in the program would be financed by the
Government. Financing could be in ad
vance, reimbursed after the fact, or some
combination of both in the form of progress
payments. In either event, such expenditure
would be subjected to audit and would neces
sarily encompass only such effort as is ex
erted in the specific area specified and not
funded under any other direct or overhead
reimbursement mechanism.
• Nonprofit cost center approach-this ap
proach envisions contractors who desire to
so participate, setting up designated "non
profit" cost centers whereby the Govern
ment would grant a certain amount of
money, in advance or after the fact, to con
tractor X (the amount could be based on a
certain percentage of the company's busi
ness, etc., or it could simply be an arbitrary
amount based upon judgments made by the
procuring agency). Contractor X in turn
would credit such funds to a nonprofit cost
center and would be free to use the funds to
finance any effort or compensate whomever
desired in the form of salaries so long as
public disclosure is made periodically
(through corporate annual reports perhaps)
as to the source and application of such
funds.
• Various types or combinations of grants,
guaranteed loans, and interest or noninter
est bearing loans. This approach envisions
the use of a range of such instruments over
an extended period of time-so that based
upon a company's acknowledged expertise
in a given area, etc., certain effort may first
be underwritten through use of a guaranteed
loan, which after a period of time could be
converted to a Government loan at prevail
ing interest rates; after passage of addi
tional time and following an evaluation of
the worth of effort undertaken, the Govern
ment loan could be converted to an interest
free loan or even a grant in varying
amounts. This approach has appeal from
the standpoint that private venture capital
is utilized to finance the effort at the outset,
but Government financing comes into play
at appropriate times and in varying degrees
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of force, depending upon the evaluated
worth of the endeavor in reiation to broad
national goals. (Similar to the relevance de
terminations made under the current IR&D
and B&P mechanism.)
• Agencywide (and/or cross-agency) blan
ket contracts-this approach envisions ne
gotiation of a single contract between a
company participating in the program and
one (lead) agency representing the Govern
ment as a whole. The contract should be for a
two- or three-year period and it would spec
ify only very broad parameters for the pur
suit of certain "nationally relevant" R&D
effort. The only stipulation should be that
at annual intervals perhaps, and at the end
of the contractual period, the contractor
would be required to publicly disclose the
source and application of such funds (ap
plication to the extent of names of personnel
whose salaries were in effect subsidized for
the period in question as a result of such
prograrn.)
• Overhead adjustment-this approach en
visions a system somewhat similar to the
existing overhead adjustment process but
differing in the following significant re
spects:

(a) The existing system involves over
head adjustment based upon a prospec
tively negotiated agreement. This approach
would involve an overhead adjustment
based upon a retrospective evaluation
of the worth of the endeavor under
question. Whereas the existing system is
based upon forward looking plans, pro
grams, promises, assurances, and an after
the-fact and/or continuing periodic audit,
the envisioned approach would simply in
volve an agreement between the Govern
ment and a participating contractor
which would provide for after-the-fact (or
even progress payment type) reimburse
ment for effort undertaken, dependent
solely upon a Government evaluation of
the worth of the endeavor undertaken.
(b) After-the-fact evaluation, however,
should operate to separate out the effort
which is really potentially worthwhile, in
that the contractor should be willing to
undertake such effort on the assumption
that its worth can be sustained and Gov
ernment reimbursement will be forthcom-
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ing. On the other hand, under the current
system, once an advance agreement is ne
gotiated, all the contractor need do is
charge cost which can be audited up to
the total of the negotiated advance agree
ment; and based upon a broad and neb
ulous relevancy test, generally qualify for
a follow-on negotiated agreement for sub
sequent periods of time.

• Industry norm approach-data in the ba
sic text outlines R&D investment as a per
cent of annual sales by selected industries
and establishes the position that defense
IR&D is a vastly smaller percentage of in
dustrywide sales than are those percentages
for other industries. If the data are reason
ably accurate, and assuming development
and the continued existence of relatively un
disputed data, an argument can be made for
using such data as the basis for pursuing
either one or both of the following ap
proaches toward stimulating R&D at appro
priate levels through Government financing:

(a) Tax credit devices-similar to pres
ent IRS oil depletion allowance and invest
ment tax credit mechanisms. (Envisioned
here is simply doing away entirely with
IR&D and B&P as it is now managed and
shifting to a tax credit device for offsetting
one year's allowed expenditure against a
subsequent year's reportable income.)
(b) Shift to return on investment as
an overall profit policy and incorporate
therein an analysis of company-financed
IR&D effort to determine overall profit on
negotiated Government business. (This ap
proach envisions a total abandonment of
the current IR&D and B&P mechanism and
substitution of a return on investment
philosophy for negotiation of profit.)
This is perhaps the most straightforward
and easily administered approach to the
!R&D and B&P dilemma. The feasibility
of such an approach could be determined
through its test case use by DOD (and
other agencies as well) in connection with
the return on investment program cur
rently undergoing study within the DOD.

The above approaches should be expedi
tiously explored in order to reach some timely
accommodation between the proponents for
the various uses of the scarce funding avail
able to support R&D effort.



CHAPTER 5

Procurement Procedures

Competitive Solicitation

Significant portions of the Federal R&D
budget are placed sole-source, sometimes
through the use of unsolicited proposals, caus
ing public and private concern over whether
adequate competition exists among performers
of R&D. The marketplace for Federal R&D
procurement differs from a purely competitive

, one in at least three important respects:
(1) The size of its purchases usually makes

the Government a significant, frequently the
dominant, and in many fields the sole buyer
of R&D.

(2) Identity of product is intrinsically im
possible in R&D because of the importance of
such qualities as innovation, related experi
ence, and individual qualifications.

(3) Freedom to enter or leave the market
place is sharply constrained by security classifi
cations, protection of proprietary information,
and lack of usefulness of R&D capabilities in
other kinds of enterprises.

"Seller rivalry" takes several forms in R&D
procurement. The request for proposal (RFP)
process for obtaining R&D is one form of ri
valry, where a few characteristics of the prod
uct may be generally specified. Unsolicited
proposals are another form of seller rivalry,
differing mainly from RFPs in that no at
tempt whatever is made to achieve similarity
or identity of product. Because awards are few
in comparison to the number of unsolicited
proposals, the rivalry is intense. Even the ap
portionment of Federal R&D funds between
in-house and outside performers represents an
intense form of rivalry for the funds,' with the

1 See Chapter 2 of this part and Part A, Chapter 6.
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additional condition that the distinction be
tween buyer and seller is partly absent.

Lack of identity of product is probably the
single characteristic of R&D which people
least comprehend. Basic research is an activity
where the product completely lacks identity,
since the result depends highly on the skill,
insight, and experience of the man or team
doing the work and, in addition, is greatly in
fluenced by the findings in the course of the

.work. Applied research begins to have some
similarity of product, but this too is subject
to wide variations. Only a few sources are
likely to be highly and specifically qualified,
though many may have general qualifications.
Development exhibits much more similarity of
product and usually, but not always, involves
a wider field of qualified sources.

Thus, the type of competition for research
and exploratory development is far different
from the competition obtainable in purchasing
more familiar products. The difference results
primarily from the emphasis on innovation
and creativity by the R&D performer. Diver
sity is the keynote, and offerors must empha
size unique and sometimes startling approaches
rather than the tried and familiar as with
many other procurements. This very emphasis
on uniqueness of proposal, particularly at the
research end of the spectrum, tends to preclude
the full use of competitive techniques for R&D
procurement.

Standard procurement techniques involve
establishing a sufficiently broad baseline of
comparable features in proposals to evaluate
objectively the full worth of each offer. This
in turn generates offers of products and serv
ices with essentially common characteristics
which, to a considerable extent, can be meas-
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ured and compared by an objective common
denominator: price. These offers are the
antithesis of those expected in procurements
demanding innovation. The full use of the fa
miliar competitive processes and techniques
are therefore most often inappropriate for
R&D procurement.

For these reasons, we conclude that, to the
extent the Government attempts to secure
innovative approaches to problems through
the procurement of R&D, the procedures for
such procurement should facilitate the Govern
ment's obtaining inventive proposals from
rival sources. Likewise, Government R&D pro
curement must recognize that the uniqueness
of such proposals may foreclose the use of
fully competitive techniques to decide who has
submitted the offer most advantageous to the
Government.

The apparent cost items associated with the
competitive solicitation of R&D are proposal
preparation and proposal evaluation. All or
part of such costs are borne by the Govern
ment: in the form of overhead costs for pro
posal preparation by performers, and as direct
in-house costs for evaluation processes. The
essential fact is that these steps are performed
in duplicate for each contender under the
principle that the savings resulting from com
petitive pressures more than offset the bidding
costs.

This principle operates generally with re
spect to solicited R&D. When more than a
few proposals are received there is compara
tively little added benefit and much additional
effort and expense on the part of both the
many bidders and on the part of the Govern
ment evaluators. Where such additional bid
ders bring new approaches to the evaluation,
they are useful; where they simply add an
other applicant to an already long list of qual
ified contenders, the benefit to the Government
is only slight, if any.

The diffuse and exploratory character of
most R&D makes the preparation of bidders'
lists by agencies, and the making of bid-no
bid decisions by contractors, a very difficult
and hazy matter. If a criticism is to be leveled
at this phase of R&D procurement, it can best
be described as an ambivalence on the part of
the Government between excessive reliance on
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sole-source procedures, and excessively open
competition.

Some agencies apparently do not exercise
discretionary authority properly in these
areas. In a large sample of competitive R&D
contract awards, we found instances of more
than 100 contenders for a single solicitation,
with an overall average of ten proposals per
award.' Since, in many instances, the Govern
ment ultimately pays bidding costs through
overhead, and evaluation costs as part of in
house effort, the total costs of each such selec
tion may come to exceed the value of the
resulting contract. It is clearly in the public
interest to develop screening methods to reduce
an excessive number of major contestants.

An action program of two main thrusts sug
gests itself. Where competitors are extremely
numerous and the Government is a dominant
buyer, methods should be found for discourag
ing weaker contenders. Such a policy will
yield long-term savings to the Government and
actually intensify the competition. As the sec
ond thrust, sole-source awards should be
replaced where possible with controlled com
petitive fields of a few competitors each. The
intent would not be to eliminate sole-source
awards for unsolicited proposals but to curtail
the practice of other types of sole-source
awards.

In summary, where possible, competitive an
nouncement for proposals certainly should
identify not less than three nor probably
more than five "best qualified potential
sources," where "best qualified" refers to the
particular program being purchased and not
to the broad area in which the sources qualify
generally. For example, if an R&D program
were being planned to investigate advanced
wing configurations for Mach 2.5 flight re
gimes, the qualified bidder list might typically
contain 20 or more companies. The "best quali
fied sources" list would then identify three to
five of those who, by virtue of their skills, fa
cilities, and related experience in Mach 2.5
aerodynamics rather than the entire field of
aerodynamics, appear to be most suitable.
Other applicants could also enter the bidding,
provided they feel the effort worth the expense
in light of the identified "best qualified
sources."

2 Study Group 11 (Research and Development), Final Report, Feb.
1972, p. 165.
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Lack of accepted screening methods and
concern for Congressional criticism appear to
be at the root of the agencies' present reluc
tance to control excessive competition. We be
lieve that every proposal, fairly submitted,
must be carefuIly considered. We also believe
that in-house competence must somehow be
used more aggressively to identify a limited
mix of contenders to create the necessary com
petitive pressures and give the Government an
adequate range of alternatives, while at the
same time giving a clear signal to others who,
for one reason or another, are unlikely con
tenders. The Government should use its R&D
buying power to maximize the quality of com
petition rather than maximizing the number
of competitors. A similar treatment of compe
tition in the professional service area may be
found in Part A, Chapter 9.

Part A, Chapter 3, contains a fuIl treatment
of competition and source selection as related
to all procurement. The implementation of the
recommendation therein developed would sig
nificantly improve the R&D procurement proc
ess. The role and importance of competition in
major system acquisitions is treated in detail
in Part C.

Instruments

Once the performer is selected, the next step
in the R&D acquisition process is to reach
agreement on the terms and conditions under
which the work will be performed. The choice
of instrument for funding nongovernmental
R&D performers is influenced by many con
siderations. Among these are the variations of
risk and uncertainty presented by R&D obj ec
tives; differing requirements for different
types of performers, that is, FFRDCs, univer
sities, nonprofit research institutes, and indus
try; and variables across the R&D spectrum,
that is, basic and applied research and develop
ment. Questions of procurement versus sup
port of R&D are also involved.

Many of the procedural questions and re
quirements for R&D procurement are dis
cussed in Part A. Part F considers broad
implications of procurement-assistance relation
ships in selecting between contract and grant
instruments.

,iF
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TYPES OF CONTRACTS FOR R&D

The primary variable determining the selec
tion of the type of contract for R&D procure
ment is the degree of uncertainty in the
Government's ability to describe exactly what
it wants. When an agency's needs can be fuIly
specified, procurement can be made by adver
tised methods, and the contract can be firm
fixed price. On the other hand, where its needs
and the method of satisfying them can be de
scribed in only general terms, procurement is
sometimes best accomplished by negotiation,
and the contractual relationship should be as
flexible as possible. R&D procurement faIls
typically within this latter category.

Types of contracts to be used by the Govern
ment in obtaining R&D have been widely
discussed. In 1959, DOD was criticized for ex
cessive use of cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contracts,
and it was suggested that firm-fixed-price con
tracts be used to a greater extent.' This lasted
weIl into the 1960's, and DOD, as weIl as other
agencies, stressed the use of fixed-price con
tracts, sometimes to the exclusion of more ap
propriate contract types.

At the basic research end of the R&D spec
trum, there is less sensitivity to the contract
type since goals are generalized and technical
risks of meeting objectives are low. The con
verse is the case for advanced development, or
where deliverable hardware is concerned. To
oversimplify the situation, the type of con
tract can make a positive, negative, or no
contribution to the performance of the R&D.

In many cases, the unsuitability of the type
of contract selected is evidenced by the records
of disputes between the parties. Instances can
be found where R&D performers assumed
risks by contracts which were inappropriate
and had to request relief. In other cases, the
contracting officer has defaulted the per
former. Examples where the nature of the con
tract made p positive contribution are more
difficult to find. When problems can be identi
fied which are traceable to the form of
contract used, the problems are evidence the
parties involved did not take into account the
very nature of R&D procurement.

For R&D procurement the foIlowing two
propositions are generaIly accepted: (1) the

'Ibid., n. 147.
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fixed-price contract is normally not suitable in
view of the basic unpredictability of risk and
the outcome of results; (2) a cost-reimburs
able contract is preferred where the sponsor
expects to have some role in the direction of
the work to be performed.

These two propositions oversimplify the sit
uation and do not take into consideration the
wide variety of other options open to the par
ties to enhance the performance of the neces
sary services. For example, in some instances
a fixed-price contract may be totally appropri
ate for the performance of R&D if the degree
of risk is reasonably known by the parties, or
if other means are available to describe ade
quately the relationship between performer
and sponsor. Thus, when the performer is obli
gated only to provide a stipulated level of ef
fort and to use his best efforts to achieve some
R&D objective, the use of a fixed-price con
tract may be appropriate. Conversely, inappro
priate use of a cost-reimbursable contract can
fail to provide a suitable incentive for the ef
fective performance of work. It also should be
pointed out that there is a substantial differ
ence in the administrative expense of cost-type
and fixed-price contracts. For cost-type con
tracts the burdeu of cost analysis in proposal
preparation and the accounting procedures in
performance auditing often eliminate many
competent sources, particularly small business,
from competing for Government R&D. This
factor should be a consideration in the selec
tion of contract type.

MASTER AGREEMENTS

Once the sponsor and performer have agreed
on a suitable instrument for the R&D funding,
specific details must be worked out and agreed
to regarding requirements and conditions un
der which the work will be performed. In most
instances this is done individually for each
contract or grant which frequently requires a
repetition of effort on the part of both agency
and performer staffs. This is necessitated by
current practices in the award of contracts
and grants even though the terms and condi
tions might be the same for an individnal
agency. Additionally, separate negotiations
are required with separate agencies, due to the
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differences in policies, regulations, and admin
istrative requirements for the separate agen
cies. While certain agencies (for example,
DOD and NASA) strive for uniformity of
practices between their various bureaus and
offices, standardization among all agencies
has met with only limited success. The current
OMB FAR (Federal Assistance Review) pro
gram has made a start toward increased uni
formity among agencies in certain aspects of
contract and grant administration.

Recommendation 11. Encourage the use of
master agreements of the grant and contract
types, which when executed should be used
on a work order basis by all agencies and
for all types of performers.

A potential method for reducing the time
and effort required to initiate R&D work and
for simultaneously producing substantial cost
savings is the negotiation of master agreements
with performer organizations. Similar prac
tices have been applied by elements of DOD,
NASA, and HEW, in the form of "call con
tracts," "blanket bailment agreements," "basic
ordering agreements," and "basic agree
ments." These agreements enable the agency
to negotiate periodically all of the standard
clauses for fixed-price, cost-plus-a-fixed-fee,
and incentive contracts and many special
clauses covering overhead practices and pro
cedures. This practice seems worthy of adop
tion by each agency that places a number of
contracts or grants each year with the same
performer.

It appears further that one standard agree
ment could be negotiated with a particular
institution by one agency, conceivably a cogni
zant agency, in the fashion established by
BOB Circular A-88 for administrative aspects
of grants and contracts at educational institu
tions. In many instances this master agreement
could be used by all other agencies so that in
dividual R&D work efforts could be negotiated
separately and incorporated into the standard
agreement by simply adding a work order con
taining the new statement of work backed by
the required fund citation.

Our studies suggest the feasibility of nego
tiating such master research contract and/or
grant agreements with nonprofit educational
institutions and perhaps other types of per-
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formers. Once negotiated, the master agree
ment could remain in effect for a fixed period
(for example, two years) without any changes
except those mandatory by statute. These docu
ments would contain the required standard
provisions. Each agency contracting unit could
then negotiate task orders with the performer
which would include time, money, work scope,
and other provisions of special application and
would incorporate the appropriate standard
grant or contract agreement into the task order
by reference. Acceptance of the master docu
ments by performers does not have to be
mandatory, but successful use of such an instru
ment with other similar organizations should
make it generally acceptable. Master docu
ments and task orders should greatly increase
uniformity and sharply reduce paperwork in
R&D procurement.

The separate agencies would agree on a
standard form of master agreement only if
there were uniformity in the R&D procure
ment regulations, as suggested earlier. We be
live that such agreements are one of the
benefits which could result from uniform R&D
procurement regulations. We therefore favor
the use of such agreements, one type for grants
and another for contracts, insofar as possible
for all types of performers. Such practice
should lead to greater simplification and econ
omy in the award and administration of R&D
contracts and grants.

HARDWARE EXCLUSION CLAUSE

R&D programs often lead to complex and
expensive hardware production or service
delivery programs. Not infrequently the Gov
ernment needs contractor expertise in formu
lating its plans yet such action often suggests
a conflict of interest.

Recommendation 12. When a potential or
ganizational conflict of interest exists and
use of a hardware exclusion clause is pro
posed, require a senior official of the procure
ment agency to examine the circumstances
for benefits and detriments to both the Gov
ernment and potential contractors, and
reach and justify his decision to contract
with either no restraint, partial restraint,
or strict hardware exclusion provisions.
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The Government looks to industry, non
profit, university, and FFRDC performers for
aid in defining a variety of needs, ranging
from conceptual studies of agency program re
quirements to prototype production and test
ing for specific systems. Contractors with
production or service capabilities, who provide
assistance to the Government during the R&D
period, often are the most qualified to under
take the more profitable production which
follows R&D. At the same time, contractors
employed in the planning phase inevitably gain
a unique insight into the proposed program
and, in extreme cases, could possibly write
specifications which only their facilities could
satisfy. Such contractors have an unfair ad
vantage in the later bidding for the resulting
contracts. Hardware exclusion clauses are used
by elements of Government (for example,
DOD, NASA, and AEC) to preclude contrac
tors involved in the early definitional phases
of Government programs from receiving other
contracts to produce or deliver the hardware
or services resulting from their study and defi
nition efforts.'

The Bell Committee Report in 1962 5 recog
nized the concerns and problems arising from
the Government's heavy reliance on nongov
ernment sources to assist in the determination
of policies and the performance of management
functions which Government itself should per
form. That report accepted as desirable the
high degree of interdependence and collabora
tion between Government and private institu
tions, including R&D performance in the latter,
and suggests that this mutual effort is in
the best national interest because it affords
the greatest opportunities for initiative and the
surfacing of ideas from all elements of the
technical community. The conflict-of-interest
situation arises directly from the close mutual
interdependence of Government and the pri
vate sector. The problem then becomes: How
can the Government obtain desired expert
assistance from sources which also produce
hardware or services and still achieve an
equitable competitive climate during the pro
curements resulting from the advice of these

4 See ASPR 1-:-113.2. Organizational Conflicts of Interest. Apr.
1971; and DOD Directive 5500.10, June 1. 1963, app. G.

~ U.S. Bureau of the Budget, Government Contracting for Re8earch
and Development. submitted by the President to the Senate and
reproduced as Doc. 94. 87th Cong.• 2d eess., 1962.
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sources? While all parties can agree on the
purpose of the hardware exclusion clause and
its propriety, the circumstances which deline
ate its use and the mechanics of its employment
are the cause of much debate and difference
of opinion.

Concern over hardware exclusion varies de
pending on the outlook of the parties con
cerned:

• When an agency feels that the most emi
nently qualified source for assistance in the
R&D of highly complex systems or services
is a contractor who specializes in that kind
of product, it will use him as a source re
gardless of the conflict of interest issue.
Agency procedures, if not basic procurement
authorities, permit this in the interest of
effectively accomplishing the mission re
quirement.

• Highly qualified production contractors
who also possess strong R&D planning capa
bility are frequently faced with hardware
exclusion clauses. Often the profits to be
gained from performing the R&D planning
efforts are minor compared to those which
could be realized from the large programs
which follow. Such firms must choose be
tween competing for the R&D/planning
contract or waiting to compete for the follow
on hardware or service programs. Continual
nonparticipation in R&D/planning efforts,
however, results in loss of leadership and
competitive position in the product line.
Such firms favor a policy which will allow
them to participate fully in both the R&D/
planning and the production phases of a
program.

• Qualified production contractors with
out strong R&D capability see their potential
for winning production contracts jeopar
dized when R&D/planning contracts go to
firms with whom they must compete for
follow-on production. These firms generally
favor strong policies to exclude production
contractors from requirement definition.

• Other firms see business going to Govern
ment-created or Government-sponsored non
profit organizations, which do work that
should or could be performed by private
industry which is deterred from competing
due to hardware exclusion provisions.
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The Council of Defense and Space Indus
try Associations (CODSIA) believes that
industry should be allowed to participate in the
management planning and R&D functions to
the maximum extent possible, and that the hard
ware exclusion principle should be applied only
in those cases where specifically defined areas
of conflict exist. CODSIA feels that the Gov
ernment's role should not be to restrict com
petition and natural advantages that one
contractor may have over another, but should
be concerned rather with preventing situations
which create bias and unfair competitive ad
vantage in favor of one production source.
This position is quite compatible with the posi
tions expressed by DOD and NASA.

Firms with little or no production capability
but which are strong in planning, systems
analysis, and basic research, recognize an ad
vantage to them in the form of less competi
tion from large production firms if strong
hardware exclusion clauses are included in
RFPs. This is reflected in the greater numbers
of responses received from such firms when the
procuring agency notifies prospective bidders
that a hardware exclusion clause will be in
cluded in the resulting contract.

The Government position, as expressed in
the FPR and ASPR, is to be fair and im
partial to all segments of the private performer
community, notwithstanding public policy to
support nonprofit educational institutions and
to assure opportunities to small business for
obtaining a fair share of Government con
tract awards. Equally important, as recognized
by the Bell Report, FPR, and ASPR, is the
need to procure effectively and efficiently from
qualified sources. The Government realizes that
the hardware exclusion clause applies almost
exclusively to some form of R&D. Government
policy permits waiving organizational conflict
of interest provisions in circumstances which
would deny the required expertise to the Gov
ernment. This suggests that the Government's
obligation to satisfy its needs, particularly in
critically important areas, is paramount to its
responsibility to avoid placing a contractor in
a favored position to obtain production con
tracts.

We recognize that the Government's respon
sibility in this dilemma of organizational con
flicts is split between its duty to avoid giving
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an unfair advantage to one contractor and its
duty to use the best qualified sources for its
R&D requirements. Such an unfair advantage
could be eliminated by excluding contractors
from acting in a capacity where they could
influence or designate requirements which they
in turn might produce. This would deny to
such contractors an opportunity to compete
for and provide the advisory and definitional
services required. It would conversely be ad
vantageous to firms who sell only "think-type"
services. Also, in many instances it would deny
to the Government the services of sources who
have, through independent research and prod
uct improvement programs, gained exceptional
capability and qualifications to do the work.

These considerations suggest that strong
Government leadership and ability are es-
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sential to evaluate the circumstances of each
case and thus permit the Government to act
wisely concerning organizational conflicts of
interest. There will be times when agencies
can impose the hardware exclusion clause with
little effect on agency goals or broader na
tional interests. At other times, economic,
security, or other reasons such as national in
terest will require use of the best source for
"advisory and requirement influencing con
tracts," and that source could well be the most
qualified source from which to procure result
ing requirements. At the same time, it is im
portant to consider steps to develop in-house
planning capabilities to the maximum possible
degree to avoid to some extent the need for
outside systems planners, managers, and eval
uators.
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CHAPTER 6

Summary

The Commission has made an in-depth study
of how the Government procures research and
development. We are proposing recommenda
tions which we believe will not only improve
the procurement process but also will assist in
meeting national objectives. The results of our
analysis break down into two major areas.
The first is related to using the procurement of
R&D to maximize innovation. The second high
lights a very recent change taking place in the
roles of and relationships between the public
and private sectors.

When the Government procures R&D it is
buying innovation, ideas, and a road to the
future. The procurement process should be a
tool to enhance the product and the resulting
benefits; we believe that our recommendations
will help meet this objective. For example,
any procedural changes that reduce the cur
rent unproductive administrative burden on
the performers is certainly a move in the
proper direction.

Further, we believe that the procurement
of R&D is sufficiently different from other
types of procurement that special treatment
of the process should be considered. This in
cludes statutory changes to recognize negotia
tion as the normal procurement technique for
R&D, the development of uniform regulations
for R&D, changes in source-selection procedures
to maximize competition rather than the num
ber of competitors, better attitudes about ac
cepting unsolicited proposals, and the selection
of the preferred types of contractual instru
ments for R&D.

We found major changes being made in the

roles of the public and private sector R&D
performers and the relationships between them.
President Nixon's Science and Technology Mes
sage of March 16, 1972, highlighted these
changes. We strongly endorse the most efficient
use of all available resources, public or private,
to meet national objectives. We have made
recommendations regarding the roles of Fed
eral in-house R&D laboratories, the use of
Federal funded research and development cen
ters (FFRDCs), the use of consortia of R&D
performers, and an organized and expanded
program to promote interagency cooperation to
meet national goals broader than the mission
of any single agency. We have included back
ground material on the relationship of R&D
and productivity and data showing that our
technology is not being applied to full ad
vantage to counter the economic progress being
made by our foreign competitors in high-tech
nology markets. A new type of partnership
between the Government and all types of
R&D performers is proposed, using new tech
niques in the R&D procurement process as a
basic mechanism.

A major consideration repeatedly stressed
throughout our treatment of R&D has been
the importance of the technology base. Many
applications of the base have been highlighted.
A particular need for a strong technology base
is to serve as a reservoir of capability to ini
tiate new major systems. Part C, Acquisition
of Major Systems, has as a paramount theme
the importance of innovation in developing new
systems concepts and the permanent need of
a healthy technological base.
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History

United States Government involvement with
R&D may be said to have its origin in the
Constitution, in which Article I, section 8,
decrees that "The Congress shall have Power
. . . to promote the Progress of Science and
. . . Useful Arts." The Constitution also es
tablished congressional powers to "fix the
Standard of Weights and Measures," a func
tion currently of the National Bureau of
Standards, and provided other powers of Gov
ernment which have incorporated important
R&D efforts as parts of their missions.

Scientific efforts in the earliest days of the
Republic emphasized natural sciences. The
Government participated also in technological
innovation, including a grant of funds in 1830
to the Franklin Institute to study causes of
boiler explosions and support of development
of the first experimental telegraph line by
S. F. B. Morse. It also funded advances in
military technology used during the Civil War
and World War I as well as civilian-oriented
technologies developed in the early 20th cen
tury.

The 19th century saw the development of
such institutions as the Smithsonian Institu
tion and the National Academy of Sciences
as well as the establishment of land grant
colleges to stimulate and foster development
of agricultural sciences so important to the
country's developing economy. Needs of tech
nology were served further with creation of
the National Bureau of Standards in 1901,
formation of the Department of Commerce in
1903, and establishment in 1915 of what was
to become the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics, the forerunner of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The increasing interaction of R&D activities
of Government and nongovernment organiza-

tions continued to the beginning of World War
U. The war itself had a most significant im
pact on Government R&D activities and at
titudes. Increasing awareness of and concern
for the national defense posture led to the
formalization of many Government R&D or
ganizations, with the Manhattan Engineering
District representing a new peak in organiza
tion of national R&D effort toward a high
priority goal, development of the first nuclear
bombs. By the end of World War II, there
was a greatly increased public and scientific
community appreciation of the importance of
R&D toward meeting national goals. This new
awareness led to the formation of R&D pro
grams of such Federal agencies as the Na
tional Institutes of Health in 1944, the Atomic
Energy Commission in 1946, .the Office of
Naval Research in 1947, and the National
Science Foundation in 1950. The R&D pro
grams in these new agencies as well as in
older departments grew steadily in the 1950's,
increasing the national commitments to basic
and applied research and the development of
scientific capabilities in the Nation.

New impetus to scientific development came
in the late 1950's in response to Soviet Union
successes in space exploration and ballistic
missile technology. The United States assigned
new priorities to R&D, as evidenced by Presi
dent Kennedy's commitment to the man-on
the-moon program of the 1960's. The funding
of Government R&D interests increased by
about 15 percent per year,' with increased em
phasis on science education and training and
renewed attention to basic research and the
use of grants to fund research.

Government organization for science and

1 Calculated by the Commission from data in NSF Report 71-35,
vol. XX, n. 3.
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technology also received new stimulus. In 1957,
President Eisenhower created the post of Spe
cial Assistant to the President for Science and
Technology, and reorganized and transferred
to the White House the President's Science
Advisory Committee. The Federal Council for
Science and Technology was established in
1959 to deal with interagency science and tech
nology affairs, and President Kennedy in 1962
established the Office of Science and Tech
nology. At the same time, the Congress be
came more involved in the R&D process, with
establishment of Senate and House committees,
subcommittees, and studies relating to science,
technology, and specific R&D programs.

Although the decade 1957-1967 was one of
growth and support of R&D programs, partie-

Part B

ularly in the defense, space, and nuclear agen
cies, profound changes in attitude developed
in the latter half of the 1960's. Although at
taining the goal of a manned lunar landing in
1969 brought a considerable sense of accom
plishment, public disenchantment led to ques
tions regarding the utility of costly defense
and space endeavors especially in the presence
of growing discontent and concern for social
problems such as education, the environment,
health, housing, and transportation. These
changes in national attitude dampened the
enthusiasm for basic research, academic sci
ence, and the training of scientific manpower
in favor of increased attention to more im
mediate and visible goals in the public sector.

1 _
~
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APPENDIX B

Summary of Defense Procurement Circular 90
(OPC 90)

Definition

A contractor's independent research and de
velopment effort (!R&D) is that technical ef
fort which is not sponsored by, or required in
performance of, a contract or grant and which
consists of projects falling in three areas: (1)
basic and applied research, (2) development,
and (3) systems and other concept formulation
studies. Bid and proposal (B&P) costs are the
costs incurred in preparing, submitting, and
supporting bids and proposals (whether or not
solicited) on potential Government or non
Government contracts.

Relevancy

A potential relationship to a military func
tion or operation.

Uniformity

DPC 90 applies only to DOD.

Composition and Allocability of Costs

COMPOSITION OF COSTS

!R&D and B&P costs shall include not only
all direct costs but also all allocable indirect
costs except that general and administra
tive costs shall not be considered allocable to
!R&D and B&P. Both direct and indirect costs
shall be determined on the same basis as if
the IR&D and B&P project were under con
tract.

ALLOCATION

As a general rule, IR&D and B&P costs shall
be allocated to contracts on the same basis as
the general and administrative (G&A) expense
grouping of the profit center in which such
costs are incurred.

Reasonableness

COMPANIES REQUIRED TO NEGOTIATE
ADVANCE AGREEMENTS

Any company which received payments,
either as a prime contractor or subcontractor,
in excess of $2 million from DOD for IR&D
and B&P in a fiscal year is required to negoti
ate an advance agreement with the Govern
ment which establishes a ceiling for allowability
of IR&D costs for the following fiscal year.
Computation of the amount of !R&D and B&P
costs to determine whether the $2 million cri
terion was reached will include only those re
coverable IR&D and B&P costs allocated during
the company's previous fiscal year to all DOD
prime contracts and subcontracts for which
the submission and certification of cost or
pricing data was required in accordance with
10 U.S.C. 2306(f). The computation shall in
clude full burdening in the same manner as if
the IR&D and B&P projects were contracted
for except that G&A will not be applied.

Companies which meet the above threshold
shall submit technical and financial informa
tion to support their proposed IR&D program
in accordance with guidance furnished by the
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Armed Services Research Specialists Commit
tee. Results of the technical evaluation per
formed by the Armed Services Research
Specialists Committee, including determina
tion of potential relationship, wiil be made
available to the contractor by the cognizant
agency's central office.

Ceilings are the maximum doliar amounts
of total costs for !R&D work that wiil be
aliowable for aliocation to ali work of that
part of the company's operation covered by
an advance agreement. Within the ceiling limi
tations, contractors will not be required to
share IR&D costs. In negotiating a ceiling, in
addition to other considerations, particular at
tention must be paid to such factors as:

• The technical evaluation of the Armed
Services Research Specialists Committee in
cluding the potential relationship of !R&D
projects to a military function or operation

• Comparison with previous year's pro
grams including the level of the Govern
ment's participation

• Changes in the company's business ac
tivities.

COMPANIES NOT REQUIREO TO NEGOTIATE
ADVANCE AGREEMENTS

Aliowable IR&D and B&P costs for com
panies not required to negotiate advance
agreements shali be established by a 'formula,
either on a companywide basis or by profit
centers, computed as foliows:

Part B

• Determine the ratio of IR&D and B&P
costs to total sales (or other base acceptable
to the contracting officer) for each of the
preceding three years and average the two
highest of these ratios: this average is the
!R&D and B&P historical ratio.

• Compute the average annual IR&D and
B&P costs (hereafter calied average), using
the two highest of the preceding three years.

• IR&D and B&P costs for the center for
the current year which are not in excess of
the product of the center's actual total sales
(or other accepted base) for the current
year and the !R&D and B&P historical
ratio computed above (hereafter calied prod
uct) shali be considered allowable only to
the extent the product does not exceed 120
percent of the average. If the product is
less than 80 percent of the average, costs of
up to 80 percent of the average shali be
aliowable.

Treatment of the Elements

!R&D and B&P treated separately but linked
as foliows:

A separate doliar ceiling for IR&D and B&P.
However, provision shali be made permitting
the contractor to recover costs for IR&D
above the negotiated ceiling, provided that
recovery of B&P costs covered by the same
agreement is decreased below its ceiling by
a like amount (and vice versa).
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APPENDIX C

R&D and Productivity

One reason for the crucial importance of the
advancement of technology is its relationship
to national economic growth and productivity
and the consequent generation of .revenues to
finance the Nation's many social and environ
mental programs. Since R&D is not the only
factor contributing to economic growth and
productivity and since its contribution is not
independent, but complementary with invest
ment and education, it is very difficult to quan
tify the relationship. Nevertheless, a number
of attempts have been made to measure the
contribution of R&D to economic growth and
productivity.

First are case studies of particular innova
tions and their rates of return. There are not
enough of these case studies to aggregate into
a national estimate. They tend to focus on
success stories, such as Griliches' study of hy
brid corn, which concluded. that the rate of
return was at least 700 percent per year as
of 1955.'

Estimates for Firms and Industries

Studies for groups of firms and for whole
industries give a better picture of the payoff
from R&D, since they include all research ex
penditures, whether successful or not.

Terleckyj examined all manufacturing in 20
industries. He found that a one percent increase
in the growth rate of cumulated R&D expendi
tures was associated with a 0.7 percent in
crease in the rate of productivity increase.
The rate of growth of industry productivity
increased by 0.5 percent for each tenfold in
crease in the ratio of R&D expenditures to

1 Griliches, "Research Costs and Social Returns: Hybrid Corn and
Related Innovation," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 66, Oct. 1958.

sales.' Industries with a high ratio of research
expenditures to sales had not only higner rates
of productivity gain, but higher rates of growth
and a higher proportion of their sales (1960)
from new or substantially changed products
not in existence four years earlier.'

Minasian,' in a study of 17 chemical firms
for the period 1948-1957, found a gross return
of 54 percent on investment in R&D. Mansfield 5

found marginal rates of return averaging 40
to 60 percent for ten petroleum firms, and be
tween 7 and 30 percent, depending on the
assumptions used, for ten chemical firms. He
also studied food, apparel, and furniture and
found that for each one percent increase in
the rate of growth of cumulated R&D expendi
tures, there was a 0.1 to 0.7 percent growth in
productivity, depending on the assumptions
(the weight of opinion being that the assump
tion underlying the larger figures is closer to
reality) .

Raines,' in a study of 24 manufacturing in
dustries, estimated that on the average R&D
conducted by an industry raised productivity
1.3 percent annually, and R&D conducted by
industries supplying it with inputs raised its
average annual productivity increase another
1.1 percent. These two sources accounted for
more than half the average productivity gain

2 Terleckyj, Sources of Productivity Advance (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Columbia University), 1960.

3 Terleckyj, Research and Development; Its Growth and Com
position. National Industrial Board Studies in Business Economics,
No. 82, New York, 1962, pp. ~5-56.

4 Minasian, The Economics of Research and Development in the
Rate and Direction of Inventive Activity: Economic and Social
Factors, National Bureau of Economic Research, Princeton,
Princeton University Press, 1962.

5 Mansfield, Industrial Research and Technological Innovation, New
York, W. W. Norton & Oo., 1968, PP. 20(}fI'.

6 Raines, The Impact of Applied Research and Development vn
Productivity, Working Paper No. 6814, St. Louis, Washington
Unlveralty, Department of Economics, Sept. 1968.
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COMPARATIVE PRODUCTIVITY
(AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATE)

Former Secretary of Commerce Maurice
Stans points out that, historicaily, U.S. produc
tivity and productivity growth far outpaced
other countries mainly because of large-scale
imports of capital and foreign technology, im
migration of skilled adult manpower, growth
in markets, high wages which motivated in
vention of laborsaving devices, innovative
spirit, lack of rigid traditions, and compara
tively low war losses. From 1870 to 1950, the
U.S. rate of productivity growth exceeded Eu
rope by 60 percent and Japan by 70 percent.
Starting in 1950, the situation was reversed,
and U.S. productivity growth now lags weil
behind Europe and Japan as is evident in fig
ure 1.

From 1950 to 1965 our productivity growth
rate trailed Europe by 35 percent and Japan
by 60 percent. The trend since 1965 shows an
even more rapid relative decline: U.S. rates

Source: Statement by Maurice Stans before the Subcommittee on
Science, Research, and Development, House Committee on
Science and Astronautics, 92d Cong., 1st sess., July 1971,
chart 6.

r Scherer. "Ccrucrata Inventive Output, Profits and Growth,"
Journal of Political Economl/; Brown and Conrad, The Influence of
Research and Education on CES Prod1wtion F'unction, in Brown, ed.,
The Theory and ElItpirical A.nalU8is of Production, National Bureau
of Economic Resea.rch, Columbia University Press, 1967.

N Kcmai'n, "The Economic Impact of Scientific and 'T'"pJ,nn'o·-.jcal

Progress," in UNESCO. The Role of Science and Technololl!1 tn
Economic Development, Science Policy Studies and Documents 1'10. 18,
UNESCO; Paris, 1!l70, )lp. 11~-117.

of 4.5 percent a year in the 24 industries
examined. Ail of these studies understate the
contribution of R&D to productivity increase
and economic growth because much of the con
tribution accrues to industries other than those
performing R&D. Raines attempts to account
for this interindustry effect in part, but his
group of industries is too limited to account
for it in fuil.

Various other writers have found positive
and significant correlations between R&D in
tensity (ratio of R&D expenditures to sales or
value added, ratio of R&D personnel to total
employment), profits, growth of sales, and rate
of productivity growth.' This is true both in
industries whose research is mainly company
financed, such as chemicals, and in industries
whose research is mainly financed by the Gov
ernment. Further, the correlations apply both
to firms within an industry and between in
dustries and suggest that the net cost of R&D
procurement to the Government is less than
its budget cost, since the performance of R&D
results in higher taxable income.

The Russian economist Komzin estimated
the relation between an increase in R&D ex
penditures and increase in output for the
United States. He found that expenditures on
R&D were several times more effective in in
creasing output than the same amount spent
on fixed capital. For the period 1951-1966,
an incremental doilar spent on R&D was as
sociated with an increase of $2.39 in output,
assuming a five-year lag between R&D ex
penditures and associated increases in output,
and $4.36 assuming a ten-year lag. Conversely,
the increase in output associated with invest
ment in fixed capital was only $0.346.'

Estimates of the contribution of R&D to
productivity at the national level are more com
plete than estimates limited to payoffs for a
firm, industry, or group of industries. Further,
they incorporate interindustry effects which
are largely excluded in the estimates with more
limited scope.

··";&i.~mf~rz' - ,
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trailed Europe by 60 percent and Japan by 84
percent. These differentials in rates result from
unprecedented levels of productivity growth in
Europe and especially in Japan, and from de
clines in U.S. productivity growth (1965
1969) which was only 1.7 percent compared
with 4.5 percent in Europe and 10.6 percent
in Japan.'

It is worthwhile to quote from the report of
the President's Task Force on Science Policy:

Economic growth will, over a long period of
time, define the total level of resources within
which our national goals must be achieved.
Because of the central significance of eco
nomic growth to all other national goals, it
is especially important to point out its de
pendence on science and technology.

If a major national goal is increasing the
quality of life for the mass of our popula
tion, it becomes essential that continued

9 Stans, Statement before the Subcommittee on Science, Research,
and Development, House Committee on Science and Astronautics,
92d Cong., 1st eees., July 1971, PP. 8-9.

59

technological development also be a high
priority national goal. A stagnant technology
will mean a stagnant economy. In this re
gard, it is of interest to note the statement
of Mr. Kosygin to the XXIII Party Congress
in March 1966, "The course of the economic
competition between the two world systems
depends on the rate of development of our
science and on the scale on which we use the
results of the research in production.""

To summarize, it appears reasonable to state
that technology growth has a significant ef
fect on continued economic growth and on
continuing increases in the productivity of in
dividual companies, whole industries, and the
overall national economy. Further, a number
of leading economists believe that, in a highly
industrial country such as the United States,
technology growth is the key catalyst to eco
nomic growth while education and capital for
mation play supporting roles.

." .::ietence and 1.'echnology, TookJ [or PTo[JTes8, the report of the
President's Task Force on Science Policy, Washington, Apr, 1970,
pp. 11-12.
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Technology and Foreign Competition
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To understand more fully the parameters
of this trade problem, the overall balance of
trade can be broken into various categories:

• Agricultural products

• Raw material (minerals, oil, etc.)

• Low-technology manufactures (textiles,
iron and steel, footwear)

• High-technology manufactures (comput
ers, automotive products, aircraft and other

Figure 1

Source: Statement by Maurice Stans before the Subcommittee on
Science, Research, and Development, House Committee
on Science and Astronautics, 92d ccna.. 1st sess., July
1971, chart 1.
Statement of Peter Peterson before the Subcommittee on
Science, Research, and Development, House Committee on
Science and Astronautics, Second Series of Hearings on
Science, Technology, and the Economy, 92d Con g., 2d
sese.• Apr. 11, 1972, p. 3.

U.S. TRADE SURPLUSES
81 I

6

1 Stans, Secretary of Commerce, Statement to gubcommitee on
Science, Research. and Development, House Committee on Science
and Astronautics, July 27, 1971, p. 6.

The United States has not always enjoyed
a favorable manufacturing balance of trade.
Prior to 1900, this country was primarily an
exporter of raw materials and an importer of
manufactured products. During that period
the country's manufacturing trade ratio ran
substantially below one. But in the second
half of the 19th century, the concept of as
sembly-line production of interchangeable parts
(originated in the United States by Whitney
and Colt) took hold and provided a solution
to the shortage of craftsmen in the New World.
This concept was rapidly accepted in this
country but not in Europe which, on the whole,
clung to the craft production of quality prod
ucts. The resulting ability of the United
States to produce in quantity with a relatively
small unskilled labor force led to an unprece
dented reduction in unit labor costs and the
introduction of new, low-priced products
opened up vast new markets, both at home
and abroad. The result was a complete reversal
in the manufacturing trade ratio by the end
of the 19th century.

This favorable balance of trade (particularly
in manufactured products) and rapidly grow
ing U.S. productivity continued almost un
abated through the first half of the 20th
century. However, since World War II, there
has been a steady deterioration in certain areas
of our balance of trade. The overall U.S. bal
ance of trade in recent years has deteriorated
from surpluses of $5-$7 billion in the early
1960's to levels of $1-$2 billion since 1967. In
1971, the trade surplus disappeared completely
and was replaced by a deficit of $1.5 billion.
This was the first trade deficit since 1893'
(see fig. 1).

;/
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:: Stans statement, note I, 8Upra, pp. 6-7. See also Peterson,
Secretary of Commerce, Statement to Subcommittee on Science,
Research, and Development. House Committee on Science and
Astronautics. Apr. 11. 19'72. Chart 1.

transportation equipment, chemicals, ma
chinery, scientific and professional instru
ments).

Categorizing the U.S. trade into such groups
facilitates an analysis of the problems and
more closely identifies the relationship between
technology growth and U.S. trade balances.
FiguresB, 3, and 4 plot imports and exports
in each of the categories. These figures show
the trends in the differential between imports
and exports and clearly' illustrate that high
technology exports have not only maintained
a decisive edge over high-technology imports
but also have provided the margin to offset the
deficit in two of the three other categories.

The following additional points can be
made: a

• Agricultural products show a small but
fluctuating surplus.

Figure 3

TRADE IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
AND RAW MATERIALS TRADE IN HIGH -TECHNOLOGY MANUFACTURES
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• Raw materials have a large and persistent
deficit running from $2.5 billion in 1970
and increasing to $4.1 billion in 1971.

• The major trade losses have occurred in
low-technology products. From 1951-1955
the United States showed an average annual
surplus of $1.8 billion in these products. Defi
cits started in 1958 and by 1965 a deficit
of $2.9 billion was realized; by 1970 this
deficit more than doubled to $6.2 billion
while in 1971 it increased to $8.3 billion. It
is likely to continue to increase.

• The increasing deficit in low-technology
products, plus the chronic deficit in raw ma
terials, has been offset in the past by size
able but stable surpluses in high-technology
products. However, a surplus of $9.6 billion
in 1970 was replaced by a substantial reduc
tion to $8.3 billion in 1971.

The foregoing data adequately supports the
hypothesis that technology-intensive products
have, over the last decade, created a fa vor
able balance of trade and, until 1971,
were able to offset unfavorable balances in
other commodity groups. Given the validity of
this hypothesis, why then, with the massive
U.S. commitment to R&D in comparison to
other countries, is the U.S. balance in high
technology products deteriorating? Table 1
indicates the U.S. expenditures for R&D in
comparison to the two leading competitors,
Japan and West Germany. The U.S. expendi
tures and value exceed by more than twice
those of either Japan or West Germany. The
data also show both a greater rate of growth

TABLE 1. ESTIMATED CIVILIAN R&D
EXPENDITURES

(Millions of dollars)

1959 1968 Growth

United States 5,543 13,093 136%
West Germany 1,050 3,952 276%
Japan 680 2,939 332%

1959* 1968* Grou-th:

United States 5.759 13,903 1410/0
West Germany 1,608 5,336 232%
Japan 1,051 4,822 359°/r

*AddinK capitalized value of purchased fOl'eign technology.
Source: Stans statement, chart 7. Growth data calculated by

Commission.

Part B

and a greater use of foreign (U.S.) technology
by both foreign countries.

Another factor is illustrated by Table 2.
It is obvious from this table that the U.S.
cost of labor exceeds that of all other countries
by a substantial margin. Therefore, our for
eign competitors need only match or even ap
proach our technology to be able, with their

TABLE 2. INDEXES OF COMPARATIVE LABOR
COST IN MANUFACTURING"

1960 1965 1970

United States 100 100 100
Japan 11 16 26
United Kingdom 32 36 37
France 30 37 39
West Germany 32 45 54
Canada 82 72 83

eIncludtnc fl'inge benefits.

Source: Stana statement, chart 10.

much lower labor costs, to offer very potent
competition, even in our domestic markets.
In other words, the U.S. must maintain a sub
stantially superior technological position and
therefore a productivity factor in order to
compete.

The situation regarding the use of technol
ogy, particularly the use of "borrowed" tech
nology, was well put by Dr. Frederick Scherer,
economist at the University of Michigan and
co-author of The Weapons Acquisition Proc
ess, in an interview with the Commission staff:

The export strength of this country has al
ways been in areas of high technology. Tra
ditionally this country leads areas of new
technology for a while. The second stage
normally sees U.S. firms establish subsidi
aries overseas to take advantage of lower
labor costs. The third stage is imitation by
indigenous entrepreneurs. It is a regular
cycle which must be revitalized periodically
by us taking the lead in new areas of tech
nology or this country may become the
Britain of 1980. Since the Government is
the principal supporter of research, it has
an obligation to plan sensibly to retain our
lead.

Another set of data linking R&D to the
balance of trade for specific U.S. industries is
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Source: Calculated by the Commission from data in Statistical
Abstract of the United States.
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presented in figure 5. This figure illustrates
the improved trade ratio enjoyed by those in
dustries expending high levels of R&D in terms
of value added. The figure points out the trade
ratio deterioration between 1960 and 1967 suf
fered by all industries, most of which spent
less R&D in terms of value added. The mean
lines indicate that our high-technology in
dustries have lost their market position com
paratively more than the low-technology
industries.

In summary, it should be noted that we in
the United States are presently able to pay
ourselves between 3 and 5 times the rate of
compensation which our counterparts in
other parts of the world are able to justify.
Our unique standard of living is derived di
rectly from this differential. Other things be
ing equal, extracting this level of personal
profit would render us totally noncompetitive
in the world market. Fortunately, other things
are not equal. Up to now at least, the United
States has been able to maintain a compensat
ingly higher rate of productivity. The term
productivity as thus used includes not only
manufacturing productivity in the usual sense
but also innovative productivity. If the
United States is to remain competitive, the
balance between compensation and overall
productivity must be maintained. Or, if the
United States is to continue to enjoy the type
of compensation benefits which it presently
possesses, it must maintain its counterbalanc
ing productivity advantage.
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List of Recommendations

1. Conduct R&D procurement primarily to
meet agency missions, but whenever possible
be responsive to the needs of other Federal
agencies and activities.

2. Allocate a limited amount of funds to
each Federal laboratory to be used at the dis
cretion of the laboratory director to initiate
R&D projects in support of any national ob
jective. Some of these projects might lie out
side the normal mission of the laboratory.

3. Encourage, through the Office of Science
and Technology, every Federal agency that has
an R&D program in direct support of its mls
sions and objectives to generate an associated
program in long-range basic research and ad
vanced studies and to support it at a level
appropriate to the agency's needs.

4. Strengthen in-house capabilities to sup
port technology advancement in the private
sector, and specifically the procurement-related
technical and management capabilities in lab
oratories by:

(a) Clarifying the assigned roles of the
laboratories;

(b) Providing training and temporary as
signment of technical manpower to intra
agency and interagency program management
offices and regulatory bodies;

(c) Undertaking test and evaluation
(T&E) of conceptual design, hardware, and
systems that are proposed, designed, and built
by private sources; and

(d) Maintaining technical competence by
continuing to conduct basic and applied re
search and development projects.

5. Continue the option to organize and use

FFRDCs to satisfy needs that cannot be satis
fied effectively by other organizational re
sources. Any proposal for a new FFRDC
should be reviewed and approved by the agency
head and special attention should be given to
the method of termination, including owner
ship of assets, when the need for the FFRDC
no longer exists. Existing FFRDCs should be
evaluated by the agency he~d periodically
(perhaps every three years) for continued
need.

6. Monitor the progress of the NSF/NBS
experimental R&D incentives program and ac
tively translate the results of this learning into
practical agency application.

7. Eliminate restraints which discourage
the generation and acceptance of innovative
ideas through unsolicited proposals.

8. Eliminate cost sharing on R&D projects,
except in cases where the performer of the
project would clearly benefit, e.g., through eco
nomic benefits on commercial sales. Decisions
with respect to the placement of R&D contracts
or grants should not be influenced by potential
involvement in cost sharing.

9. Eliminate recovery of R&D costs from
Government contractors and grantees except
under unusual circumstances approved by the
agency head.

10. Recognize in cost allowability principles
that independent research and development
(IR&D) and bid and proposal (B&P) expendi
tures are in the Nation's best interests to
promote competition (both domestically and
internationally), to advance technology, and to
foster economic growth. Establish a policy

-""""-~------_.----
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recognizing IR&D and B&P efforts as necessary
costs of doing business and provide that:

(a) !R&D and B&P should receive uni
form treatment, Government-wide, with ex
ceptions treated by the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy.

(b) Contractor cost centers with 50 per
cent or more fixed-price Government contracts
and sales of commercial products and services
should have IR&D and B&P accepted as an
overhead item without question as to amount.
Reasonableness of costs for other contractors
should be determined by the present DOD for
mula with individual ceilings for !R&D and
B&P negotiated and trade-offs between the two
accounts permitted.

(c) Contractor cost centers with more
than 50 percent cost-type contracts should be
subject to a relevancy requirement of a po
tential relationship to the agency function or
operation in the opinion of the head of the
agency. No relevancy restriction should be ap
plied to the other contractors.

Dissenting Position 1

Dissenting Recommendation 10. Recognize
in cost allowability principles that !R&D
and Bid and Proposal expenditures are in
the Nation's best interests to promote com
petition (both domestically and interna
tionally), to advance technology, and to
foster economic growth. Establish a policy
recognizing IR&D and B&P efforts as nec
essary costs of doing business and provide
that:

(a) !R&D and B&P should receive uni
form treatment, Government-wide, with
exceptions treated by the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy.

(b) Allowable projects should have a po
tential relationship to an agency function
or operation in the opinion of the agency
head. (These will be determined in the
negotiation of advance agreements with
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contractors who received more than $2
million in !R&D and B&P payments dur
ing their preceding fiscal year.)

(c) Agency procurement authorization
and appropriation requests should be ac
companied by an explanation as to criteria
established by the agency head for such
allowances as well as the amount of allow
ances for the past year.

(d) A provision should be established
whereby the Government would have suffi
cient access to the contractor's records for
its commercial business to enable a deter
mination that IR&D and B&P costs are
allowable.

(e) In all other cases, the present DOD
procedure of a historical formula for
reasonableness should be continued.

(f) Nothing in these provisions shall pre
clude a direct contract arrangement for
specific R&D projects proposed by a con
tractor.

Dissenting Position 2

One Commissioner believes that in addition
to the prime and dissenting recommenda
tions advanced above, additional mecha
nisms exist which if explored adequately
may offer reasonably acceptable solutions
to the !R&D dilemma [see Chapter 4 for
full text of his views].

11. Encourage the use of master agreements
of the grant and contract types, which when
executed should be used on a work order basis
by all agencies and for all types of performers.

12. When a potential organizational conflict
of interest exists and use of a hardware exclu
sion clause is proposed, require a senior official
of the procurement agency to examine the
circumstances for benefits and detriments to
both the Government and potential contractors,
and reach and justify his decision to contract
with either no restraint, partial restraint, or
strict hardware exclusion provisions.
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Acronyms

AEC
ASPR
B&P
BOB
CITE
CODSIA
CWAS
DDR&E
DOD
DODI
DOT
DPC
EPA
FAA
FAR
FCRC
FFRDC
FPR
GAO
G&A
GNP
GOCO
GOGO
HEW
HUD
lAC
I&L
IEEE
IR&D
MAM
NACA
NASA
NBS
NIH

Atomic Energy Commission
Armed Services Procurement Regulation
Bid and Proposal
Bureau of the Budget
Contractor Independent Technical Effort
Council of Defense and Space Industry Associations
Contractors Weighted Average Share in Cost Risk
Director of Defense Research and Engineering
Department of Defense
Department of Defense Instruction
Department of Transportation
Defense Procurement Circular
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Assistance Review (Program)
Federal Contract Research Center
Federally Funded Research and Development Center
Federal Procurement Regulations
General Accounting Office
General and Administrative Overhead
Gross National Product
Government-Owned, Contractor-Operated
Government-Owned, Government-Operated
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Industry Advisory Council
Installations and Logistics
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
Independent Research and Development
Management Analysis Memorandum
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Bureau of Standards
National Institutes of Health
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NSF
ODDR&E
OEO
OMB
ONR
OSD
OSRD
OST
OTE
RANN
R&D
RFP
T&E
T.D.
TEC
U.K.
USA
USAF
U.B.C.
USN
VA

National Science Foundation
Officeof the Director of Defense Research and Engineering
Officeof Economic Opportunity
Office of Management and Budget
Officeof Naval Research
Officeof the Secretary of Defense
Officeof Scientific Research and Development
Officeof Science and Technology
Other Technical Effort
Research Applied to National Needs
Research and Development
Request for Proposal
Test and Evaluation
Treasury (Department) Decision
Technological Excellence Commission
United Kingdom
United States Army
United States Air Force
United States Code
United States Navy
Veterans Administration
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CHAPTER 1

Directions for Change

This report treats a Federal procurement
activity that has created controversy for two
decades-the process of acquiring maj or sys
tems, particularly the maj or systems of the
Department of Defense.

The maj or system acquisition process draws
upon new technology in developing new sys
tems to meet national needs. Over the long
term, defense acquisition programs represent
a staggering commitment of national resources.
The 141 programs currently identified in DOD,
when complete, will have consumed a direct
investment of more than $163 billion. Operat
ing and maintenance costs over the lifetime
of these systems could be two or three times
greater than this aggregate direct invest
ment.

Unlike many past studies that were C9n
strained to deal with segments of the acquisi
tion process, our study benefited from having
an exceptionally broad congressional charter
to examine system acquisition and to make
recommendations for its improvement.

As a result, the Commission chose to take
an integrated view of the acquisition process,
covering all the basic steps from the initial
statement of a need to the eventual use of a
system. The report concentrates on the way
the Government organizes policies and proce
dures to accomplish these basic steps. It also
deals with the problems caused by the vested
interests and motivations of the principal
organizations in the roles they most often
play in major system acquisition, including:

• Contractors who are overoptimistic in
their estimates of system cost, performance,
and delivery date and who make contractual
commitments according to those estimates
in order to win program awards.

• Agency components, like the military
services, that reinforce contractor optimism
to gain large-scale but premature program
commitments in order to meet their obliga
tions to provide modern operational capa
bilities and to preserve their stature and
influence.

• Agency heads who do not have effective
means of control in discharging their re
sponsibilities for coordinating components
and programs in the face of severe bureau
cratic pressures.

• Congress and its committees which have
become enmeshed at a detailed level of de
cisionmaking and review in attempting to
fulfill their responsibilities. This disrupts
programs, denies flexibility to those respon
sible for executing programs, and obscures
Congress' view of related higher-order is
sues of national priorities and the aIIocation
of national resources.

IMPROVING SYSTEM ACQUISITIONS

The need to improve major system acquisi
tion has been made apparent by the succession
of cost overruns, contract claims, contested
awards, buy-ins, bail-outs, and defective
systems that have drawn sharp criticism to
one or more programs in recent years. The
clutter of programs and problems has made
it difficult to understand or grapple with the
nnderlying causes of acquisition difficulties,
some of which are subtly removed from the
time and place that the symptoms appear.

This report concludes that the basic road
block to improvements in system acquisition
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is the fact that too many past attempts have
addressed symptomatic problems, such as those
just enumerated, on an individual, piecemeal
basis. Patchwork corrective action has become
counterproductive, leading to more regulations
to amend regulations, more people to check
people, more procedures to correct procedures,
and more organizations to correct organiza
tional problems.

Underlying Problems

Piecemeal improvements will only aggravate
the underlying problem in system acquisition:
the lack of visibility over the key decisions
that control the purpose and direction of system
acquisition programs. Without this visibil
ity, these key decisions (and the informa
tion needed to make them) have been displaced
from their proper organizational levels, both
within Government and between Government
and the private sector. The end results have
been a diffusion of responsibilities that has
made it difficult to control system acquisition
programs.

Congress and agency heads have become so
burdened with detail that they have not been
effective in carrying out their respective re
sponsibilities. Congress often cannot act as
a credible and sensible check on an agency
because acquisition programs provide no han
dles to enable Congress to interrelate the
purpose of new systems and the dollars being
spent on them with national policies and
national needs. Instead, data is presented to
Congress in "traditional" forms, inviting at
tention to already defined products and to
annual budget increments that finance de
velopment and production. From many points
of view, this information is useless as a basis
for effective congressional review.

The agency head has a similar problem. He
cannot manage or control agency components
unless he makes some key program decisions
to keep cost and capabilities within coordi
nated agencywide limits. Agency components
often start and carry out major system ac
quisitions with little or no control by the
agency head or Congress because responsi
bility for making some key decisions is un
clear. However, once such decisions are made,
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an acquisition program is set on a course that
is costly, if not impossible, to change without
outright cancellation.

Finally, the responsibility for making de
cisions on new system products has been
spread across the public and private sectors,
badly distorting the buyer-seller relationship
between the Government and contractors. This
has precluded effective competition and under
mined contractual agreements.

Main Directions for Change

The Commission's recommendations in ef
fect call for a "systems approach" to solving
the problems of major system acquisition by:

• Establishing a common framework for
conducting and controlling all acquisition
programs that highlights the key decisions
for all involved organizations-Congress,
agency heads, agency components, and the
private sector.

• Defining the role each organization is to
play in order to exercise its proper level
of responsibility and control over acquisi
tion programs.

• Giving visibility to Congress and agency
heads to exercise their responsibilities by
providing them with the information needed
to make key program decisions and com
mitments.

Congress and agency heads must exercise
their responsibilities by participating effec
tively in key acquisition decisions that steer a
program and determine which national prob
lems are met; determine how successful agen
cies will be in performing their missions; and
influence long-term patterns in the use and
allocation of national resources. To par
ticipate effectively requires that meaningful
information be brought forward for delibera
tion. Decisions on needs, goals, the choice of
a system, and commitment of development
and production resources must be presented
in a clear and cohesive framework that can be
referenced by all parties involved.

Our report recommends a realignment of
the acquisition structure to correct the de
facto abdication of responsibilities in Govern-
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ment and industry that has come about for
want of a clear understanding of the decisions
and actions that actually control system ac
quisition programs. The need to reestablish
control and reallocate responsibilities is vital
not just for defense programs but also because
system acquisition programs will be used
increasingly throughout the Government to
meet civilian as well as defense needs.

Because this report is based on an inte
grated view of the acquisition process, the
recommendations made are linked to form a
structure that is applicable for acquisition
programs of all agencies. Recommendations
are not designed to be applied selectively to
improve parts of the acquisition process but,
rather, to work together to control the whole.
The recommended structure is shown in figure
1 with the key recommended actions that will
be discussed later in this summary chapter
and more fully in the detailed report.

Expected Results and Implications

The recommended actions would establish
effective control over system acquisition pro
grams-what they are supposed to do and
how much we are willing to pay for them
before these things are decided, often by
default, by the systems and their government
and industry sponsors.

In the long run, adopting the recommenda
tions should also result in a net reduction
in the time and cost to go from the statement
of a need to the effective use of a system
to meet it. This is to be accomplished not by
shortening or paying less for every phase of
activity but by spending more time and money
on the early pivotal development tasks that
will net savings in the larger commitments
that follow. Less time and money should be
spent on nonproductive activities that service
the demands of the bureaucracy and its reg
ulations but do little to increase our informa
tion about what system to buy or to advance
the development of a satisfactory system.

The recommendations also suggest a differ
ent environment for the participating institu
tions because:

Congress must become a more effective and
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informed check and balance in acquisition
programs through the use of its legislative
prerogatives. Congress should be given the
opportunity and information to understand
the need and goals for new programs in the
context of national policy and priorities. There
after, they should be in a better position to
monitor the development, procurement, and
operating funds going to programs to meet
these needs.

Agency heads must make early decisions on
program needs and coordinate the responsi
bilities of agency components. The agency
head should make the decision to initiate a
program to provide increased mission capa
bility and set a cost goal in view of all
related agency needs and resources. Thus,
programs wonld not be initiated independently
of total agency capabilities, needs, and re
sources. The agency head would also reconcile
needs with the mission responsibilities of
agency components, assuring that if com
ponent rivalry leads to duplicate efforts, the
duplication is purposeful, visible, and con
trolled.

Agency components must be given full
flexibility to explore alternative systems with
in agreed-upon program goals before com
mitting to just one. With this flexibility, their
management efforts would shift from design
ing a system and controlling its development
to management based on review, test, and
evaluation of competing private sector design
efforts.

Contractors must enter a competitive arena
that rewards suppliers who are held responsi
ble for creating and demonstrating the best
system according to their own business and
technical judgments. Competition should in
volve innovative products that must demon
strate that they meet the Government's need
at the lowest cost, not an undeveloped but
already defined system at the price needed
to win. On this basis, new firms would be
allowed to enter and old ones forced to exit
from an industry whose total capacity would
be based on current and future' system needs.

Overall, the report calls for a simplified
but flexible decisionmaking process that places
greater reliance on sound judgment and less
on regulations and complicated contracts and
clauses. It also recommends that acquisition
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policy and monitoring be unified within each
agency with a concurrent reduction in man
agement and administrative layering between
policymakers and program offices, and a
counterpart reduction in industry staffing.

OVERVIEW OF REPORT AND
RECOMMENDATIONS r.a

Major system acquisition is an extended
and complex process. It begins with the
Government's determination that a certain
capability needs to be strengthened and the
premise that the technological base can support
viable system concepts. It continues through
development, production, and operation of a
system to meet that need, with information
flowing back at each stage to those who are
responsible for comparing what exists with
what is needed.

Well-known major systems are the space
shuttle, Apollo spacecraft, Minuteman mis
sile, Polaris fleet ballistic missile system, C
5A transport, F-14 and F-15 fighter aircraft,
Phoenix and SAM-D missile systems, Main
Battle Tank, and Cheyenne helicopter. Hun
dreds of other major systems have been de
veloped, many with lesser unit costs but in
greater production quantities.

Evolution of Practice and Problems

Most difficulties in major system acquisi
tions, including cost overruns and overly
sophisticated, expensive systems, arise from a
few basic characteristics of the way Federal
agencies have COme to organize system ac
quisition programs and engage private sector
participation. The evolution of the system
approach-a comprehensive attack on a prob
lem in the context of its total environment-

• Appendix B is a compilation of the 12 recommendations made
in this part of the report.

2 In the discussion and recommendations that follow, "agency"
refers to each executive department or agency whose head reports
to the President, such as DOD and DOT. "AgencY component"
refers to the first major organizational divisions within the agency
below the agency head, such as the military services and the
Federal AvIation Administration. "Agency mission" refers to a
function to be performed by the ageney, either generally or
specifically, in support of the agency's assigned responsibilities.
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has caused radical changes in the Govern
ment procurement process.

Until after World War II, the usual practice
was to develop and produce many system
components and subsystems independently of
their integrated use in a weapon system.
The design of many major weapon systems
was sufficiently stable to permit components
and subsystems to be readily integrated. The
military services were, in effect, buying major
systems in bits and pieces.

Following World War II, there was greater
awareness of the benefits that might be gained
if advancing technologies could be stimulated
and brought together to meet the escalating
Cold War needs for national defense. But the
new technologies presented problems. Each
new component or subsystem, although it
offered improved characteristics, had to work
well with other new pieces in order for the
total system to be effective. This called for
stronger control over all the newly developing
components and subsystems and the system
itself.

The size of the emerging programs brought
about a shift in Government-industry rela
tionships so that the benefits of the system
approach were not without some drawbacks.
Companies could not be expected to develop
major systems and subsystems on their own
without the assurance that they would be
able to sell enough of their products to recover
development costs. The funds required and
the technical risks involved were too great.
As a result, an agency had to underwrite
the development of new major systems.

DOD was the first to face these unusual
buyer-seller conditions as it took the lead in
developing the major system approach to
meet defense needs. Although particular pro
gram practice varied in significant degree,
the following is the general process that
crystallized in the 1960's and remains the
predominant pattern for communicating the
Government's need, creating a system, and
contracting for it.

The process began with a decision within
one of the military services that its ability
to perform an assigned mission should be
strengthened by a new system. Policy and
practice usually excluded the Office of the
Secretary of Defense (OSD) and Congress
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from these early deliberations on the need for
a new system, although the military services
were guided by Department of Defense plans
and policies.

The agency would begin to describe the
system so that it could contract for its de
velopment. The need would be communicated
informally to industry, usually in terms of a
product better than one currently doing the
job. Goals typically would be for better sys
tem performance, such as more range and
speed or less size and weight.

Companies would respond with their ideas
on new systems, sometimes presenting differ
ent system concepts. The system concept that
offered the most promise and was most com
patible with the service's interest and operat
ing doctrine had the best chance of being
selected. The information used to select the
concept and technical approach for develop
ment could come from industry (both infor
mally and under study contracts) and from
within the agency's own laboratories and
technical staffs. The most desirable features
received from these various sources, many of
which required advances in the state-of-the
art, usually would be combined into a total
system description.

After the agency component had decided
on the system concept and main technical
features, a detailed system description would
be issued to solicit industry proposals in
formal competition for the award of the de
velopment contract. Upon receiving contractor
proposals, the agency again would pick up
the most attractive ideas, weave them into an
updated system description, negotiate with the
most promising contractors, and ultimately
select one to develop and produce the system.
The system often was an amalgamation of
ideas from many Government and industry
sources; no single public or private sector
organization had the scope or depth of en
gineering knowledge to know if the system
actually could be developed to perform as
intended within planned time and dollar
limits.

The agency often found it difficult to choose
a clear technical winner because the technical
approach and all main system features had
been specified by the agency. The point scor
ings used to judge competitors often were
close and awards sometimes were contested.

Part C

Price or estimated cost dominated final evalua
tion and pressured contractors to "buy-in"
with a low price bid for an undeveloped sys
tem. A company's survival hinged, in large
measure, on winning one of these major pro
grams in which an increasingly large propor
tion of new military expenditures were being
concentrated. Even if the agency could predict
that it was accepting a "buy-in" price, realis
tically it could not justify paying a price higher
than a major, experienced contractor had pro
posed and was willing to accept.

The winner of this so-called "design com
petition" received a contract to conduct a
development phase that might span five years.
Sometimes the contract would include pro
duction.

The date for a new system to become
operational would be influenced by the desire
to field it as soon as possible and the as
sumption that everything would proceed ac
cording to plan. Contractors would agree to
this date in response to the terms and condi
tions of the competition. This often would
necessitate starting production before the
development and testing were completed (con
currency) and building up large organiza
tions very quickly to handle all phases of a
compressed development and production pro
gram with little room for learning or mistakes.

Some years later, when all did not go ac
cording to plan, the system did not measure
up to initial expectations and costs grew un
expectedly. The contractor could be blamed
for poor management of the development
effort. In turn, the contractor could shift
blame to the agency for imposing what turned
out to be an inconsistent or impossible set
of technical requirements on the system and
for having forced premature performance,
schedule, and pricing commitments under the
heat of contrived competition.

At this point, the agency would find itself
doing business with only one contractor with
the background needed to carry out the pro
tracted test and production phases. In this
situation, the agency could not abdicate its
responsibility to meet real defense needs or
disregard the public funds already invested
in the system; the agency often had to find
ways to "bail out" the contractor from his
technical and financial difficulties.

Pressure grew for increased agency en-
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gagement and control over system develop
ments. Methods were developed within the
Government to control the technical and man
agement functions of both contractor and
in-house organizations. The results have been
a proliferation of staffs and multiple levels
of review in both industry and Government;
a proliferation of paperwork, management
systems, and regulations; demands for much
greater program detail by Congress; and in
creased reviews of major systems by the
General Accounting Office. The proliferation
of controls has contributed to many of the
symptomatic problems and complaints re-
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ported in recent years by various Govern"
ment, industry, and public sources.

Some of the most important problems dis
cussed are summarized in the first column of
table 1. DOD has recently made efforts to
improve system acquisition practices, as shown
in the second column, and has begun to
implement its plans on some selected new
programs. The third column highlights the
changes recommended here that generally sup
port recent DOD actions, but also extend
into more fundamental aspects of the ac
quisition process. They should. not be evaluated
on an individual basis but as part of the

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF PAST PROBLEMS, CURRENT CHANGES,
AND RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

(Department of Defense)

PAS'l' PROBLEMS

ESTABLISHING NEEDS & GOALS
• Needs/goals set by each service;

unplanned duplication

• No formal congressional overview

EXPLORING ALTERNATIVE SYS·
TEMS

• Centralized agency-level control
over systems

• Lack of congressional visibility;
scattered R&D line items

• Premature commitment to single
technical approach

• Multiple information sourcestun
committed industry proposals j

pressures for goldplating ; high
unit costs

• Narrow technical latitude for
competition; paper information;
buy-ins

CHOOSING PREFERRED SYSTEM
• Paper competition; complicated

source selection j contentious
awards

• Single contract covering both
development and production

IMPLEMENTATION
• Overlapped development and pro

duction ("concurrency")
• Late and inadequate operational

tests for production decision

Source: Commission Studies Program.

MAJOR CURRENT CHANGES
(Others discussed in text)

• Mission area coordinating papers

• Decentralization; more authority
for military services

• Attempt to broaden choice of
system options at first agency
level review

• Greater design latitude; more
time for exploration and hard
ware development

• Some hardware prototypes; less
reliance on paper

• No "total package" awards

• Reduced concurrency

• Emphasis on early and better
operational testing

MAJOR RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
(Others discussed in text)

• Agency head reconciliation of
needs/goals and service respon
sibilities

• Congressional review of mission
deficiencies, needs/goals for new
acquisition programs

• Congressional authorization and
appropriation of RDT&E funds
for systems candidates by mis
sion need

• Solicit system proposals using
broad need statement j maintain
integrity of separate candidate
systems

• Annual review and fixed-level
awards to each selected compet
itor; agency technical staff as
sistance

• Commit best competitors to pro
totype system-level demonstra
tion

• Choose system based on mission
performance measurements, total
ownership costs derived from
competitive demonstration and
operational tests

• Independent operational test
before full-production release j

strengthened test organizations
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acquisition structure presented earlier in fig
ure 1.

The recommended acquisition structure does
not eliminate the need for competent personnel
to exercise sound judgment. It highlights the
fundamental decision points that must be
dealt with by each agency as a system
moves through the acquisition process. It
also identifies the kind and quality of in
formation that should be available when each
decision is made.

The acquisition structure is recommended
as the best standard for conducting the proc
ess, but it is designed to be flexible. Intelligent
and well defined variations can be made while
achieving the necessary visibility and control.
Standards for the most important variations
and the responsibilities for authorizing such
variations are presented in this chapter.

Establishing Needs and Goals

STARTING AND COORDINATING PROGRAMS

Establishing needs and goals for a new
acquisition program is one of the most vital
areas for improving system acquisition. De
cisions on needs and goals have far-reaching
effects on the formulation and direction of
national policies and strategies. The resources
required to develop major systems are a
significant factor in an agency's total budget
and in the allocation of funds among Fed
eral agencies and components. In view of the
resources consumed by major programs, the
needs to be met and the goals to be achieved
must receive close attention from the agencies
and Congress. Both defense and civilian pro
grams have suffered when well-defined and
coordinated statements of needs and goals
were lacking.

Program goals establish the capability
needed, the money that can be spent to get
that capability, and the date for achieving
it. These goals set the tone of the program.
Allowing one goal to improperly dominate
may cause later distortions such as when
urgency receives unwarranted emphasis, lead
ing to compressed development and production
activities.

f

Part C

Great sums have been committed to pro
grams which, later, cannot respond to cor
rective changes in goals. Programs often have
been begun with insufficient consideration of
other programs underway that can collectively
strain the limits of existing resources. Lack
of additional funds requires a cutback in the
number of systems, leaving unplanned disrup
tions in an agency's capability to do its job.

DOD policy currently delegates the responsi
bility for deciding needs and goals to each
of the military services. They define them
mainly in terms of the kind of hardware
they "need," not in terms of the mission to
be performed. Although new technological
opportunities cannot be ignored, too often the
focus has been on the system product and
not on its purpose. The results have been
pressures to lock-in to a single-system ap
proach prematurely without giving adequate
attention to why a new level of capability
is needed in the first place and what it is
worth before less costly system alternatives
are created or eliminated.

The needs and goals that each military ser
vice sees for its acquisition programs are
shaped by its own views of defense missions and
priorities. They do not necessarily correspond
to the perceptions of the other services or of
the Office of the Secretary of Defense, fre
quently resulting in destructive interservice
rivalry and overlaps in mission capabilities.
Interservice rivalry has caused special com
plications for system acquisition programs
because these programs have become the prin
cipal means by which the services can preserve
and enlarge their roles, budgets, and influence.

Interservice rivalry can be made to work to
advantage if harnessed by a clear state
ment of common needs, an invitation for the
services to compete openly when appropriate,
and a formal recognition that we cannot
afford to finance all the systems sponsored
by each of them. The objective should not be
to eliminate all overlap or duplication in
assigned responsibilities among or within the
services; it should be to ensure that where
such overlap or duplication exists, it is visi
ble, controlled, and purposeful.

DOD has attempted to view new systems
and programs on an agencywide basis through
its mission Area Coordinating Papers (ACPs)
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but they do not carry the weight of secretarial
decisions or apply to the very start of new
acquisition efforts. Unplanned duplication of
systems; pressures to make new systems large,
multipurpose, and expensive; premature com
mitments to an undeveloped system; and loss
of control over the allocation of resources
to agency missions all result when programs
are begun independently by agency compo
nents to obtain "needed" products without
agencywide coordination of needed capabilities
and affordable costs.

Recommendation 1. Start new system acquisi
tion programs with agency' head statements
of needs and goals that have been recon
ciled with overall agency capabilities and
resources.

(a) State program needs and goals inde
pendently of any system product. Use long
term projections of mission capabilities and
deficiencies prepared and coordinated by
agency component(s) to set program goals
that specify:

(1) Total mission costs within which new
systems should be bought and used
(2) The level of mission capability to
be achieved above that of projected in
ventories and existing systems
(3) The time period in which the new
capability is to be achieved.

(b) Assign responsibility for responding to
statements of needs and goals to agency
components in such a way that either:

(1) A single agency component is respon
sible for developing system alternatives
when the mission need is clearly the
responsibility of one component; or
(2) Competition between agency compo
nents is formally recognized with each
offering alternative system solutions when
the mission responsibilities overlap.

CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW
OF NEEDS AND GOALS

Without a clear understanding of the needs
and goals for new programs, Congress is un
able to exercise effectively its responsibilities
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to review expenditures and the allocation of
national resources. This failure is partly en
couraged by the timing and format used to
present system acquisition programs and by
the kinds of questions this format provokes.
The wrong questions are asked early about
research and development projects and, when
the right ones are provoked by debate on a
particular system, it is often too late for the
answers to be relevant.

Current budgeting and review procedures
expose the need and goals for a program to
Congress at a time when a single system is
proposed, with cost, schedule, and perfor
mance estimates often predicated on insuffi
cient research and development efforts. At
this stage, it is difficult to control costs be
cause system characteristics are fixed within
a narrow range. Thus, the cost to meet a
mission need is largely determined by the
cost of the new systems, not the worth of
the new mission capability compared to other
alternatives. This leaves Congress a futile
choice: either pay the price for the system or
let the need go essentially unsatisfied. Con
gressional ability to deal with agency budgets
and to provide meaningful guidelines to allo
cate limited national resources is seriously un
dermined.

Congress should have an early and com
prehensive opportunity to debate and under
stand any agency's mission needs and goals
for new acquisition efforts, and the oppor
tunity to discuss the relationship of proposed
mission capabilities to current national policy
and the allocation of resources in accordance
with national priorities. Understanding an
agency's needs and program goals before dis
cussing the system to meet the need should
help reduce the delays in authorization and
appropriation caused by extended investiga
tion of all these issues when a system surfaces
later for large-scale funding approval.

This does not imply that Congress should
make defense strategy, define defense mis
sions, or interpret for the military what their
needs are and the best way to meet them;
these are roles of the executive branch. Con
gress should have the opportunity to review
agency programs in such a way that the pro
grams can be clearly related to national pol
icies, priorities, and the allocation of resources
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in order for Congress to exercise its legislative
responsibilities and controls. This is prefer
able to having the consideration arise after a
single system is well into development, when
need and goals are already obscured by the
technical merits and demerits of a particular
system, and there is little room to control the
cost of meeting national needs.

Recommendation 2. Begin congressional
budget proceedings with an annual review
by the appropriate committees of agency
missions, capabilities, deficiencies, and the
needs and goals for new acquisition pro
grams as a basis for reviewing agency
budgets.

Exploring Alternative Systems

THE TECHNOLOGY BASE"

Ongoing exploration of technology is fun
damental to any new acquisition program
new components, tools, materials, processes,
and organized knowledge can be used to de
velop new and better ways to meet public
needs. The chances for success of any major
system acquisition are enhanced if there is
a variety of advancing technologies from
which new system solutions may be drawn.
Otherwise, a solution must be based on a safe
but stagnant technological choice or on un
predictable advances outside that range.

Most Federal agencies with operating re
sponsibilities recognize the value of a strong
technological base. For example, the most re
cent defense policy on major system acquisi
tion cites the importance of "a strong and
usable technology base" to provide raw ma
terial for creating more effective and less
costly systems.

There is no way to know how much money
to spend in a given field of technology; the
payoffs are usually unpredictable and down
stream in time. Technology is advanced
through a creative process sparked by dedi
cated people in Government, industry, and
universities, supported directly by contracts,
grants, or industry profits, or indirectly
through recovery of related overhead costs.

8 This subject is also treated in Part B (Acquisition of Research
and Development).

Part C

Technical judgment is the critical factor
in apportioning money and in performing this
kind of effort. The results may not be imme
diately useful and may have unforeseen appli
cations of unpredictable value.

The Government has paid a spiralling cost
to meet growing public needs by stretching
existing technology and "goldplating" old
approaches instead of seeking innovative ap
proaches that ultimately might prove less com
plex, less costly, and more effective. This is
a case of diminishing returns: to do a job 10
percent better may cost 50 percent more if
the old technology is stretched. Sometimes this
approach is selected simply because of time
or initial dollar constraints.

Maintaining an adequate growth of tech
nology is one of the most important prereq
uisites for successful system acquisition, but
there have to be limits on activity that is
financed and justified solely for its value to
the base of technology. Currently, the tech
nology base is inadequately developed to sup
port new acquisition programs and their
search for candidate systems.

Technology base work (both public and pri
vate) tends to concentrate on producing results
that are, first, immediately useful and, second,
acceptable. To be useful, the work tends to
provide well-developed products (both sub
systems and system concepts) before the need
for any has been established and confirmed
at the agency level. To be acceptable, these
products tend to be based on familiar ap
proaches. The search for alternatives in
connection with a specific operational need fre
quently is conducted in a way that nourishes
the technology base in constrained areas of
relatively "old" technologies. The net effect
is a closed cycle; innovative technologies are
suppressed and relatively stagnant ones are
carried too far as subsystem and system can
didates in anticipation of a specific program.

The Commission favors making the tech
nology base better serve new programs by
(1) controlling how far projects are taken
within technology base funding and justifica
tion and (2) giving the base a greater access
in offering new system candidates.

Recommendation 3. Support the general
fields of knowledge that are related to an
agency's assigned responsibilities by fund-
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ing private sector sources and Government
in-house technical centers to do:

(a) Basic and applied research

(b) Proof of concept work

(c) Exploratory subsystem development.

Restrict subsystem development to less than
fully designed hardware until identified as
part of a system candidate to meet a spe
cific operational need.

CREATING NEW SYSTEMS

In the face of uncertainties about needs
and technology, it makes sense to explore al
ternative systems. At the start, it is more
expensive to explore several approaches than
to focus quickly on one. However, the short
range cost should be weighed against the long
term benefits of having options, particularly
in the early phases of development when they
cost relatively little. Money spent on develop
ment of alternative systems can be relatively
inexpensive insurance against the possibility
that a premature choice of one approach may
later prove to be a poor and costly one.

In addition to guarding against uncertain
needs and technology, alternative systems
also:

• Provide a means for introducing the ben
efits of competition in the early stages of
system evolution when the cost to maintain
competitors is only a small fraction of that
needed to have competition in later full
scale development and production phases

• Insure that a wider base of innovative
talent is applied rather than concentrating
R&D resources on a single-system approach

• Increase the probability that the best pos
sible solution will be found.

DOD acquisition procedures have not
worked well in surfacing system alternatives
based on different technical approaches. This
fact is evidenced by ongoing consideration of
new policies to foster more substantive system
options and to improve the quality of informa
tion at the first program review at the Secre
tary of Defense level. Despite these efforts,
research and development funds remain gen-
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erally scattered in a great many separate proj
ects, making it difficult to trace the cost or
existence of alternative systems prior to the
first agency head review of a new program.

Premature commitment to system concept,
technical approach, and design often leads to
cost growth, performance shortfalls, and
schedule delays. The combined pressures of
(1) limited resources to explore alternatives and
(2) the requirement that the military services
defend a system before large-scale resources are
committed create incentives for them to focus
prematurely on one technical approach. Re
sources are spent to prove that the initial
choice is right in order to get a go-ahead de
cision, rather than to examine broad alterna
tives.

Military services also become advocates of
specific methods and approaches to meet their
responsibilities. This advocacy is dedicated to
fielding the best solution to mission deficien
cies based on past operational experience. Such
advocacy leads to parochial choices of familiar
kinds of systems.

To encourage a greater number of more
innovative alternative systems to meet a given
need, DOD requests for proposals should be
broadly stated in terms of needed mission
capability, program goals, and essential lim
itations, not in terms of required features or
performance stipulations keyed to a particular
kind of system.

There is a critical need to capitalize to a
greater degree on the Nation's innovative re
sources by encouraging smaller firms to enter
early in the acquisition process, provided they
can make necessary business arrangements for
plant and facilities if their proposed systems
prove superior.

Large, established firms tend to acquire
technical biases based on their experience with
successful products and their customer's
tastes. Smaller, growing firms are more likely
to have more initiative and innovative tech
nical approaches for new systems. However,
large firms are usually the only ones considered
qualified to compete for major system devel
opment awards because competitions are held
relatively late in the process, at great expense,
after system performance and design features
have been determined.

There is a need to balance the acquisition
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process by ensuring a more objective selec
tion and exploration of alternative systems.
The agency should also prevent centralization
of the management process and the buildup
of large staffs to do the job that should be
done at the operating level. The Commission
favors retaining the decision on which system
alternatives to explore at the agency compon
ent level but with reviews to ensure that al
ternatives are created and explored.

Recommendation 4. Create alternative sys
tem candidates by:
(a) Soliciting industry proposals for new
systems with a statement of the need (mis
sion deficiency); time, cost, and capability
goals; and operating constraints of the re
sponsible agency and component(s), with
each contractor free to propose system tech
nical approach, subsystems, and main de
sign features.
(b) Soliciting system proposals from
smaller firms that do not own production
facilities if they have:

(1) Personnel experienced in major de
velopment and production activities
(2) Contingent plans for later use of re
quired equipment and facilities.

(c) Sponsoring, for agency funding, the
most promising system candidates selected
by agency component heads from a review
of those proposed, using a team of experts
from inside and outside the agency com
ponent development organization.

CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW OF
SYSTEM EXPLORATION

Congress has difficulty overseeing the grow
ing expenditures for agencies' R&D budgets;
its intensified demands for information and jus
tification leaves Congress burdened with de
tailed reviews that obscure the overall pattern.

Congress could better understand where
R&D money is spent if it reviewed, authorized,
and appropriated funds for exploring candi
date systems according to mission. This should
be done in conjunction with its review of
agency missions and the needs and goals for
new acquisition programs. This approach
would segregate funds for (1) maintaining

Part C

the technology base, (2) activities to ex
plore alternative solutions to mission needs,
and (3) the final development of systems
chosen to meet needs. The second category
would group together all development projects
associated with candidate systems to meet
each agency mission need. Congress would
then have a more meaningful and convenient
basis for reviewing expenditures and earlier
awareness of the evolution of new systems.

Allocations of R&D money according to
mission needs would help reduce the pressures
to make premature commitments to a partic
ular system in order to gain funding ap
proval. With defense mission needs and
goals reviewed yearly, and with a fixed-level
funding constraint tied to finding solutions,
the executive branch would have greater flex
ibility to explore alternative systems and cope
with uncertain system candidates. The op
portunity to question and review individual
projects within these mission funds would
remain whenever such scrutiny is needed
but, at the same time, a more meaningful
level of review and control would be avail
able.

There is a growing awareness in Congress
that it must deal more effectively with ex
ecutive branch programs and equip itself more
fully to do so. The primary intent of our recom
mendations on review of program needs, goals,
and related funds is to sharpen the effective
ness of whatever congressional efforts are ex
pended to review major system acquisition
programs.

Recommendation 5. Finance the exploration
of alternative systems by:

(a) Proposing agency development budgets
according to mission need to support the
exploration of alternative system candidates.

(b) Authorizing and appropriating funds
by agency mission area in accordance with
review of agency mission needs and goals
for new acquisition programs.

(c) Allocating agency development funds
to components by mission need to support the
most promising system candidates. Monitor
components' exploration of alternatives at
the agency head level through annual budget
and approval reviews using updated mis
sion needs and goals.


